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NEW 5 -WATT TRAVELING WAVE TUBE DESIGNED FOR MICROWAVE RELAY LINKS

The versatile modulation characteristics

of this broadband power amplifier are
particularly well suited for microwave
communication applications. The tube,
identified QK-542, is a permanent -magnet
focused CW type, operates in the 5,900 to
7, 400 Mc frequency range, and has a nominal
saturated power output of 5 watts.

High amplification over a wide range of
power levels results in small -signal gain
A special control elecof up to 35 db.

trode facilitates low -voltage pulsed or
amplitude modulation.
The tube is supplied with an integral wave -

guide coupler package which accommodates
UG 344/U waveguide-type flanges. When
supplied with an optional coaxial output
coupler package, tube will operate over
the 4,000 to 8,000 Mc range.

Typical Operating Characteristics
5,900 to 7,400 Mc
Frequency Range
VSWR (Input and Output) 2.1:1 max.
32 to 35 db
Small -Signal Gain
Gain (Saturation)
25 to 27 db
5 watts
Power Output

POWER OUTPUT AND GAIN
vs.
FREQUENCY
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vs.
POWER INPUT
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Excellence in Electronics
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You can obtain detailed application information
and special development services by contacting:
Microwave and Power Tube Division, Raytheon
Company, Waltham 54, Massachusetts
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31 reasons why
Transistorized
GUARANTEE D
LAMBDA LT TRANSISTORIZED POWER SUPPLIES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

CONVECTION COOLED
No internal blowers -No moving parts
0-32 VDC 0-1 AMP 0-2 AMP
Every Lambda Transistorized Power Supply is guaranteed to perform within applicable specifications and is further warranted to be
free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of five full years.
This plus the excellent experience of present users is your assurance of getting
the finest in power supply service when you specify Lambda.

Ambient 50° C at full rating.
High efficiency radiator heat sinks.
Silicon rectifier.
50-400 cycles input.
Special, high -purity foil, long -life electrolytics.,

Voltage Bands

0-8, 8-16, 16-24, 24-32 VDC

Compact. Only 31/2" panel height.

Line Regulation

Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts (whichever is
greater). For input variations from 105-125 VAC.

Short-circuit proof.
Protected by magnetic circuit breakers.
Hermetically -sealed transformer.

Load Regulation

Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts (whichever is
greater). For load variations from 0 to full load.

AC Input
Electrical Overload
Protection
Thermal Overload
Protection

Size

105-125 VAC, 50-400 CPS

Designed to MIL-T27A.

All transistor. No tubes.
Fast transient response.
Excess ambient thermal protection.
Excellent regulation. Low output impedance.

Magnetic circuit breaker, front panel mounted. Unit cannot be injured by short circuit or overload.

Low ripple.
Remote sensing and DC vernier.

Thermostat, manual reset, rear of chassis. Thermal overload indicator light, front panel.

Model LT 1095M (metered)

31/2" H x 19" W x 143A" D.

Model

LT 1095

Model LT 2095

$285

$315

$365

Model LT 2095M (metered)

$395

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA
Write for information and specifications on Lambda's full
line of transistor -regulated and tube -regulated power supplies.

ILIJ

IL ii\iI

B DA ELECTRONICS CORP.

11-11 131 STREET COLLEGE POINT 56, N. Y. INDEPENDENCE 1-8500

Lambda
Power Supplies are
FOR 5 YEARS!
28

29

30

31
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1

27
26
7

19

18
17
12
Thermal overload breaker for excess ambi
ent temperature protection

10

2

High efficiency, convection heat sinks

11

3

Industrial type power transistors inherently

1

11

Every connection and solder joint individually inspected and checked

21

Compact -- only 31/2" panel height

22

Rated for operation from 50-400 cycle source

23

Hermetically -sealed transformer - designed

Sturdy gripping =handles

12

Meters on "M" models

protected against overload

13

Magnetic circuit breaker

24

Heavy-duty extra -length industrial cord

4

Highly stable Zener voltage reference d ode

14

Fuses, internal failure protection

25

Harness wiring

5

Special, high -purity foil, hermetically sealed,
long -life electrolytic capacitors

15 Thermal overload indicator light

26

Nylon jacketed vinyl wire

16

Fast transient response

6

Silicon rectifier

27

Sturdy cable clamp anchors

17

7

Excellent regulation, low output, impedance,
low ripple

Every specification lab -checked before shipment

18

Rated for full load over entire voltage range

29 Remote sensing terminals

8

Stable, low -noise wire -wound reference networks and multipliers

19

Advanced packaging for optimum thermal

30 All controls clearly identified and marked

Unit welded chassis and frame

20

9

and mechanical design
Rated for 24 -hour continuous duty

to Mil -T 27A

28 Remote DC vernier adjustment terminals

31

Heavy-duty barrier -type terminal block
cated for convenient rack cabling

lo-
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editorial

KEEPING IN THE KNOW. Electronic engineering moves fast indeed. Many an engineer whose work has kept him engrossed in the
minutiae of some project has looked up from his breadboard to find a
whole new subject has passed him by. More and more employment
ads specify that an engineer's degree must be less than 10, 5 or even 2
years old. What's more, even technicians today are often expected to

know computer techniques, binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra,

Boston

16;

1301

How to keep up? One way is by reading ELECTRONICS magazine.

We have published nearly 500 technical feature articles in the past

year. That is a significant percentage of all technical articles published in the free world. We have more than two dozen editors continually scouting for articles, then carefully selecting only the most
significant and authoritative. The time you spend with us can give
you the equivalent of many nights in graduate school, many days at
professional meetings. You can keep in the know the convenient way

by curling up at home these winter evenings while scanning the
whole spectrum of the industry through the eyes of our editors.

Coming In Our December 25 Issue .

.

S.

possessions & Canada 75¢; $1.50 for all
other foreign countries, Buyers' Guide in

years.

.

transistor and pulse circuits.

Editorial, Circulation and Advertising
Offices: McGraw-Hill Building. 330 W. 42 St., New
York 36, N. Y. Longacre 4-3000. Publication
Office: 99.129 North Broadway, Albany I, N. Y.
Executive,

the

.

Rhodes -Haverty

Bldg., Atlanta 3; 1125 West Sixth St., Los
Angeles 17; 1740 Broadway, Denver 2; 901
Vaughn Bldg., Dallas 1. ELECTRONICS is
indexed regularly in The Engineering Index.
Subscription: Address correspondence to: Fulfillment Manager, Electronics, 330 W. 42nd
St.. New York 36, N, Y. Allow one month for
change of address, stating old as well as new
address, Including postal zone if .any. Subscriptions are solicited only from persons en
gaged in theory, research, design, production,
management, maintenance and use of electronics and industrial control components,
parts and products. POSITION and COM-

PANY CONNECTION must be indicated on

subscription orders.

Postmaster: please send form 3579 to
Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36,
N. Y.

ANNUAL INDEX. As we mentioned above, ELECTRONICS will have
published in 1959 nearly 500 engineering feature articles on subjects
ranging from amplifiers to Zener diodes. Since we pride ourselves on

the fact that our feature articles form, for many subscribers, a ready
and very useful reference library, we're naturally interested in helping you find your way quickly among this mass of information. Our
32 -page annual index, which appears in next week's issue, will help
you locate specific articles by title, subject or author. The index this

year contains 4,000 technical and 2,000 business entries, covers
departmental as well as feature material, and is twice as big as last
year's.

ELECTRON DEVICES. Interest in new and improved electron de-

vices manifests itself each year in increasing attendance at the

Electron Devices Meeting in Washington. This year 1,300 more engineers attended sessions at which 62 technical papers were presented.

In our next issue, Assistant Editor Wolff presents a roundup of
some significant developments unveiled at the two-day conclave.
In his article you'll find information about: a selective -erasure storage tube, the latest in electroluminescent devices, a reflected -beam
kinescope, new low -noise devices, and a parametric amplifier which
requires low pump power.

AIR CONDITIONING. Use of analog computers for analyzing the
thermal behavior of dwellings has been limited to studies of special
enclosures, using general-purpose equipment. Now W. L. Wright and
C. A. Booker of Westinghouse in Cheswick, Pa., describe an analog
computer designed specifically to determine residential air conditioning loads. The concept is based on using thermal circuits that
represent unit areas of the physical structure.
DESIGNING AGAINST RADIATION. As brought out in a recent

I8p
Member ABP and ABC

< CIRCLE 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ELECTRONICS article (p 55, Nov. 27), the tolerance of solid-state circuits

to nuclear radiation can be increased through proper choice of transistors. Next week, J. R. Bilinski and R. Merrill of GE in Ithaca, N. Y.,
present some nomographs that will help circuit designers select the best
transistor for a radiation environment.
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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SPRAGUE° RELIABILITY
in these two dependable
wirewound resistors
NEW SMALLER SIZE

MINIATURE

Kiuuhilt

POWER RESISTORS

VITREOUS -ENAMEL

Sprague's new improved construction gives even
greater reliability and higher wattage ratings to famous Blue Jacket miniature axial lead resistors.
A look at the small actual sizes illustrated, emphasizes how ideal they are for use in miniature

INSULATED -SHELL POWER RESISTORS

New Koolohm construction features include welded

leads and winding terminations-Ceron ceramic-

w II»

_

2W
21/2W
4111. MI

3W cm

KOOLOHM

5W

5W

KOOLOHM

7w.

7W

KOOLOHM

10W

tow

11W
Mill 1M Imp dm.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

core-multi-layer non -inductive windings or high
resistance value conventional windings-sealed, insulated, non -porous ceramic outer shells-aged-onload to stabilize resistance value.
You can depend upon then: to carry maxinnun2
rated load for any given physical size.
Send for Engineering Bulletin 7300 for complete
technical data.

INTERFERENCE FILTERS

ELECTRONICS

Y
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NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

RESISTORS

PULSE NETWORKS

KOOLOHM

insulated resistance wire, wound on special ceramic

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
35 MARSHALL STREET

i

14W

14W

electronic equipment with either conventional wiring or printed wiring boards.
Get complete data on these dependable minified
resistors, write for Engineering Bulletin 7410.
TAB -TYPE BLUE JACKETS: For industrial applications, a wide selection of wattage ratings from 5 to
218 watts are available in Sprague's famous Tab Type Blue Jacket close -tolerance, power -type wire wound resistors. Ideal for use in radio transmitters,
electronic and industrial equipment, etc. For complete data, send for Engineering Bulletin 7400A.

.

1

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE

CAPACITORS

TRANSISTORS
PRINTED CIRCUITS
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NOW

from INDIANA STEEL

NEW HIGH ENERGY ALNICO V-7
PERMANENT MAGNETS ACHIEVE TYPICAL ENERGY

VALUES OF 7 MILLION FOR THE FIRST TIME!
For the design engineer with a special application problem
Hyflux Alnico V-7 is a new high
energy material now available for

magnetic energy per unit volume
or weight than any other perma-

special applications requiring either

nent magnet material presently
available.

greater energy per unit weight or
volume, or equal energy from a

Other characteristics of Hyflux

lighter or smaller magnet.
Compared with the previous en-

Alnico V-7 are equally impressive.
For example, residual induction
(Br) is 12,750 gausses, and the coercive force (He) is 765 oersteds.
For Alnico V the Br is only 12,500

ergy leader - Alnico V, new Hy flux Alnico V-7 represents a significant advance in the energy level

of permanent magnets. To show

gausses and the He 600 oersteds.
Improvements such as these point

this, a portion of the Demagnetization and Energy Product Curve has
been enlarged and depicted here.
The curve for Hyflux Alnico V-7
shows a typical energy value of 7.00

the way to important design breakthroughs in many fields.

Designing With Hyflux Alnico V-7

The nature of the material is such
that orientation (and magnetization) must be straight, eliminating
the familiar horseshoe shape. Cylinders, rectangles and other pris-

When To Use Hyflux Alnico V-7
A premium material, Hyflux Alnico

V-7 is particularly suited for use in
IHYFLUX

ALNICO V-7
7.0

.1

HYFLUX

l

ALNICO V
X5.5

has a typical value of only 5.50
million.

9
8
7

6

/

r-0I-"I:I
I'
-.//1
'...
I.~
MI.r
16

11

16

19

20

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF HYFLUX ALNICO V-7
Lin

16

24

Hyflux
Alnico
V-7

PROPERTIES

Residual Induction
(minimum) Br Gausses

'ERNE ANC! COIIINVENI,

12

comparison with Alnico Vl

28

35

30

40

65

60

50

60

\

\
ENERGY PRODUCT 6dNdx10.
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75
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150

1

1

I
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11 Of_"''
SGx /iiñ
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llll'lll%ll,

__P-Sill
140

600

570

400

300

100

100

V

12,500

Coercive Force
(minimum) He Oersteds

765

600

Peak Energy Product
BdHdmax x 106

7.00

5.50

3,000

3,000

300

706.56.055501510353075101510

I608.Ad

Alnico

12,750

ing equipment.

\ \ \\\\ \ \\\\ \ \\\

IS

than normal.

3. Miniature and Sub -miniature Components. Use Hyflux Alnico V-7 for
missile -borne guidance and record-

found in the material. As a result,
Hyflux Alnico V-7 produces more

10,

be ground, but somewhat slower

frustums. Pole faces may be ground
quite easily. Side surfaces may also

oscillographs, magnetometers
and galvanometers.

degree of crystal magnet orientation

11,

needed.

as are certain conic or pyramidal

ments,

The reason for this remarkable
performance lies in the very high

''-\

matic shapes, however, are possible,

1. Military Electronics. Use Hyflux Alnico V-7 for light -weight ground and
airborne generators and alternators
(in a full range of frequencies).
2. Testing Equipment. Use Hyflux Alnico V-7 in meters, recording instru-

million. By comparison, Alnico V

16

space age or other critical equipment requiring a greater level of
energy, or where smaller size and
weight without loss of energy is

14

Peak Magnetizing Force
Oersteds

Ii

Weight
(lb per cu in)

0.265

0.265

Mechanical Properties

Hard-

Hard -

Brittle

Brittle

6

For more information on new Hyflux
Alnico V-7 and its role in the design
future of your firm, write Dept. A-12.

6

DEMAGNETIZATION AND
00

1

ENERGY PRODUCT CURVE

1171-G FOFCF.-.0FP55F05 1G11[F1115 7( 11 CM,

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS
Division of Indiana General Corporation

INDIANA
PERMANENT

Valparaiso, Indiana

MAGNETS

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PERMANENT MAGNETS
In Canada: The Indiana Steel Products Company of Canada Limited, Kitchener, Ont.
6
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FASTEST COMPUTER READOUT
MICROFILM PRINTER IN USE TODAY!
plotting points
or alphanumeric characters per second are being recorded now on the
Stromberg-Carlson S -C 4020 highspeed microfilm printer at the U.S.
Navy's David Taylor Model Basin in
Carderock, Md..Either on-line or offline operation is provided.
FIFTEEN THOUSAND

At the David Taylor Model Basin, the

S -C 4020 is used in the applied
mathematics laboratory for the

solution of various Naval problems
including ship design, hydrodynamics, structural mechanics and nuclear
reactor design. It is ideal for all kinds

of high-speed computer printing,

$4,840 a month. Assume that an aver-

age of 2,100 graphs with 375 points

each are required each month.

Twenty-five engineering aids can do

this work by hand at an estimated
cost off $8,800 a month. One S -C 4020

high-speed printer can do the same
work for a capital expense of $3,960
-a saving of $4,840 a month.
Printers similar to the one in use by
the U.S. Navy are coming off the production line right now. You can have
your own printer saving hundreds of
valuable man-hours within 6 months.
LITERATURE AVAILABLE - Write to

filing and archive storage.
In typical graph plotting applications,

Dept. A-14, Stromberg-Carlson-San

the S -C 4020 can save as much as

Diego 12, California.

Diego, 1895 Hancock Street, San

Selected data, either tabular or
graphic, may be projected on
the accessory viewing screen
only 8 seconds after film expo-

sure. The projection unit is

useful for computer monitoring.

STROM BERG -CARLSON - SANN DIEGO

A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

unusual capabilities and stability
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Input circuit guarded, floating, isolated from
output, can be grounded. Input impedance
200,000 ohms min. (Preamplifier also available
at extra cost with 4 -step attenuator with gains

64 channels
in

6

of 10, 20, 50 and 100 and smooth gain control to reach any intermediate setting.)

INPHASE TOLERANCE
250 VDC, 220 VAC

BANDWIDTH

NOISE

DC to 70 cps (-3 db).

2 uy peak -to -peak referred to input (measured

over DC to 100 cps). Noise plus ripple for full
RISE TIME

25 ms to 99.9% of steady state value.

On these two pages eight fully transistorized Model 850-1500P Pream-

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

plifiers appear actual size - each
measures approximately 2" x 7" x

Capabilities: =1 v across 300 ohms, DC to

141A". In racks of eight, 64 preamplifiers take only 56"of panel space,
and a blower unit another 4". Necessary power and chopper excitation
is provided by a completely transis-

torized Model 858-500P Power
Supply that mounts at the rear of
each 8 -preamplifier unit, so that no
additional panel space is required.

INPHASE REJECTION RATIO
120 db at 60 cps, 160 db at DC, with 5000 ohms
unbalance in source.

Floating, independent of input, can be
grounded.
70 cps

=1.5 v across 300 ohms, DC to

scale signal not to exceed =0.1% of signal
(measured wide band -ripple is 880 cps).
DRIFT

=2 uy referred to input, at constant ambient
temperature, after30 minutes' warm-up. Input
drift temperature coefficient =0.2 uv/°C, max.

40 cps

Output impedance 100 ohms. Output is across

300 ohm internal load, shunted by internal 4
mfd capacitance. Part or all of this resistance
and capacitance can be supplied externally,
in any combination to suit your application.
LINEARITY

0.1% of full scale output (2 volts)
GAIN
100 (10 my input for 1 volt output). Preampli-

OVERLOAD RECOVERY

Preamplifier recovers from fully blocked con
dition within 20 milliseconds after removal of
signal. 10 volts of signal at input will not damage preamplifier.
POWER REQUIREMENTS

Each Preamplifier requires 2.5 watts; Model
858-500P Power Supply handles up to eight
Preamplifiers.

fier with gain of 1000 (1 my input for 1 volt
output) also available on special order. Gain
stability -0.1% for min. of 24 hours.

New Data Preamplifier

model

SANBORN

850-1500 P

850

$462.50
per channel, complete
Each Model 850-1500P Preamplifier costs
$400, each Power Supply for every eight Pre-

amplifiers, $500. Consider the substantial
savings over equipment with comparable
specifications - when economy "per channel" is multiplied by the number of channels
you're using. (All prices are F. O. B. Waltham,
Mass., within continental U. S. A.

What distinguishes this data preamplifier
from others is not its specifications alonebut the combination of this performance with
high reliability, practical cost and small size.
Together, they make the Sanborn
Model 850-1500P the logical choice for

data processing systems in which tens or
hundreds of channels of information
must be handled.
Completely transistorized, the 850-1500P is
designed for amplifying low level inputs such as
thermocouple, strain gage and resistance
bridge outputs. Typical outputs include digital
voltmeters, tape recorders, scopes and
other readout devices.

Complete engineering data and application
assistance is available from Sanborn Company.
Contact your nearest Sanborn Industrial
Sales -Engineering Representative, or write
the main office in Waltham, Mass.

-1500P

SANBORN
COMPANY
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
175 Wyman St., Waltham 54, Mass.

WHEN IT COMES TO SHIELDED WIRE

SLIDE
on the ferrule

SLIP
in the ground taps

CRIMP
the three together

SNIP

On the insulation

PRESTO:

the best insulated ferrule you can buy

How's that for speed! And the post -insulation of the Termashield
Shielded Wire Ferrule is easily and quickly accomplished ... you
eliminate close tolerance cable stripping required by other techniques ... you eliminate blind probing of taps into other type
ferrules ... you eliminate solder and burnt cable ... you eliminate

lost time ... you eliminate doubt.

For positive attachment, top reliability, unbeatable speed and
tangible economy, get A -MP Post -Insulated Termashield Shielded
Wire Ferrules.

Write for more information,

AMP
INCORPORATED
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
A -MP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Australia Canada England France Holland Japan
<--CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BUSINESS THIS WEEK

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
F -M AUTO RADIO selling for about $125 will be
marketed next February by Motorola. Company

says design of the set permits it to fit under the
dashboard with three brackets for easy installation and removal. The radio can be used in any
12 -volt American car built since 1955, or in any
other 12 -volt vehicle with a negative ground ignition system; set uses a regular car antenna.

the U.S.S. Dewey, to neutralize magnetic distortions that trigger mines and attract torpedoes. The

coils are energized by ITT Federal equipment
which automatically compensates for varying magnetic currents as the ship passes from one location
to another. Effect is a magnetic field opposite to
that of the ship which makes the ship magnetically
"invisible."

Adapter kits for rear -seat speakers will also be
The company estimates there are 15 million f -m receivers, believes "a good percentage" of
these f -m listeners will want to keep tuned in while
driving. Motorola says it has overcome technical
difficulties which previously prevented mass production of an f -m receiver for the automobile market. The radio is powered by three transistors and
seven tubes, provides 15 watts of peak power.
offered.

Italian business machine maker Olivetti is producing
typewriter arm support -plates with a fixed program
automatic electrohydraulic milling machine equipped
with a transistorized control unit. Printed circuits are
used for logical functions of program direction. Machine works two identical parts at once during a fiveminute cycle of 275 operations.
CIVIL AIR REGULATIONS amendment is proposed
by the Federal Aviation Agency that would require
Agency approval of the performance standards of

airborne radar and radio devices which now supplement required navigation and communications
facilities. FAA says such gear may have a significant effect on air safety, asks for power to approve equipment before its experimental installation and invites comment on the proposed change
in rules.

A second coast -to -coast microwave system may be opera-

ting by 1962. Western Union is reportedly planning
such an expansion and, maybe later, a further extension southward. WU's present east -west system reaches
Cincinnati and Chicago.

CHEMISTRY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL will be
carried out by a new special computer under devel-

opment in the USSR for the Council for Cybernetics of the Academy of Sciences. The machine
will determine within seconds, says Tass, any possible chemical compounds that answer to input specifications. The machine will use an algorithmic
technique, translating chemical characteristics into
mathematical expressions and analyzing the expressions by matrix inversion and other linear methods. Answers will then be retranslated into chemical terms. Ultimately, Soviet planners hope to

derive information about the physical and other
properties of chemical compounds.

PERMANENT HEARTBEAT CONTROLLER has
been attached to the heart muscle of a patient in
the fourth case of its kind. A bipolar electrode

was sewn into place against the heart wall of a
37 -year -old man with a progressively worsening

heartblock-a condition in which the filling and
Nearly 61 percent of the nation's 66,000 general aviation
aircraft were carrying receiver -transmitters in 1958,
according to a Federal Aviation Agency survey. In 1954

pumping chambers lose their synchronized rhythm
and do not respond to drugs. Operation was per-

less than 48 percent of 61,000 aircraft carried two-

formed at the University of California Medical
Center in San Francisco. Plastic -coated wires,
leading from the electrode out through the chest

RED CHINA has developed a remote control system, presumably for power transmission, which
uses telemetering gear and automatic control devices at unmanned substations. Peiping Radio,
monitored in Tokyo, said recently that semicon-

incision, were attached to a transistorized, battery
powered pacemaker. Device is worn on a belt
around the waist, delivering an electrical stimulus
to the heart 60 times a minute. This maintains
a firm and regular pulse.

way radio equipment.

ductor devices, magnetic elements and some printed
circuits are used. Work was done at the Institute

of Automation and Telemechanics of the Chinese

Third International Conference on Medical Electronics
will be held at Olympia, London, from July 21 to 27,
1960. Conference is being organized by the Electronics

Academy of Sciences, counterpart of a similar
institute in the USSR. Another Peiping broadcast boasted that Red China is now turning out
electronic computers, telephone equipment and

and Communications Section of The Institution of
Electrical Engineers in association with the Interna-

television transmitters. The broadcast said 110,000 radio sets were turned out last year, 5.5 times
the number for the previous year.

IMAGE INTENSIFIER which multiplies the brightness of a faint image 50,000 times has been developed at the Imperial College of Science in London.
The intensifier tube, expected to find application
in astronomy, nuclear physics and hospital X-ray
use, is 18 -in. long and 2 -in. in diameter.

NEW DEGAUSSING COILS gird the inside of the
Navy's just commissioned guided missile destroyer,
ELECTRONICS
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tional Federation for Medical Electronics. A simultaneous exhibition is planned.
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Now available- a
wide range of
traveling wave tubes
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SANBORN VISOCARDIETTE Peot4

Actual strip chart recording of test on a production
ONLY SYLVANIA CAN OFFER YOU

AVAILABILITY- now in production, 16 types of traveling
wave tubes covering the microwave spectrum from 1 to 11 kmc,
and milliwatts to kilowatts. Backward wave oscillators are also

available. Modifications and new designs for your special requirements are part of Sylvania's service.
HIGHEST GAIN -Sylvania's traveling wave tubes deliver 2
to 5 times the gain of competitive types. For example, TW-4002
delivers a minimum gain of 37 db over its full 2 to 4 kmc band.
GUARANTEED UNIFORMITY- Sylvania guarantees gain
variations one-half those of other tubes ; i.e. 2 to 3 db narrower
limits. Other test limits are correspondingly more rigid.
PROVEN RUGGED DEPENDABILITY-Sylvania traveling
wave tubes have proved their performance by meeting tough
military standards and by being specified and used in modern
supersonic aircraft.
For more information
write your nearest Sylvania tube sales office or
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Special Tube Operations,
500 Evelyn Ave., Mountain View, Calif.
12
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tube shows the uniform

gain characteristics of this
Sylvania tube over the 2.0
KMC to 4.0 KMC spectrum

Write for our new
Traveling Wave Tube Catalog

SYLVAN IA

Subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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FAIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR
THE ONLY MANUFACTURER OF SILICON MESA
TRANSISTORS OFFERING A YEAR AND A HALF
OF PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE, A WHOLE FAMILY*

OF PRODUCTS IN VOLUME PRODUCTION WITH
ASSURED DELIVERIES ON SCHEDULE AND THE
ULTIMATE IN QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP.
*HIGH VOLTAGE type particularly suited to video

*GENERAL PURPOSE types suitable for switching

amplifiers and RF oscillators.

RF and DC applications over a wide current range.

2N699

2N696 & 2N697

*LOW STORAGE types optimized for high current
*PNP COMPLEMENT to the 2N696 and 2N697

saturated switching circuitry.
2N1252 & 2N1253

2N1131 & 2N1132

*HIGH SPEED LOGIC transistor suitable for saturated

switching circuitry without sacrificing speed.
2N706
AVAILABLE IN QUANTITIES OF 1-999 FROM DISTRIBUTOR STOCKS OR DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY FOR ORDERS
OF 1,000 OR MORE. COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS FROM EITHER SOURCE.

SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORNT/ON

PHILA. ELECTRONICS, INC., Philadelphia, Pa.
FRANCHISED FAIRCHILD DISTRIBUTORS: CRAMER ELECTRONICS, Boston, Mass.
WESCO SALES CO., Santa Monica, Calif. SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS, Mineola, Long Island, N.Y. VALLEY INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS,
KIERULFF ELECTRONICS, Los Angeles, Calif.
SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR SPECIALISTS, INC., Chicago, III.
INC., Utica, N.Y.
FAIRCHILD FIELD OFFICES: Garden City, N.Y., Pioneer 1-4770
Washington, D.C., NAtional 8-7770

Jenkintown, Pa., TUrner 6-6623

Los Angeles, Calif., OLeander 5-6058

545 WHISMAN ROAD / MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA / YORKSHIRE 8.8161
ELECTRONICS
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WASHINGTON OUTLOOK

WEINSCHEL
COAXIAL
TERMINATIONS
DC to 10 KMC

50 ohms

FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION is extending the grace period for

vhf translators to March 31 of next year in the hope that Congress will
act to legalize them. A bill to make the 1,000 -odd existing installations
legal was introduced in the Senate, where pressure from western senators
pushed it through.

Almost all boosters (which pick up and rebroadcast on the same

Connectors: N, C, SC, INC and TNC

channel) have been changed over to become translators (which rebroad-

Individual VSWR calibrations sup-

cast on a different vhf channel), because boosters are inclined to be

plied at seven frequencies: DC, .4,

1, 2, 4, 7.5 and 10 KMC.

Made with Weinschel Film Resis-

tors for maximum stability.

C

posed change.
Some Pentagon experts are saying the recent cut in the B-70 program

,

535 -MN

unstable and to pick up false signals. Neither type of installation is now
legal in the vhf range.
FCC is asking Congress to change the Communications Act to permit
licensing of stations constructed prior to granting of a permit. This would
cover all the translators, while the few remaining boosters would be out.
In addition, FCC is proposing standards to legalize new low -power vhf
translators up to 1 watt. More powerful ones would have to work in the
uhf range, where translators are already legal.
The Commission is inviting comments until Jan. 11. Broadcasters are
lobbying to require translators to get permission from the station whose
signal they pick up. But mountain state legislators, whose constituents
depend heavily on translators for tv, are powerful boosters for the pro-

535 -FN

spells finis for manned bombers beyond the present B-52 and B-;8
aircraft. The Defense Department's decision to "reorient" B-70
R&D means the Air Force will build two prototype planes capable
of flying 2,000 mph but stripped of combat systems such as bomb -nay

and defensive radar.
The project's new objective is to demonstrate the aerodynamic
feasibility of flying a large aircraft at three times the speed of sound
rather than to develop a complete weapons system.
Electronics producers such as IBM, Westinghouse and Motorola,

which were contractors for the major subsystems, bear the brunt
of the cutback. Scope of the project is being reduced from the $300
535 -FT

million originally planned for fiscal 1961 to only $75 million. Sperry
Gyroscope is building a gyro platform for the two B-70 prototypes
with target date in 1962, and is apparently unaffected by the cut in
the program.

As plans shape up now, the first B-70 will be test -flown in 1963,

a year later than previously planned. The aircraft is now looked
,

a

535-FC

535 -MC

Type SC
Connector

upon as a "composite" plane, likely to become a prototype for future

transport or reconnaissance craft. Its potential as a bomber or
missile platform hasn't entirely been ruled out, of course, but recent
deemphasis on combat -system development plays down the plane's
combat role.

FCC was up and charging in other directions this week. For the
535 -MSC

535-FSC

Weinschel Fixed Coaxial
cover the fre-

WE CO

quency range of DC to

12.4 KMC. Write for complete catalog.

Weinschel Engineering
KENSINGTON, MARYLAND
14
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first time in years it was threatening to revoke licenses and otherwise
crack down on station owners who may have been involved in broadcasting hanky-panky.
The agency ordered WGMA in Hollywood, Fla., to show why its
license should not be revoked. WGMA is jointly owned by co -producers of two of the fixed quiz shows. FCC has not revoked a license
since 1949, and picked up only three or four in its history.
Various Commission actions and statements indicate that the FCC,

suffering acute embarrassment in the public spotlight, will be
tougher on all kinds of mis-, mal- and non-feasance in the future,
whether it be bad programming, improper antenna -tower heights,
or interference.
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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Constant reliability ... duplicated in volume

CLEVITE
DIODES

Clevite diodes feature high forward conductance, fast pulse recovery, fast forward switching and extreme ruggedness to resist vibration
and shock and to provide exceptional reliability
GOLD BONDED GERMANIUM GLASS DIODES
SILICON GLASS DIODES

Fast. Stcitclting Types
General Purpose Types
Military Approved Types

TRANSISTORS

Low thermal resistance, low saturation resistance plus superior
current gain and high reliability construction make Clevite transistors your first choice for such applications as power converters,
audio amplifiers, power supplies and high current switching circuits.
GERMANIUM POWER TRANSISTORS

2& 1 Watt :1ndio Types
5 Ampere Stritching Types
Ilitdr Power 65 11'att R 15 Amp Types

Available at leading electronic distributors in principal cities.

CLEVITE TRANSISTOR
WALTHAM 54, MASS.

SEND FOR
Short Form Catalog 59

254 CRESCENT STREET

ELECTRONICS
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the big

PLUS FOUR
in tubes

for hi-fi!
RCA -7025...
RCA -7199...

\/
1~~
1111111

"low noise and low hum" characterize the performance of this
high -mu twin triode-ideal for your pre -amplifier designs.

"versatility" keynotes the applications for this tube-a sharp cutoff pentode and a medium -mu triode in one envelope-for
low-level stages.

From pre -amplifier to power amplifier, mono
or stereo, you can design a comprehensive line

of high-fidelity products around these 4 RCA
tube types. And your designs with RCA tubes
add up to recognition ... for quality, performance, prestige. Contact your RCA Field Representative for details. For technical data, write

RCA -6973...

"compact, but powerful" can describe monophonic and stereophonic power amplifiers designed around this 9 -pin miniature
-a pair in Class AB1 can deliver up to 20 watts output.

RCA -7027-A

"power deluxe"-up to 76 watts with only 2% distortion from
a pair in Class AB1 audio service-new structure design provides exceptional electrical stability and reliability.

EAST:
744 Broad St., Newark 2, New Jersey.
HUmboldt 5-3900

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES YOU THROUGH ELECTRONICS

MIDWEST:
Sulte1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza,
Chicago 54, III., WHitehall 4-2900

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.

RCA Commercial

Engineering, Section

L -19 -DE -3, Harrison, N. J.

WEST:
6355 East Washington Boulevard. Los
Angeles 22, Calif., RAymond 3-8361
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More than

50 years
of Continuous Research
stands behind the Ouulity "Family" of

Allen-Bradley Variable Resistors
AB
No, 815, 317.

PATENTED MAR. 13, 1906.

L. BRADLEY.
RESISTANCE DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC CURRENT CONTROLLERS.
APPLIOATION FILED JULY 28, 1902.

Y"

3
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The original patent
issued to Mr. Lynde Bradley
in 1906 is reproduced above.

Popular Type J is 1" in dia.
Rated 2 watts, 70°C. High
temp. Type K rated 2 watts,
100°C, 1 watt at 125°C.

For over half a century, Allen-Bradley has set the
pace in the development of quality variable resis-

Tiny Type G, 1/2" dia.
Rated 1/2 watt, 70°C.
Type L, % watt, 100°C.

From this unique background comes today's
famous A -B family of variable resistors, all of

tors-and continues to do so today ! With the

which feature the solid, hot molded resistance ele-

original patent, illustrated above, Allen-Bradley

ment-an exclusive A -B design that has proven

introduced a new concept in the field of variable resistors. And in the early days of radio,

unequaled for reliability and long life. It is because
of this superlative performance that Allen-Bradley
variable resistors enjoy the enviable reputation of

Allen-Bradley variable resistors were so universally

accepted for their smooth control that famous
"Bradleystats" were a byword of the wireless era.

being "required" in so many critical military and
industrial applications.

Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.
In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.
New Type R adjust-

able fixed resistor
rated 'A watt at 70°C
ambient.

ALLEN -BRADLEY
Quality Electronic Components

6-59-E

QUALITY

TYPE R
ADJUSTABLE

FIXED RESISTOR
Available from 100 ohms to
2.5 megohms.

ACTUAL SIZE

tt
UNSURPASSED

sHock
RESISTANCE!

Allen-Bradley adjustable fixed resistors are
especially designed to hold precise settings
under extremes of shock and vibration
Through Allen -Bradley's exclusive process, the solid

resistance element and the insulating mounting of
the Type R control are hot molded into an integral

Phantom view of Type R 1/4 watt 70° C adjustable fixed resistor
Molded
phenolic
case

Carbon brush

tion, the moving element is self-locking to assure set-

track

unit to be potted after adjustment. Write for Technical Bulletin 5205-it contains full details.

Collector
track

ting remains stable at all times. Operation of the
Type R is exceptionally smooth-with never an
abrupt change during adjustment.
The molded case of this adjustable fixed resistor
is watertight and dust -tight, permitting the entire

screw

Mounting hole

unit. This makes the Type R adjustable fixed resistor

virtually immune to shock and vibration. In addi-

Adjusting

Brush holder

Resistance

1

Mounting
hole

Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.

ALLEN -BRADLEY

Quality Electronic Components

enduring work of excellence and author painting, a symphony or a novel,
It can be a
engineering, too.
an.

ft

+r can

i.e a work of science or

Po.ential classics in science and engineering
written today. Time alone can tell which
Surely, they will be found
a -e
endure.
will
a-: them the books which are today accepted as
wrong
in their fields.
leading authorities

Laboratories scientists and

Bell Telephone
written many suca authoritative
engineers have
information
They encompass the fields of
chemistry,
netbooks
and
pphysics
Y
semiconductor
sound
and
quality control,
Lheor`,,
statistical
,cork theory'
wave tubes and dislocations
traveling
acoustics,
in crystals.
technical works have

\lore than 40 of these

ve
have
published since
vtol
improve
efiorts
b,er.
?6.
yaboratories' continuing
service. They reflect the
telephone
your Bell
thinking which helps
scientific
nature of the the world's best.
keep this service

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIOVS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN-

The care and feeding of a l`,,

missile system

It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way.
Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction
of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the
reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including
all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system
utilization and crew training. This complete job allows Douglas missiles like
THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test
to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas

is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles,
space systems and their supporting equipment. Some immediate openings
are described on the facing page. Please read it carefully.

Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation
requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space
probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of

n 0 U GLAS

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIRCRAFT DC-$ JETLINERS
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FINANCIAL ROUNDUP

Split Plan Up for Vote
to

N. Y., has filed with SEC for regis-

Westinghouse common stock holders for their votes on a two -for -one
stock split on Jan. 4, has been announced. Company board of directors recommended the split in October when the dividend was
raised from 50 to 60 cents a share.

tration of $750,000 in 6 -percent

MAILING OF

143,219

PROXIES

At that time the firm reported the
highest third-quarter earnings in
its history. Third-quarter net in-

convertible subordinated

deben-

tures due in 1969. The issue will
be convertible into shares of the
company's class A stock. Of the
proceeds, $650,000 will be used to

retire bank notes. The remainder
will be used for new acquisitions

in process and for general corporate expansion.

Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk,

in the same period of 1958. Earnings also exceeded by 16 percent
the preceeding 1959 quarter, highest April -June period ever. If the

Conn., reports net sales of $3,246,721 and net income of $55,550 for
the quarter ended Oct. 31. This
compares with $4,285,348 and
$143,396 respectively for the same

common shares will go from 25 to

period a year ago. R. S. Perkin,

50 million and par value will go

chairman of the board, commented
that many months elapse between
receip and shipment of govern-

from $12.50 to $6.25 a share.

Stockholders of Avien Inc.,
Woodside, N. Y., have voted to ex-

change all the company's class B
stock for class A shares on a one for -one basis. The decision will
involve 313,096 shares. Also approved was a plan to increase the
number of shares that can be optioned under the company's stock
option plan. The move raises the
present limit from 30,000 to 50,000
shares.

Monogram Precision Industries, Inc., Culver City, Calif.,
shareholders approved a restricted
stock option plan at their Fall
meeting. The plan calls for 60,000

shares to be distributed to key
employees and to be used to assist

in recruiting qualified engineers.
Victoreen Instrument, Cleveland, is awaiting SEC approval of
registration for $21 million in
6 -percent convertible subordinated

debentures. The issue, which will
be due in 1974, will be offered in
coupon form in $1,000 denominations. The proceeds will be used
to retire a bank loan, finance acquisition of Standard Felt Co., and
for other such corporate purposes
as may be necessary.

Telechrome Mfg., Amityville,
ELECTRONICS
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DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY
MISSILES AND SPACE SYSTEMS

come of $22,075,000 showed an increase of 16 percent over earnings

split is approved, the number of

If your career needs

care and feeding...

ment orders, in explaining the diminished volume of sales, earnings.

has immediate openings

in the following fieldsElectrical and Electronics:
Control System Analysis & Design
Antenna & Radome Design
Radar System Analysis and Design
Instrumentation
Equipment Installation
Test Procedures
Logic Design
Power System Design

Mechanical Engineering Analysis and Design of the following:

25 MOST ACTIVE STOCKS
WEEK ENDING DECEMBER 4
SHARES

(IN 100's)

HIGH

LOW

CLOSE

Reeves Sndcrft

4,164

131/2

101/4

121iá

Sperry Rand
Philco Corp

3,451

273/4

243/a

271/2

1,590

321/4

271/2

321/s

Elec & Mus Ind

1,468
1,448
1,273

113/4

111/2

113/4

731/4

693/a

703iá

581/4

537/e

571/2
15

RCA

Raytheon
Avee Corp
Emerson

Burroughs Corp
Gen Dynamics

Intl Tel & Tel
'Univ Control
Gen Electric
Gen lost

1,064

153iá

143/4

951

191/8

15314

191/4

925

377/e

335/e

357/e

877

51%

433/4

491.2

729

40318

381/2

40

722

193rá

181/4

187/u

642

93

891

91%
33

642

331/8

293/8

Compudyne

641

20

161/4

1834

Admiral Corp

569

243/4

221/2

2434

Lear Inc

559

213/4

195/8

197/8

Siegler Corp
Standard Coil

465

357/a

321/8

351

464

171/4

151/2

17112

Harmon Kardon

459

8%

Ampex

437

Gen Tel & Elec
Cons Electronics

7

83rá

123

1341/2

1191/2

423

781/4

751/2

773/4

408

587/8

52314

554á

Varian As1oe

406

513/4

46314

47%

Loral Electronics

405

39%

341/4

371/4

The above figures represent sales of electronics
stocks on the New York and American Stock
1:xchanges. Listings are prepared exclusively for
ELECTRONICS

by Ira Haupt & Co., investment

Servo Units
Hydraulic Power Systems
Air Conditioning Systems
Missile Launcher Systems
Propulsion Units and Systems
Auxiliary Power Supplies

Aeronautical Engineering:
Aerodynamic Design
Advanced Aerodynamic Study
Aerodynamic Heating
Structural Analysis
Strength Testing
Dynamic Analysis of Flutter
and Vibration
Aeroelasticity
Design of Complex Structure
Trajectory Analysis
Space Mechanics
Welding
Metallurgy

Physics and Mathematics:
Experimental Thermodynamics
General Advanced Analysis in
all fields
Computer Application Analysis
Computer Programming and
Analysis
Mathematical Analysis

bankers.

For full information
write to:

DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Amount
per Share

Amphenol-Borg
Anaconda Co.'

$.35
1.00

Bendix Aviation

.60
.30
.50

Clete Corp.
General Electric
Philco pfd.

.933/4

Date
Payable
Dec. 30
Dec. 28

Dec. 29
Dec. 28

Jan. 25
Jan. 1

Mr. C. C. LaVene
Box F-620

Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
Santa Monica, Calif.
21

When you've got big plans for the future - you have good

One of a series of advertisements

reasons for reading your businesspaper mighty carefully. This is
where a man who means business gets facts, news, ideas ...
information he needs to do business. Issue after issue you find
meaty stuff to keep your job and your business growing - in both
the advertising and editorial pages of ... your businesspaper.

prepared by the ASSOCIATED
BUSINESS PUBLICATONS

.hOTO ON LOCATION BY EMHENBERC

Where there's business action, there's a
businesspaper ... where there's electronics business, there's
`T

electronic
A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
22
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330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
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From Technical Breakthrough

to Reliable Production

111111. I

CARCINOTRONS*®
Backward Wave Oscillators have now
attained the full cycle of the capability
associated with all CSF products. This
cycle, beginning with the pioneering

research and development has led to
the largest frequency coverage in Carcinotrons, is now completed with the
reliable full scale production of these
tubes.

Electronically tunable, the Carcino-

tron tube permits the largest range
of uninterrupted tuning ever achieved
by a single tube. Latest developments
in CSF CW Carcinotrons include :

milliwatts at 2 m/m wavelength

watt at 4 m/m wavelength
10 watts at 8 m/m wavelength
5 kilowatts at 1 m wavelength
A partial listing is shown below of
current CSF production of type "0"
Carcinotrons, which have a complete
coverage from 1 to 100 kMcs.
CO 515
CO 521

CO 2012 A
CO 1308 A

- 2100 Mcs.
- 16,000 Mcs.
15,500 - 24,000 Mcs.
23,500 - 37,500 Mcs.
980
8000

Current production of "M" type Car-

cinotrons between 1 and 10.5 kMcs
includes:
CM 5200

CM 440

CM 7060A

CM 730

1200 - 1500 Mcs
2700 - 3400 Mcs
3200 - 4000 Mcs
8500 - 10,500 Mcs

500 W Cw min
500 W Cw min
200 W Cw min
80 W Cw min

American Radio welcomes inquiries
about special development for particular needs.

AMERICAN RADIO CO., INC.

*U.S. Patent No. 2,880,355

445 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

Subsidiary of Compagnie Générale de T. S. F. (CSF) Paris, France
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General Electric Sentieondactor News

Tests prove reliability of
Mass production of SCR's

is

now a reality. The experience,
skill and manufacturing knowhow
of General Electric's SCR production line is your assurance of dependable quality -controlled SCR's
-an assurance unmatched by any
other manufacturer.

WHAT THE SCR DOES

The SCR is a miniature semiconductor device that
blocks positive forward voltage in its "off" or nonconducting state. However, by applying a small signal
to the gate terminal it switches rapidly to a conducting state and acts like a single junction silicon rectifier. It is completely static, artless and fast. It is
almost 100% efficient. It contains no mechanisms subject to wear. As a result, the SCR can switch and control power either faster, more safely, less expensively

or more reliably than the many devices it replaces:
circuit breaker, relay, thyratron, magnetic amplifier,

rotating amplifier and many others. Among the many
hundreds of circuit designs are these:

2e-
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Supeio d -c motor operation from an a -c source. Eliminates motor
generator sets, tubes or magnetic amplifiers to provide controlled
d -c. Replaces mechanical speed and direction changers.

Superior a -c generation from a variable d -c source. First really
practical method of using static inverters with ratings of several
kilowatts.

Simpler conversion to high frequency. SCR converters are small
and efficient. Extends use of high frequency power where desirable,
as in fluorescent lighting systems.
Purse modulators. Compact, yet rugged replacement for hydrogen
thyratrans in radar and beacon modulators.
D -c regulation. Control large blocks of voltage with small losses
by pulse width modulation. Eliminate bulky rheostats and adjustable
d -c generators.

Other applications: Battery charging regulator, transient voltage
protection, dynamic braking, constant current supply, static switching,
regulated power supply, d -c to d -c conversion, temperature control.
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silicon controlled rectifier
Prices again reduced, new circuits developed,
customer designs niove into manufacturing stage
98% survival after 1000 hours of storage at 125°.
97% survival after 1000 hours of operation at maximum
ratings at 125°C.

Prices again have been reduced an average of twenty percent on General Electric's Silicon Controlled Rectifier, providing greater values to users. These new prices have been
made possible through expanding production and lower

No thermal fatigue failures after 30,000 cycles from
20°C to 135°C and return.

manufacturing costs.
$300
$ 275

$ 250

11111.1111
q..t11.1...

Less than one percent failures experienced.by customers

Imam 111.1.1111.11111111.1.11.1111.

1
OEM 1
n..1...11....
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111.......1...1
1111

$ 225
$ 200
$ 175

$ 150
$ 125

Atl

AN ACTUAL PRICE PICTURE
OF THE G -E C358 (200V)
CONTROLLED RECTIFIER

MM.11111

1.11.1
111111
.t. 11111......11111111......1111111
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(many of which were traced to misapplication).

SCR NOW BEING USED BY MANY COMPANIES

The evaluation stage is passing rapidly into the application
stage. Many products incorporating the SCR are being marketed, for the applications are proved, circuits refined and
quantity production is a reality. These are just a few of the
many cases where an SCR is now doing a job more efficiently. less expensively, faster or more reliably than previous
designs:
Power supplies incorporating transient voltage protection (for computers).
Radar modulator.
Static switch to replace mechanical relay for aircraft.

......1`I 1.11....1....1....1..1

1111'M11..11
.....111..1\.-'1111111111111

$ loo 111.1...'___í.I1..11.1.1111111..1.1
$ 75

$ 50
$ 25
t 0

Three phase inverter.
Stage lighting lamp dimming.
Regulated power supply.
Battery charging regulator.
Constant current supply for a magnetic yoke.

"111111.....
.1...1.
.....1........111.. ~...11.
.1.11.11.111......1..I._:

11111111111111111H
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
CONTROLLED RECTIFIER PRICE TREND

TESTS AND FIELD REPORTS PROVE RELIABILITY

Reliability of General Electric SCR's has been steadily improved over two years of manufacturing experience. Typical
test results point to the reliability achieved to date.

SEND FOR DESIGN INFORMATION

Detailed application notes and article reprints are available
for the guidance of designers. Your General Electric Semiconductor Sales Representative will be pleased to provide
you with complete details. Or write to Section S25129,
Semiconductor Products Dept., General Electric Company,
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York. Many local G -E
Semiconductor Distributors also stock General Electric SCR
units for fast delivery at factory -low prices.

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RATINGS (Resistive or Inductive Load)
C35U

Continuous Peak Inverse Voltage (PIV)
Transient Peak Inverse Voltage (Non-Recurrent<5 millisec.)
RMS Voltage (Vm.ts), Sinusoidal
Average Forward Current (IF)
Peak One Cycle Surge Current (burgs)
Peak Gate Power
Average Gate Power
Peak Gate Current (le)
Peak Gate Voltage (VG) (forward)
Storage Temperature
Operating Temperature
CHARACTERISTICS (At Maximum Ratings)
Minimum Forward Breakover Voltage (Vito)
Maximum Reverse (It) or Forward (Is) Leakage Current (Full Cycle Average)
Maximum Forward Voltage (VF AVG)
Maximum Gate Current To Fire Oar)
Maximum Gate Voltage To Fire (VGF)
Typical Gate Current To Fire (It,F)

C35F

C35A

50
75
35

100
150

25
35
17.5

C35G

C35B

C35H

C35C

150

200
300

250
350
175

300
400

70

225
105

C35A

C35G

140

210

C35D
400 volts
500 volts
280 volts

Up to 16 amperes
150 amperes

5 watts
0.5 watts
2 amperes
10 volts

-65°C to +150°C
-65°C to +125°C
C35U

C35F

25

50

6.5

6.5

150

100

6.5

6.5

C35B

C35H

200

6.0

250

5.5

C35C
300
5.0

C35D
400 volts
4.0 rea

0.86 volts (Full Cycle Average)
25 ma

3 volts
10 ma

of +1.5 volts (Gate to Cathode Voltage)

C-35 Series-lower cost series with ratings similar to above, but for use up to 100°C maximum, with forward current ratings up to 10 amperes.
ZJ-50 Series-a high -current series now in development, and available on a prototype -sample basis.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Semiconductor Products Department
ELECTRONICS
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MARKET RESEARCH

SPECIALTY SEALS

precision -made to

your specifications

Chuck Joyner: Gets new EIA duties

Bill long: Joins Philco

New Market Data Head at EIA
A TOP-LEVEL marketing personnel
change at the Electronic Industries
Association heads this week's news.

Chuck Joyner has been named
head of ETA's Market Data Depart-

ment. He replaces Bill Long, who
is joining the Lansdale Division of
Philco Corp. in a long-range planning capacity.
The market data job at EIA has
considerable

High -temperature

specialty seals
vacuum -tight, shock -

significance to the
electronics industry. The department is the repository of confidential sales and inventory information

from which the association develops
the industry -wide marketing statis-

seminars in marketing research
techniques. Within the last year,

it has added a military economist
to its staff and is making longrange studies and short-range
analyses of the military market.

With the association's Military
Products Division it has a computer program under study. This
program includes a periodic deter-

mination of the number of computers in use, characteristics of
companies in which computers are
analyzed, the amount of peripheral
equipment employed, and the various ways computers are used.

tics it supplies to members and the
public.

and vibration -proof
A competent, dependable source

for custom seals is CerMac

(Ceramic -Metal Assemblies Corporation) . Here experienced and
skilled personnel employ modern

precision manufacturing facilities to produce hermetic seals

and other metallized ceramic
assemblies of highest quality
with prompt deliveries. Send

ration of inventory and sales information but publishing of the
annual EIA Fact Book and the
processing of military data abstracts.

CERAMIC -METAL

Works With Industry
Joyner received his statistical
and marketing training from
George Washington University. He

ASSEMBLIES CORP.

assistant manager since 1953.

drawings for quotations.
Representatives in principal cities

P. O. Box E 328

Latrobe, Pennsylvania

Phone: Latrobe, Keystone 9-1757

26

Long established the department
in 1951 with a staff of three members. It now has a staff of 14. Department services have grown considerably since 1951. They include
not only the collection and prepa-
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joined EIA in 1952 and has been
The department now works actively with 200 marketing men in
industry. It also sponsors periodic

Thousands
FIGURES OF THE WEEK
of Unis
Production

'7

Week

450
400
350
300

RADIO SETS
TOTAL

287
250

200
150
100

J

50

o

Source: E'i\

NDJFMAMJJASO
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available from
inventory for
immediate deliverysilicon transistors with

400 mw PO
DISSIPATI

25°C

free
air!

All electrodes completely insulated from the JED

ge (T0-5)

p

These Hughes PNP fused junction silicon transistors...which are especially recommended for small signal current gain, DC amplifier and other applications...offer you
the following advantages over competitive devices:

BVcao, BVEBo, and BVcEo are symmetrical lower leakage current controlled
gain band lower saturation resistance higher operating frequency
You receive still another benefit from these Hughes silicon transistors: proven reliability.
Its reliability life tests at maximum operating temperature show a reliability factor of
4 X 10-5 or only one failure in 25,000 transistor hours of operating life.
Order today! These Hughes transistors are available from inventory at both the factory
and at all Hughes distributors. Just call or write your nearest Hughes Semiconductor
Sales office or distributor.

Specifications
BVEBo

2N1231
2N1232
2N1233

BVcEo
BVcEo
-15V
-15V
-35V
-35V
-60V
-60V

2N1234

-110V

Type
2N1228
2N1229
2N1230

Min.

Hfe

14

28
14

28
14

28
14

Max. VCE
@Ie=10ma
@Ia=2ma

Max.
32
65
32
65
32
65
32

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 1 WATT POWER DISSIPATION IN COAXIAL PACKAGE

-0.2
i

-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2

i

Maximum
ICOo and 1E80
-0.10A
-0.1µA
-0.1µA
-0.10A
-0.1µA
-0.10A
-0.1µA
*AT NO'% 0

Typ. Fa b
(MC)
1.2

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.0
1.0
0.8
MAXIMDM VOLTAGE

EMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
1

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES PRODUCTS
r
DIANA. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANT

ELECTRONICS
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High -vacuum

measurement-all types
-one source
r

r

For your laboratory and production
use, the world's most complete line
of vacuum measurement devices is
available from Vacuum Tube
Products.

VTP 6578 IONIZATION GAUGE

TUBE Especially designed for high ultimate vacuum applications' 3 filaments for

long life. Reliable, positive calibration.

Flanged for use in metal vacuum systems.

VTP 7169 IONIZATION GAUGE TUBE
All glass. Designed for use in glass vacuum
systems. Electrically identical to VTP 6578.
Both may be outgassed easily by passing
heater current through grid structure.

Backed by over 13 years of research,
development and production
experience in the high -vacuum field,
these precision instruments offer you
the maximum in accuracy and

reliability-plus long operating life!
Precise, dependable VTP vacuum
gauge tubes are especially designed
to give you extra -long life plus
interchangeability in existing systems.

VTP 6343 THERMOCOUPLE GAUGE

TUBE Fast response: less than 0.1 second!
Pressure range: 0.1 to 1000 microns. Rugged-

ized all -metal construction. Useable for

leak detection on vacuum systems as well
as absolute pressure measurement.

VTP PG -25 COLD CATHODE DISSmall, rugged, non burnout, all -metal gauge tube for precise
measurements and contaminating atmos-

CHARGE TUBE

pheres. Easily dismantled for cleaning. Positive and accurate under all conditions.

For detailed information on VIP's
complete line of vacuum gauge tubes
and controls-or sound solutions to
your particular vacuum measurement
problems, write:
Vacuum Tube Products
P.O. Box 90427

International Airport Station
Los Angeles 45, California
For export information, write:
Hughes International
Culver City, California

VTP TC-43-1 THERMOCOUPLE

VTP PGC25.01 DUAL RANGE

selective measurement of pressure at any
one of four separate measuring points.

inexpensive and rugged Philips gauge (cold
cathode) control measures pressures in two
ranges: (1) from 25 microns to 0.1 micron,
(2) from 0.11 micron to 0.01 micron.

GAUGE CONTROL Dual meter control.
Indicating meters for heater current and
system pressure. Rotary switch permits

PHILIPS GAUGE CONTRO4, Simple,

C

VACUUM TUBE PRODUCTS
a division of HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

VTP 3-147 IONIZATION/
THERMOCOUPLE GAUGE
CONTROL

Dual thermocouple control
combined with ionization gauge
control. Automatic lockout protects
ionization gauge tube. Contact
meter optional.

© 1959 HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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Still using "old-fashioned"
methods for measuring non -recurring
transients? If so, now is the time to

new

investigate the easy way to solve your. most difficult transient measurement

problems with the latest model Hughes

improved

"Memo -Scope" oscilloscope.

Why? Because new features, new
advanced circuitry, new panel layout

Memo -Scope"

and new mechanical design now

assure maximum accuracy in all your

transient measurements-p/us higher

oscilloscope

performance, greater dependability
and easier operation I

The Hughes "Memo -Scope" oscilloscope

dip, (Model 104E) stores non repetitive events
for an indefinite period-hours, or days-

-----_ =-_---

keeping them available (or thorough study
until intentionally erased.

a

IIIIIIIIII)IIIII

new improved features
IIIII

IIII

I'llllilllll
IIIIIIII{IIIII
II

Il lllcc`cc

Illlljl'
IIII

1i1¡II

IIIII{III
I

Advanced mechanical design gives:
Better cooling for longer
component life,

Far greater accessibility for
maintenance,

Increased ruggedness; resistance
to vibration,
Built-in single -sweep circuit ("1 -shot"
trigger) at no extra cost,

IIIIII

IIII
111111111

11{III{iiil

Simplified panel layout, redesigned
trigger circuit...assure easier
operation,

1111111
II1I111

III IIII{11

Available for either 110 v. or 220 v.
operation.

applications
I11II

Data reduction equipment troubleshooting
Physical testing: shock, stress, strain
Ultrasonic flaw detection
Semiconductor testing
Ballistics and explosives research
...and many others.

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION

For complete information on the new improved Hughes "Memo -Scope"
oscilloscope (Model 104E), detailed data sheets and application analysis
of your transient measurement problems, write or wire: HUGHES PRODUCTS
Industrial Systems Division, International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California

HUGHES PRODUCTS
© 1959. U(.NIS

AIRCRAFT COMPANY

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES STORAGE TUBES AND DEVICES MICROWAVE TUBES VACUUM TUBES AND COMPONENTS CRYSTAL FILTERS MEMO-SCOPEO OSCILLOSCOPES INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS
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Experience-the added alloy in A -L Electrical Steels

2000

40

GAUSSES-STANDARD TEST FLUX DENSITIES
.014 and .006 Strip

Greater permeability for
Allegheny Ludlum's AL -4750... and it's guaranteed
promises more consistency, higher predict-

ability for magnetic cores

nickel -bearing steels. Moly Permalloy has been similarly
improved in permeability. A -L constantly researches silicon steels, including A -L's well-known grain -oriented
silicon, Silectron, and other magnetic alloys.

induction gausses AL -4750 now has 57% higher perme-

Complete facilities for the fabrication and heat treatment of laminations are available at Allegheny Ludlum.
And A -L's technical know-how guarantees you close gage

ability than in the past, using the standard flux den-

tolerance, uniformity of gage throughout the coil and

sity test.
This greater permeability means better consistency and
and allows
predictability for magnetic core users
careful, high performance design.
This improvement in AL -4750 is the result of Allegheny

minimum spread of gage across the coil -width.
If you have a problem on electrical steels, laminations
or magnetic material, call A -L for prompt technical assistance. Write for blue sheet EM -16 for complete data on
AL -4750. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver

AL -4750 nickel -iron strip now has higher guaranteed per-

meability values than ever before. For example, at 40

.

.

.

Ludlum's continuing research on electrical alloys and
WOW 7491

Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Address Dept. E-24.

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM
STEELMAKERS TO THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

Export distribution, Electrical Materials: AIRCO INTERNATIONAL INC., NYC 17
Export distribution, Laminations: AD. AURIEMA, NYC 4
30
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THOR,<'

MACE

TITÁN
HAWK
S

TLAS

SNARK

NIKE B
BOMARC

NIKE ZEUS
ARROW I
SPARROW II

SPARROW III
NIKE HERCULES
SIDEWINDER

REGULUS II
VANGUARD
PERSHING

BULL PUP
POLARIS
CORVUS
FALCON

'
'

_

New ^ó Processes Improve Instrument sersí714/./
In delicately -precise instrumentation, parts must react
bearing
torque is the highly critical factor. Separator selection,
bearing finish and clinically clean assembly areas are
extremely important.

to relatively small rotive forces. Here

.

.

.

It's here that New Departure is setting new industry
standards! Special dies and in -process gauging of
separators assure ball retention with improved torque
and vibration characteristics. In addition, new N.D.
honing processes and Talyrond gauging deliver uniform

accuracy to millionths of an inch. Moreover, having
originated the first bearing industry "white room",
followed by continuous experience, New Departure's

r.i
ELECTRONICS

w CO 1=

present day, modern assembly areas approach
fantastic levels of cleanliness.
An everyday example of N.D.'s contribution to improved
instrument sensitivity can be found in the Smithsonian
Institution -selected Micro Clocks. These vitally important
instruments are accurately tracking both U.S. and

foreign satellite movements in time determinations of
milli -second ... and better!
For new performance and reliability in your precision
1

instruments, ask your N.D. Miniature/Instrument Bearing
Specialist to sit in on early design level discussions. For

further information call or write Department L.S., New
Departure Division, General Motors Corp., Bristol, Conn.

.c".

MIINIATU E E. IIySTRUNIENT BAIL BEARINGS
proved reliability you can build around

DECEMBER 18, 1959
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Training Missilemen Creates New
Classroom gear sales exceed $100 million. Hundreds of courses on more
than 40 missile systems are being run at factory and military sites
LONG BEFORE a missile system is in
production, military crews are

learning to operate and maintain it.
Instruction of these crews has now

become a large business for electronics firms. Supplying classroom
equipment is even bigger.

Teaching the military to maintain and launch a single missile type
often requires 15 different courses.

These are held at factory sites and
military bases.

Industry training contracts are
awarded for course preparation,
trainer fabrication, preparation of
training sites, tuition, and purchase
of equipment.
Buying Guidance Gear

"Classroom equipment" usually
means prototype or operational sub-

systems of a missile. One of the
biggest items bought for classroom
instruction is guidance equipment.
Atlas guidance gear now being used
for instruction at Keesler AFB,
Miss., cost about $101 million.

Other types of guidance equip-

ment bought for instruction
clude

in-

radio -inertial

ground and
airborne systems ; all -inertial airborne ; stellar -inertial; map -match-

ing; semiactive, active and passive

airborne radar; infrared; and tvinertial.

Another large requirement for

training is

computers.

Ground -

based computers are used in the
ballistic missile program; airborne

computers are important elements
in the larger guided missiles.
Other instruction gear includes
automatic

checkout

equipment,

ground support consoles, data reduction systems and ground communications.
Training is a continuous process.
Tests during development of a missile system often result in the modi-

fication or replacement of subsystems. This calls for a new course
as well as new classroom equipment.

Normal turnover in military personnel is another big factor in the
continued need for instruction.
USAF's Air Training Command
has, to date, turned out about 9,000
missilemen. Current instruction

consists of some 300 courses on
more than 15 missile systems.
The series of events usually goes
this way: individual training at the
prime center or another ATC center; special training, conducted by
the manufacturer; on-the-job training assistance; field training, conducted at the missile's operational

sites, and crew training when requested by the using command.
The prime center does not conduct courses on all subsystems of
a missile. Various portions are
farmed out to other bases, "support
centers," or to factories.
Much of the guidance equipment

training goes on at Keesler AFB.
Instructors are either factory instructors

or

military

personnel

formerly trained by factory instructors. Guidance training for the
IRBM Thor, however, is conducted
at AC Spark Plug's Milwaukee
plant.
Lowry AFB, Colo., is prime center for the surface-to-surface Mace
and the air-to-air Falcon GAR -3.

Factory training has been phased
out on these weapons. Classes are
now manned by the military.
Northrop runs factory schools
for Snark at Amarillo AFB, Tex.,
and Patrick AFB, Fla. Schooling is
now in progress for Atlas at Con-

vair's factory in San Diego. GE
provides courses on Atlas at its
Philadelphia plant, Lowry AFB,
Keesler AFB, and Vandenberg
AFB. Burroughs offers factory

training for Atlas at Keesler AFB.
Martin gives classes on Titan at
its Denver plant and Sheppard

AFB. McDonnell for Green Quail
at its St. Louis plant; North American for Hound Dog in the Downey,
Calif., plant; Boeing for Bomarc in
Seattle; Hughes for Falcons GAR 9
and 11 in Los Angeles.
Other companies conducting
courses, says ATC, include Reeves

Instrument, Laboratory for Electronics, Gilfillan, IBM, Western
Electric, RCA Service, and Avco.

Navy trains missilemen at two
U. S. Naval Guided Missiles Schools,

one at Dam Neck, Va., the other at
Pomona, Calif.

At Dam Neck,

courses are conducted on Terrier,
Tartar, Talos, Polaris and Regulus
I. Pomona provides instruction on
Terrier and Tartar.

The Navy has special maintenance problems, according to the
Dam Neck school officer -in -charge,

Cdr. W. A. Arthur. These are

caused by high humidity, vibration,
ship's motion, and space limitations.
practice Atlas launchings at
Sheppard AFB, Tex., in course contracted
to Convair
Officers
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Revenue
Arthur says the complex nature
of electronic devices obviates the
classic circuit -tracing approach to
electronics training. There simply
isn't enough time. The trainee concerns himself more with the inputs,
function, and outputs of individual
modules.

Training men to operate and

maintain the Polaris Fleet Ballistic
Missile (FBM) and the associated
submarine gear has posed problems
almost as knotty as developing and
building the hardware, Navy says.

At this stage of the program,

most of the training takes place at
factories where classroom work is
supplemented by on-the-job training. When equipment for training
available to the Navy
school system, training will be conducted within the Navy.
The Dam Neck school is the
"prep" school for Polaris. Here,
courses are conducted in digital
computer techniques, binary circuits, binary mathematics, Boolean
algebra, transistors, and pulsing
circuits.

Navigation officer of Polaris sub trains at Sperry's factory school. Eight courses on sub
navigation gear have been given to 400 students here

becomes

New Manuals Written

Factory training is being conducted under supervision of the
Bureau of Naval Personnel. Missile

school's missions.

for the purpose, serve as floating
test and training centers. The USS

textbooks, lectures, films and audio-

Compass

Island is the proving

ground for the ship's inertial navigation system (SINS). Her sister

school regularly televises courses
on missiles to other training centers and uses tv in most of its own

and fire control gear, is the test

classrooms.

USS

base for missile launching.
The Observation Island's base of

operations is Port Canaveral, adjacent to the Atlantic Missile
Range. Here a Naval Ordnance Test

Unit puts the Polaris test vehi-

Sunnyvale, Calif.; Nortronics, Ana-

cle through the flight

American

Standard,

Norwood,

Mass.; Packard and Burns, Needham, Mass. Fire control and guidance classes are held at GE, Pittsfield, Mass.

test and
evaluation phase. At the same time,
missile and fire control crews from

the fleet ballistic missile subs get
on-the-job training.
'Missile Academy'

So complex is the new equipment

Army's missile training is con-

being used in the Polaris submarines that it has been necessary

centrated in five schools, factories,
and operational missile sites.
Army Ordnance Guided Missile

nance manuals for the crews. These

by the Army the "missile academy"
-gives 57 courses on seven missile

to write a whole new family of
manuals to interpret the maintenew manuals are not primers but

visual training aids used locally
and throughout the Army. The

Observation Island,
equipped with two launching tubes
ship,

training is going on at Lockheed,

heim, Calif.; ITT, Nutley, N. J.;

It must also
originate and keep up-to-date all

especially converted and fitted out

School at Huntsville, Ala.-called

Two -Pronged Teaching

The Air Defense School at Fort
Bliss, Tex., teaches both operation
and maintenance for Nike -Ajax,
Nike -Hercules and Hawk. Civilian

instructors at Fort Bliss are prepared for their jobs at Western
Electric's Winston-Salem, N. C.,
factory school.

The Army Artillery and Missile
School at Fort Sill, Okla., teaches
operation and maintenance of Corporal, Lacrosse, and Redstone. The
school will soon handle instruction
on Sergeant and Pershing.
Army Signal School at Fort
Monmouth, N. J., teaches 11 weeks
of basic electronics to missile crews.

Soon the Infantry School at Fort
Benning, Ga., and the Armor
School, Fort Knox, Ky., will initiate

advanced engineering texts.
Individual training is also being
conducted at the shipyards where

systems: Nike -Ajax, Nike -Hercules,
Lacrosse,
Corporal,
Redstone,

Hawk, and Jupiter. Most instruc-

an extensive instruction program

the subs are being built. Simulators are used for operational train-

tion emphasizes field and depot

on antitank guided missiles.
Factory courses include: Martin

ing. This phase of the program will
go into new quarters at New London, Conn., this spring.
Two ships, ex -Mariner class hulls

consist of Army, USAF, civilian

for Lacrosse; Firestone Tire and

personnel, and NATO technicians.
Academic training of missile
technicians is only one of the

for Corporal; and Raytheon for

ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 18, 1959

maintenance and supply. Students

Rubber, Gilfillan, and LeTourneau
Hawk.
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Model EPD-14%
Portable Generator

-Diesel Driven

Model EPM-1402
Portable Generator

-Motor Driven

"fit

WHERE YOU NEED IT... WHEN YOU NEED T

Model ESM-1403
Stationary Generator

-Motor Driven

IN THE MULTIPLE RANGES YOU NEED...
On the production line of leading airframe manufacturers ... at U. S.
Air Force bases ... and on the remote air strips of our global defense network throughout the world ... wherever logistics call for a full - range
power supply of absolute reliability you can depend on generating equip-

ment by the Electric Machinery & Equipment Division of American
Electronics, Inc. to meet the need. Providing complete versatility with
maximum reliability, this rugged, mobile high -frequency generating
equipment is precision engineered for checkout of the complete electrical systems of the B-58 and the F-106. It is doing an equally exacting job
of checkout and support for other aircraft and weapon systems.

Write for brochure
detailing full particulars

MODEL EPG-2401 SERVICING F-106 (top photo right)
DELIVERS 8 MULTIPLE VOLTAGES SIMULTANEOUSLY
300 volt DC

3.5 amps.
7.5 amps.
4.5 amps.

150 volt DC

-140 volt DC
28 volt DC
28 volt DC

115/200 volt
115/200 volt
115/200 volt

.

400 cycle
1600 cycle
400 cycle

75.0 amps.
100.0 amps.
20 KVA
12 KVA
5 KVA

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC.
ELECTRIC MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT DIVISION
2112 N. CHICO AVENUE, EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA

TEL. CUmberlard 3-7151

EME 59.1
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NOW PRICED WITH PRECISION WIRE -WOUNDS!

OHMITE
Series 77

ISION
ETAL FILM REST
Excellent High Frequency
Characteristics

High Stability, Low Noise
Exceeds Military
Specifications

ACTUAL SIZE

At last you can get quality metal film resistors, with all
their advantages, at prices competitive with precision

wire -wound units. In fact, some values are actually
priced lower.
EXCEEDS MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS-Ohmite metal film

precision resistors exhibit great stability under load at
ambient temperatures of 150°C and higher, as well as in
high humidity. Stability in storage is also excellent. A
shelf -life test (covering a period of 41 years) of 93 units
in the 60 to 300 K -ohms range showed less than 0.05%
maximum change in resistance. This stability together
with low temperature co -efficient, low noise level, and
unexcelled high frequency characteristics, are the reasons
why Series 77 metal film resistors are demanded for both
military and industrial applications.

Ohmite
Basic
Style
771-1

771-2

-

Length

"/6
7/e

RN65*
R192í

5/8

172-3CJ

R192í

5/8

772-1
772-1C

772.2

-

RN12*
R1941-

%e

5/8

RHEOSTATS

ELECTRONICS

RESISTORS

RELAYS

QUALITY
Components

NEW
2 -WATT
SIZE

TANTALUM CAPACITORS

DECEMBER 18, 1959

Amb.

Ohms

Max
Rated

Volts

.400

'/z

'/4

25-250K

350

.600

'/2

1/4

251K -400K

350

1544

/4

/8

50-125K

300
300

350

1544

1/2

'/4

50-85K

1144

'h

/4

25-250K

%

'/4

25-250K

350

2144

'/4

25-400K

350

2144

%z

1/4

25-400K

350

'/4

25-350K

350

13/6

772.2CS

'3A6

2144

13A6

1144

17/16

1/2

1944

'3A6

13/6

OHMITE
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois

Amb.

Min-Max

%z

RN70*
R194í

R194f

150°C

2144

R194í

772-2C1

Diameter

125°C

'3/6

772 -2C

R1941-

Full Wattage
Rating at

Dimensions (Inches)

772-3C

772-21

Write for Bulletin 155

MIL
Sizes

1144
1144

1

1

-

25-400K

350

%

25-150K

350

25-400K

350

1/2

25-150K

350

772-8

R196t

1%n

13An

1

'%

100-1 meg

500

772-8C

RN15*
R196í

13/32

13/n

1

'/z

100-1 meg

500

-

27/22

"AA

2

750

27/22

1741

2

-

200-2.5 meg

RN80*

200.2.5 meg

750

772-10
772-10C

*MIL -R -10509C

TAP SWITCHES

MIL -R -19074B

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

R. F.

CHOKES

GERMANIUM CIODES
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FAA to Test Blind -Landing
Companies are working on three new electronic systems designed to
land airplanes safely in zero -zero weather. Here's a detailed roundup
WASHINGTON -

ALL-WEATHER

instrument -landing systems will be
getting a lot of attention during the
coming year from Federal Aviation
Agency development people. Three
electronic approaches to the old

problem of bringing down an aircraft safely in zero -zero weather
will be undergoing tests at National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center, FAA's big proving
ground near Atlantic City, N. J.
Lack of a genuine and reliable
all-weather landing system costs industry millions of dollars a year, according to aviation officials. The Allegheny Airlines plane that crashed
early this month was attempting an

instrument landing in snow, was
pulling out of one attempt when it
crashed. Military capability to meet
enemy attack is also affected by the
need.

Dependable-With Limitations

The instrument -landing system

(ILS) has been in use for years,

of course. Coupled with automatic
pilot, it provides a reasonably
dependable

electronic

imperative that a solution be found.
Cancelled flights because of weather
difficulties, alternate landing neces-

sitated by lack of visibility-all

these have to be eliminated if the
aviation industry is to continue its
progress as a popular and dependable mode of transportation."
Solutions

The second element in the system
provided by an
airborne computer which takes
REGAL's altitude and distance data
and translates them into commands

- control - is

to the autopilot. In the absence of
an autopilot, the computer itself
provides displays for pilot control.
If the system works according to
plan, it will provide several advan-

Both long- and short-range solutions have been proposed. Top FAA
officials are especially enthusiastic

tages over ILS. First, it will take

about the longer -range approach

give the pilot information on distance from touchdown. And if the
aircraft is blown off the track, the
computer should immediately and
automatically give the autopilot a
new track on glide slopes ranging
from zero to 20 deg.
The REGAL system is off the

worked up under a development con-

tract with Gilfillan Brothers. This
refined ILS system is called REGAL
and is meant to provide Range, Elevation, Guidance, Approach and
Landing.

A ground transmitter-as close
to the touchdown point as possible

-emits a notched scanning beam.
The airborne receiver, in effect,
searches for the notch and translates the signal into information on
how far and how high the plane is
from touchdown.

the plane all the way to touchdown
on a blind landing. Further, it will

drawing boards, and an experimental model will be delivered to

NAFEC in January. Plans call for
ground -testing the guidance elements early in 1960, with flight
tests in July.
Sperry and Lear, which have con -

pathway

through murk and overcast.

A ground transmitter emits a

Aids Air Traffic Control

single electronic glidepath and the

pilot stays on this track-horizontally and vertically-by merely
keeping two needles centered on the
cockpit display. Or, in planes

equipped with an autopilot, that
system will keep him lined up horizontally with the runway.

However, the standard ILS has
limitations. The system offers the
pilot no information on how far he
is from touchdown. And if he strays
from the right track, he must either

get back on quickly or pull up and
go through the whole instrument
approach sequence all over again.
More importantly, ILS is really

only an approach system, not a

landing system. It is not dependable enough below 200 ft to be an
efficient guide, and the pilot himself
must take over from that altitude.

As FAA deputy director James
Pyle explains, "it was economically
36

Federal Aviation Agency has tied in an IBM650 at Indianapolis Air Route Traffic Control
Center with Univac File -Computers at Washington, Cleveland and Pittsburgh ARTCs. Paper

tape equipment (pictured) provides multiple direct connections between wire links and
the computer. Incoming message traffic is automatically edited, checked and sent to the
computer; outgoing flight plans are devised and routed to proper adjoining centers. Boston

and New York computers will join the network shortly
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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Gear
tracts for the computer and display
elements of the system, are equipping a C-54 and a C-45 for the tests.
The Air Force will provide a C-131
and a T-33.

If the initial experiments prove
successful, then specifications will
be drawn and FAA will buy a complete engineering model for further
tests. It is hoped the system can be
in operation within five years.
Short -Range Solution Needed

Even assuming the REGAL system lives up to its advance billing,

there is one big customer which
may not be willing to wait five
years : the Air Force. Accordingly,

FAA is going ahead at Atlantic
City with tests of two other blind

landing systems which are in a
later stage of development.

An Arnoux pcwer supply
going into a canister
for the Atlas propellant
° utilization system.

These two were developed by
Bell Aircraft and North American
Aviation's Autonetics division, under Air Force -FAA contracts. Both
are at the preproduction -test stage.
In the Bell Aircraft system,
ground -based radar picksup an approaching aircraft, electronically
records and analyzes distance and
height from touchdown, and sends

Arnoux's fast moving
story... What's New
in power supplies

instructions to the pilot via the
standard ILS system.
Autonetics' system combines an

airborne radar altimeter with the
ILS to give the pilot a programmed
track below the critical 200 -ft alti-

tude and guide him on to touchdown.

Whatever

system

is

finally

adopted to succeed or complement
ILS, a healthy new market awaits
the electronics industry.
FAA is currently operating 173

ILS ground stations at airports

within the U. S., and more are going in. Although any transition
would be gradual, all are potential
sites for a new system.
In the air, each of the 2,000 -odd
aircraft in common -carrier service
represents potential sales. So does
at least a small percentage of the
75,000 private and corporate air-

craft in the country. But the biggest customer would be the Defense

Department, with its total aircraft
inventory of 35,000.
ELECTRONICS
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NEW POWER
SLPPLIES FOR
guidance

flight control
lire control and
airborna computers
VCO's and SC0's

rf amplifiers
anc transmitters
precision referencevoltae sources
mlissile checkout
radar systems

Arnoux has consistently proved its versatility and
reliability in providing either a few prototypes or
thousands of power supplies-quality in quantity.
In fact, wherever reliability and design integrity are

taken for granted, there you'll find Arnoux power
supplies, static converters, and inverters.

For airborne applications and for GSE, Arnoux

power supplies have these outstanding features: precision regulation... temperature stability...low ripple...
tight packaging... light weight... and they meet, exceed,
or are qualified under specification MIL -E -5272A.
For highly precise, static and dynamic regulation
of line and load changes when accuracy is vital, Arnoux
power supplies provide a wide range of output voltage
and current. Depending on specific models, this range
is from 5 to 500 vdc and from 30 ma to 15 amperes.
Bulletin 102.
Arnoux Corporation

11924 W. Washington Blvd. Los Angeles 66, California

ARNOUX
POWER SUPPLIES
phonetrcolly, soy Are'new
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interfering

electromagnetic
energy
within the frequency range of

30 cps to 10.7 kmc
...can be investigated, analyzed, monitored and measured
to the highest practical degree of accuracy with Stoddart
Radio Interference & Field Intensity Measuring Systems.
Stoddart RFI Measuring Equipment is approved for use by all departments of the Department of Defense. Military and commercial equipments are identical ...were designed and
manufactured to Military Equipment Specifications to meet the requirements of Military
Measurement Specifications. Equipments are portable, dripproof, dustproof, and ruggedized
for all-weather field use... precise and dependable for sensitive -selective laboratory
measurements.

Applications include interference measurement and location, frequency conservation and
allocation studies, spectrum signatures, antenna propagation studies, field intensity surveys, RF energy surveillance and monitoring, and verification of the electronic compatibility
of modern weapons systems, i.e., missile firing and guidance, computer, telemetering and
communications; the measurement of all rotating electrical devices, transmitting and
receiving equipment, or any system or equipment capable of producing unwanted radiated
or conducted electrical disturbances.
Stoddart instruments are available as individual self-contained units covering specific frequency ranges, or in rack -mounted console systems for laboratory, mobile, airborne and
marine use.

our sales engineering department
will give you individual consideration and information in the
areas of interference problems or measurement with which
you are particularly concerned ... provide engineering bulletins,
military specification information, descriptions of new
measurement techniques and applications ...class or
individual instruction in the operation, calibration, and
maintenance of Stoddart instruments. For prompt service

NM -40A (AN/URM-41)

30 cps to 15 kc

NM -10A (AN/URM-6B)

please call "Sales Engineering", H011ywood 4-9292.

14 kc to 250 kc
NM -20B (AN/PRM-1A)

150 kc to 25 mc

Lease -purchase and lease -rental agreements available
Immediate delivery

NM -30A (AN/URM-47)
20 mc to 400 mc
NM -50A

(AN/URM-17)

375 mc to 1000 mC

Send for complete literature

STODDART

NM -60A

(AN/URM-42)
1 Kmc to 10.7 Kmc

AIRCRAFT RADIO CO., INC.

6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 4-9292

serving 33 countries in radio interference control
38
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C ST -CUTTING

ARIATIONS

The name TEENUTS is o registered trade mark of the United -Corr Fastener Corporation

Since the first TEENUT was developed by Carr
Fastener in 1927, more than 600 different modifications
of this extremely versatile device have been designed
and manufactured in true, mass -production quantities.
By combining nut and washer in one solid unit, the
DOT TEENUT offers exceptional strength and security
and eliminates the need for tapping. Its flanged base

can be formed with welding bosses for attachment to
sheet or solid metal structures . . . with prongs for
wood ... or with any number of different special bases
for particular applications. DOT TEENUTS can be
made in heat and corrosion -resistant materials and they
can be provided with moisture -seals and vibration -proof,

ERs

*

Once mounted, the DOT TEENUT stays put and
can't be lost or mislaid . . , an advantage at any time
and a necessity where blind fastening is required.
Wide experience in the proper application of DOT
TEENUTS and a multitude of other special-purpose
fasteners enables your DOT field representative to provide prompt and effective solutions to a tremendous
variety of fastening problems. Where special design

work is needed, he can bring you the services of a
design -engineering group unequalled in its field.

The DOT TEENUT catalog is an invaluable reference ... yours on request.

CARR FASTE N E R COMPANY

Division of UNITED-CARR Fastener Corp ., Cambridge 42, Mass.

y
TEN

self-locking barrels.

Offices In:

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Syracuse
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INFRARED...
new and important
uses from Crosley
Infrared-which in World War II gave the
expert marksman the power to see in the
dark-now holds even greater promise. It
may serve to provide early warning of
approaching ICBM's if they are launched.
Infrared's singular use in World War II
triggered a tremendous postwar effort to
find other uses for its unique features.
This effort, to which Avco's Crosley Divisiot1
is a major contributor, has produced
many applications in both industry and
defense to which infrared is ideally suited.

Because they are so important to the
national defense effort, most infrared
research programs are classified as secret.
But in general, Crosley's work in the field
points toward new breakthroughs and
conspicuous contributions in searching and
tracking, anti -ICBM detection, airborne
early warning and defense systems,
reconnaissance, surveillance, anti-submarine
warfare and passive ranging.
As a result of its progress in these areas,
Crosley's team of infrared specialistsone of the largest in the country-is
gaining the respect of a growing number
of contractors.
For more information, write to: Vice President,
Marketing -Defense Products, Crosley Division,
Avco Corporation, 1329 Arlington Street,
Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

A icco/
;/ Crosley

ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS
Excellent career opportunities are available

for all levels of Engineers and Physicists
specializing in: Optical Design and Instrumentation, Infrared Systems, Physics of

Infrared, Electronics with emphasis on
Transistor Circuitry, Infrared Detectors
and Components, Infrared Measurements

and Mechanical Design. For further information, contact: Director, Technical and

Scientific Personnel, Avco/Crosley,
Dept. E-129, 1329 Arlington Street,
Cincinnati 26, Ohio.

Stratolab Looks at Venus
Navy balloon flight over midwestern states proves feasibility of using
the gasbags to study atmosphere, stratosphere, near space
LATEST IN NAVY'S Stratolab flights

took A. D. Little astrophysicist
Charles B. Moore 81,000 ft aloft
late last month, enabled him to get
a good look at Venus from a higher
vantage point than ever before and
spectrographically analyze its atmosphere.

The balloon went up

designed and produced by Ferson
Optical Co., Ocean Springs, Miss.
A rough guidance system was used
to bring Venus into the approximate telescope field; from there a
Startracker made by Librascope of
Livermore, Calif., took over to keep

the image centered automatically

from the Stratobowl, a natural de-

throughout the flight.

pression in the Black Hills near
Rapid City, S. D., stayed aloft 26

Light from the primary optical
system was relayed to a monocentric mirror and thence down to a
spectrograph inside the gondola.
The spectrograph was devised by

hours, came down with a bang near
Manhattan, Kans.
One preliminary conclusion from

the analysis: contrary to prior be-

John Strong and built at Johns

lief,

Hopkins, where Strong is director
of the astrophysics and meteorol-

there's water vapor in the

Venusian atmosphere. How much,

ogy labs. Prime detector in the
spectrograph was a multiplier
phototube developed by ITT's Fort
Wayne, Ind., labs.
A telemetry -command system developed by Data -Control Systems,
Danbury, Conn., provided 36 channels for telemetry and six command

channels from ground to balloon.
This system relayed inflight physiological data. on pilot Malcolm
Ross and flight scientist Moore to
medical observers on the ground.
Data recorders also kept permanent

physiological records in the gon-,
dola, as well as recording data on'
inside and outside environment.

and what other components are
present, had not been determined
as ELECTRONICS went to press.

Flight was one of the first in a
new program of balloon astronomy
initiated by the Office of Naval Re-

search and partly funded by National Science Foundation. Called
Stratolab High IV, it is the fourth
ONR

closed -gondola

flight

to

heights in excess of 80,000 ft. It
was originally scheduled for this
time last year to observe Mars, then
was put off when a ground accident
destroyed the balloon.
Navy plans to use Stratolab balloons to permit scientists to conduct

astrophysical research while aloft
in the stratosphere.

Subsequent
flights are planned to observe other
planets and the sun, test feasibility
of stratospheric and near -space
monitoring platforms, and analyze
upper -atmosphere winds and ionization.
Weather Trouble

The 1959 flight was scheduled for

Oct. 15, but a full night of unobstructed ground observation of
Venus was required before the balloon could go up. Weather closed in

prior to launch, and the flight was
put off until Nov. 28.
Mounted atop the gondola was a
16 -in. Schmidt -type telescope with
a gold -coated spherical mirror and
an aspheric correcting plate. It was
ELECTRONICS
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Schmidt telescope atop gondola tracked Venus, relayed light to spectrograph inside
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New from Japan

.. .

Important advance in short -haul,
multi -channel communications
Microwave 60 -channel voice transmission over a nón-optical
path up to 300 MILES is now possible without repeater stations.
NEC's

High

Sensitivity

Reception

System,

by

;extending

threshold level and improving S/N ratio 10 to 13 db makes

this hop with only 1/20 of the power output required for
conventional systems.

A 100 W transmitter in the 1,800-mc band, for example, has
a scatter path of 100-150 MILES. A conventional FM system
requires 2 KW output and at least one repeater stallion to
connect the same distance over a non -optical

paw

By eliminating high -power amplifiers and repeater stations,
the High Sensitivity Reception System results in considerable
reduction in initial investment. Savings in maintenance and
power consumption are estimated at 40% or more.
Extensive propagation tests have been made, and NEC is now
prepared to supply commercial users and government agencies
anywhere in the world. Please write for detailed information.

High.sensihvity

_F30 Feetl

System

1350 Feel

= 40
i

2- 30
Conventional M System

20

PROFILE shows how a 100 W transmitter

10

0

.70
Channel

-80

-90

-100 .110

ignabto noise

ratio tdbt

operating at 1,920 me connects a non.
optical distance of 142MILES in one hop.
Average receiver input level is -75 dbm.

comp res receiver performance of High
Sensitivity Reception System to Conventional FM.
CURVE

NippottElectric Compattyltd.
Tokyo, Japan

Electronics / Communications Systems
42
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NEW AIRPAX
CIRCUIT BREAKER
C,A

c,3%si
o

ACTUAL SIZE

`.f

t

POSITIVE PROTEC

^I

This new improved miniature magnetic circuit breaker has an
inverse time delay mechanism providing a trip level which is
unaffected by ambient or operating temperature. Available in

50 volt DC ratings from 50 MA to 10 AMPERES; 120 RMS
volts at 60 or 400 CPS with ratings from 1 to 10 AMPERES.

Operation unaffected by severe shock and vibration. Long or Short time delay.
Hermetically sealed-Explosion proof. Toggle is trip free.

CAMBRIDGE DIVISION
ELECTRONICS
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CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND
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(ADVERTISEMENT)

On the Market

.

.

Coincidence Indicator
saves circuit components
The KP-150 is a subminiature tube
indicator tube for
transistor monitor service, which eliminates over a dozen other circuit components for coincidence applications;
glow -discharge

acts as an "and" gate; indicates. Its
output may be used as a control, e.g.,
to close a relay. The KP-150 operates
(glows) only when two coincident, low
voltage signals are applied to its dual

Satellite Test Open
NASA announces timetable for Project Echo and
invites outside scientists to join in
PROJECT ECHO-the experiment
designed to launch into orbit early

in Britain and West Germany.

next spring a 100 -ft inflatable
sphere for use as a passive commu-

ment, said NASA, will be "to test

Object of the satellite experi-

nications satellite-will be open. to
participation by American and foreign scientists in the communica-

the feasibility of a passive reflector
communications system on a global
basis."
The NASA announcement cited

tions field.

"the intense interest expressed by

An invitation from the National

the scientific community for volun-

Aeronautics and Space Administra-

teer participation by others than

tion extends to all scientists "who

those who will participate on a con-

tractual basis."

grids. This tube is specifically designed

Gould make constructive use of experiments involving the sphere."

for transistor monitor service, and re-

This includes European scientists

quires very low signal volage and
currents, thus preventing
loading of the test circuit.

who have the necessary equipment.
Some discussion is already reported
to have taken place with scientists

To give scientists sufficient notice
to make necessary technical preparations, the agency said it was making an exception to its long-standing policy of not publicly reporting

The KP-150 operated, with

AC on the anode, is grid controlled, that is, will

conduct (glow) when a
grid signal is present,

and is off when the signal is removed.
For "memory" applications, the KP-150 may be
used with DC anode sup-

ply. In this case, the operation is that of a conventional thyratron.

The tube remains on
the anode

(glow) until

current is interrupted,
thus providing an electri"ball -of -fire"

cal memory. A bright,
discharge provides ex-

ceptional visual indication which fills
the tip of the tube, indicating in areas
of high ambient light without special
masking. No special mounting orienta-

tion is needed, as the tubes may be
viewed from any angle. The KP-150
is

in production and in stock. For

further details, data sheets, etc., contact KIP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, DEPT. 930 BOX 562, STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT.
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NASA's 100 -ft aluminized polyester film sphere will fold inside a 28 -in. diameter container

at launching of passive balloon satellite
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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to All
on space experiments until they
have been performed.
The spring launching will be the

first of three Project Echo satellites, each a NASA -developed 100 -

ft reflecting sphere fired into orbit

8

6

MW 450
MAY All. '0.000 r 1.

by a Delta vehicle.
The aluminum -coated passive balloon satellite is expected to be

1st 1414{11C St AL 1RW5fORM(R C0.

996-0546- 440

launched into a 1,000 -mi. altitude
earth orbit in a northeasterly direction from the Atlantic Missile
Range, with an inclination of about
50 degrees to the equator.
Orbit Over U. S.

NASA said the satellite would
have a 120 -minute orbital period
and is expected to pass over every

SPECIAL BALANCED MODULATORS

part of the U. S. except Alaska, permitting communications research-

Custom -Engineered to Customer Requirements

ers to use the sphere for propagation experiments. Maximum time

of mutual visibility between the
East and West Coasts for any one
pass will be about 16 minutes.

.

APPLICATION: Used to impress a carrier frequency source upon a signal frequency
source to generate signals of sum and difference frequencies while simultaneously
suppressing the carrier from the input and the output circuits and also isolating the
input and output circuits. See schematic below:
NOTE: By impressing a pulse signal on the carrier input terminals, the input signal is
effectively switched (gated) on and off at the output circuit. Polarity of the switching
pulse determines phase of the output signal.

NASA reported that the inflatable

satellite

of

0.0005 -in. -thick

Mylar plastic coated with vapor deposited aluminum would provide
reflectivity of at least 98 percent up
to frequencies of 4,000-mc per sec.

1251L.

IOKsI.

Interim Vehicle

CARRIER

54- (GAT ING)6

The two major facilities involved
in the experiment will be the NASA

Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Goldstone Tracking station in California and a Bell Telephone Laboratories station at Holmdel, N. J.
Goldstone will transmit a 2,390-mc
signal for interception at Holmdel.

The Bell antenna will transmit a
960-mc signal to Goldstone.
The Delta launching vehicle is an
interim vehicle for use in 1960 and
1961. Three -stage configuration will

be similar to Thor -Able but will
have an improved inertial guidance
system, and active control of longer
coasting periods between second stage burnout and third -stage igni-

INPUT
SPECIFICATIONS (H.S.T .PART
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS: MIL -T -27A, Class R,

1960.

the end of 1961
May 22).
ELECTRONICS

(ELECTRONICS,

p 11,
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GATING SIGNAL FREQUENCY: 8.5 Kt

CONVERSION LOSS: 10 db ± 1 db
BANDWIDTH: 3 Kc to 13 Kc ± 2 db
CARRIER SUPPRESSION: 50 db minimum

maximum

SIZE: 1.21/64" x 2-5/8" x 1-3/4" high

SIGNAL INPUT FREQUENCY: 3.5 Kc
GATING SOURCE IMPEDANCE: 800 ohms

WEIGHT: 0.6 pounds maximum

This is just one of a line of special balanced modulators designed, engineered and
rhanufactured by HERMETIC SEAL at both its Texas Components Division and Pacific
Components Division plants. Other quality componentry available from HST includes
Magnetic Amplifiers, Filters, Saturable Reactors, and all types of Transformer and
Toroidal Components.

For further information on this specific Balanced Modulator, write for Bulletin
NPB 103. Catalog No. 102 also available on request.

- -

Vega, first of NASA's more advanced boosters, will not be ready

Eight are slated for production by

maximum

Grade 4
SIGNAL SOURCE IMPEDANCE: 10,000 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 125 ohms
SIGNAL INPUT VOLTAGE: 0.4 volts RMS

tion.

for flight tests before late

956-0346-400)

GATING SOURCE VOLTAGE: 1.0 volt RMS

t

'
Seal
,

_

TEXAS COMPONENTS DIVISION
P. O. Box 978
555 N. Fifth St.

.

PACIFIC COMPONENTS DIVISION
18151 Napa St.

P. O. Box 161

Garland, Texas

Northridge, California

Dallas phone BRoadway 6-5141

Phone Dickens 5-2250
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Collins "engineering team" approach
gives you individual expression and recognition
Ideas - new ideas - are the foun-

cilities and the finest working condi-

dation of any business' growth and

tions.

success.

Right now, Collins is able to offer
outstanding opportunities to qualified
engineers and physicists. These opportunities are available in the following

Collins Radio Company has achieved

leadership in the electronics field by
creating a working system that stimulates ideas from engineers. Three factors are basic to this system: 1) The
opportunity to expand imagination and

develop ideas. 2) Group ideation and
the help of other talented engineers.
3) Complete recognition of each engineer's own ideas.

At Collins this system is called the
engineering team approach. Its value
to the company, and to individual ca-

reer advancement, has been time

areas:

Send your resume
to the Collins location
of your choice.
CEDAR RAPIDS
L. R. Nuss

Collins in Cedar Rapids

Circuit design, gyro design and gyro
systems, navigation and guidance systems, aircraft instrumentation and controls, antennas and propagation.
Collins in Dallas
Transistorized circuit design, radar,
Loran, microwave and carrier, scatter,
airborne communication and counter-

proven.

measures.

There are other advantages to working with Collins. You are able to choose
the city and climate you and your family prefer. All Collins plants have the
most modern laboratories, research fa-

Collins in Burbank
Kineplex® (binary data transmission),
transistorized circuit design, Mechani-

Collins Radio Company
855-F 35th Street N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
DALLAS

B. E. Jeffries
Collins Radio Company
1930-F Hi -Line Drive
Dallas 7, Texas
BURBANK

cal Filter and other component engi-

R. J. Olson

Collins Radio Company
2700-F W. Olive Avenue
Burbank, California

neering, reliability engineering.

COL SC
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
46

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

DALLAS, TEXAS

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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Fastest

recovery

Jet...

sec
I

500 mA PULSE 2H5

(mA)

SWITCHED TO -50 VOLTS

500 mA

t

in a highcurrent silicon switching diode. The 1N920.
1N923 series is the latest result of Sperry Semiconductor's
unique developments for the computer field.
The most advanced addition to the industry's most complete line of high conduction fast recovery diodes, this series
meets the severe requirements of high current pulse circuits for high speed computer switching, pulse clamping,
gating, blocking, and diode logic circuits.
Designed for high temperature operation (to 175° C), the
1N920 series features high forward conductance (500mA
at 1.0V.) and low leakage (50µA at 150° C). Peak dissipation is 800 mw.
All units feature a maximum recovery time of 0.3 microseconds to return to 10K ohms when switched from a forward current 2 microsecond pulse of 500mA to a reverse
voltage of -50 volts (-30 V for 1N920), with a loop imped-

LAMPERE
SILICON SWITCHING DIODES

SPECIAL SAMPLE OFFER
Order a sample lot for your own application at
the special price of only $50 for a lot of 10 1N921
diodes. Direct your order to the So. Norwalk plant
or the nearest Sperry sales office as listed below.

ance of 1K ohms. Faster switching speeds are obtained
at lower currents.
TENTATIVE DATA
Type

1N920
1N921
1N922

1N923

Working

Max. Forward

Inv. DC

Voltage Drop

Voltage
(Volts)

at 25° C
(V.)

36
70
100
130

1.0 at 500mA
1.0 at 500mA
1.0 at 500mA
1.0 at 500mA

Max.
Inverr se

Current
25°C
.25
.25
.25
.25

(µA)

150°C

50
30V.
50
60V.
50 @ 90V.

50 @ 120V.

Min.
Max'
Saturation Recovery
Voltage at
Time
100µA
µsec.
25°C

40
80
120
150

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

sPERRy

'Refer to Sperry Bulletin No. 2103

SPERRY SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION, SPERRY RAND CORPORATION, SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Call or write: Sperry Semiconductor, Wilson Avenue, SOUTH NORWALK, Conn., VOlunteer6-1641;

in NEW YORK PLaza 2-0885;/3555 W. Peterson Ave., CHICAGO 45, III., KEystone 9-1776;
2200 East Imperial Highway, EL SEGUNDO, Calif., ORegon 8-6226.
ELECTRONICS
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push-button money saver
This control button cluster, designed for simple, error -proof operation, symbolizes the dozens of
advanced engineering features that make the Ampex FR -600 the most time- and money -saving data
recorder you can own. Here's why:
THE AMPEX FR -600 CUTS TAPE COSTS IN HALF- saves thousands of dollars a month in this way
alone. How? By recording all standard IRIG channels at 30 ips instead of 60 (made possible by the
FR -600's extra -wide bandwidth) you put the same data on half the tape required by other machines.
THE AMPEX FR -600 CUTS INSTRUMENTATION COSTS. How? By recording at 30 ips instead of 60,
a 14 -inch reel handles a full 48 -minute data run - enough for most full missile flights including prelaunch time. Expensive dual -transport set-ups become unnecessary.
THE AMPEX FR -600 DOUBLES THE RECORDING TIME OF EXISTING INSTRUMENTATION RECORDERS.

How? Because bandwidth is a function of the reproduce head rather than the record head, 100 KC
channels to be reproduced on the FR -600 can be recorded at 30 ips on such equipment as the Ampex
AR -200 airborne recorder, on earlier Model 800 recorders (with a simple bias change) and on many
other compatible equipments. Recording time is doubled in space -limited airborne data acquisition.
THE AMPEX FR -600 RECORDS MORE DATA PER DAY. How? By cutting non -recording time needed
for maintenance, warm-ups and calibration. Low -drift, solid-state electronics, for example, warm up in
less than 10 minutes, maintain FM calibration within 1% for more than 24 hours as compared to 2 hours
on most other equipment. One calibration instead of 12.
Need we say more? If so, a stamped, self-addressed boxcar will bring you
our entire engineering staff. Lesser problems can undoubtedly be solved
by a copy of the new AMPEX FR -600 brochure.

AMPEX DATA PRODUCTS CO. 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif.
AIuPEX

Doctors Seek Pattern Detectors
Radiologist urges optical -electronic device for
automatic analysis of human smear specimens
CHICAGO-A leading U. S. radi-

computer combination. It would be

ologist says the medical profession
needs a high -volume, mass -screening unit for automatic optical -electronic analysis of human smear

mal chest films from abnormal ones.

specimens.

Dr. Lee B. Lusted of Rochester,
N. Y., made the statement here recently at the 45th annual meeting
of the Radiological Society of North
America.

Lusted thinks "a better understanding of the reasoning processes
concerned with systematic decision making may help to increase diagnostic accuracy."
Related to this, he adds, is development of electronic devices for establishment of "normal" or "abnormal" diagnostic conclusions, based

on electronic screening of routine
smear tests.
Scanner -Computer Unit

Lusted says the device deemed
necessary for the medical profession would be an electronic scanner -

used to look at chest photoflurograms and to separate clearly norThe abnormal chest films would
be marked for later study by radi-

IT'S
ABOUT

ologists, he says.
Lusted adds : "A challenging

problem present in various scientific fields today concerns pattern
detection and recognition. For instance, reading a psychometric test
profile, a bone tumor analysis profile,

or map reading where large

surface areas have been surveyedas in satellite mapping.
"The problems of pattern recognition for a lung lesion are difficult
but the time required to solve them

will be well spent. Here is a real
challenge for a radiologist with firm

grasp of principles in the disci-

plines of electronics, medicine, radiology, and visual physiology. Who
knows, a radiologist could solve the

problem of pattern recognition before the cartographers."

Whether an interval is a month or a microsecond, you can measure it, divide it,

record it, or use it for control with a
custom -designed or standard timer from

Infrared Dome for Interceptor

The A. W. Haydon Co. Every type, every

size, every class...timing motors, time
delay relays, interval timers, repeat cycle

timers ...you name it, we make it. If you
ever have a specific timing problem, the

least you can do for yourself is get our
literature. Bulletin RC 301 (on the 4400
Series repeat cycle timer) is yours for the

asking. The 4400 Series sub -miniature

repeat cycle timer weighs 61/2 ounces.
Cycling times: 5 secs
to 90 minutes, Up to 8

poles double throw.
Hermetically sealed.

AYDON
The small "chin" on the profile of the McDonnell F4H-1 houses an infrared detection
system developed by Avion div., ACF Industries
ELECTRONICS
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10,000 hour
load -life tests prove

unsurpassed reliability of the

WESTON VAMISTOR'

the precision metal -film resistor that's
proof -tested 61/4 times its own rating!
Top-flight VAMISTOR performance starts back in the shop with
Weston Quality Control - the most thorough, stringent system
of testing now used to assure VAMISTOR reliability ... reliability
in no uncertain terms!
For example, every VAMISTOR is actually proof -tested six -and -a -quarter

3' times
actual size

times its own rating for 10 seconds! And random production units,
subjected to a 10,000 hr life test under full load, changed less
than .5% - tangible evidence of tight Quality Control. Many users
themselves attest to this kind of performance.
Quality Control also makes for minimum thermal and static noise,
makes sure VAMISTOR is entirely corona -free ... can handle
higher maximum continuous voltage than wire -wound types ... higher
wattages, too, up to 16 full watts at 40 C.
The exclusive Weston process of fusing the special -alloy element to
the resistor's inner surface of steatite assures long shelf and
service life ... more reliability, greater mean -time -to -failure ...
improved resistance to all adverse environments ... peak performance
even under radioactive conditions.
VAMISTOR conforms to MIL -R 10509 CHAR. C SPECS.
Includes RN -65, RN -70, RN -75 and RN -80 styles.
For full information, contact your local Weston representative ...
or write to Daystrom-Weston Sales Division, Newark 12, N. J.
In Canada: Daystrom Ltd., 840 Caledonia Rd., Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Daystrom Int'l., 100 Empire St., Newark 12, N. J.

WESTON
WORLD LEADERS IN MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
50
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General Mo:ors pledges

AG QUESTMANSHIP

AC Seeks and Solves the Significant-Because of GM's large contribution in the international race
for technological superiority, AC accepts a challenge. AC Research is on a scientific quest for solutions
to significant problems ... for accomplishments even more advanced than AChiever inertial guidance
for Titan. / We call this crealive challenge ... AC QUESTMANSHIP. It's an exciting quest for new ideas,
components and systems ... to advance AC's many projects in guidance, navigation, control and detection. / Right now Dr. Joseph F. Shea, AC's Director of Advanced Systems Research and Development,
Js drawing a group of competent men around him to build "the greatest R & D organization in the
industry." And Dr. Shea adds strong support to the fact that AC offers "an excellent working atmos-

phere for a scientist or engineer who wishes to produce and progress." / You may qualify for our
specially selected staff... if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in the electronics, electrical or mechanical
fields, plus related experience. If you are a "seeker and solver," write the Director of Scientific and
Professional Employment, Mr. Robert Allen, Oak Creek Plant, Box 746, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
GUIDANCE! NAVIGATION! CONTROL/ DETECTION! AC SPARK PLUG 41
ELECTRONICS
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The Electronics Division of General Motors
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SWEEPING
OSCILLATORS
for RADAR and
TELEMETERING SYSTEMS

ALIGNMENT 200 cycles -3800 mc

ELEfCIiIMIC

by

The Kay sweeping oscillators
are a line of high level
laboratory field test and
production instruments designed
for the alignment of radar

and telemetering IF's and front
ends, 200 cycles to 3300 me.

Kay l'ari- 11.(cp 860-A

Range, Wide Sweep

Constant Output (Fast -Acting AGC)

High Output

Continuously Variable Centers

Fundamental Frequency

Fixed, Crystal -Controlled Markers

All Electronic Operation
Instrument

Cat. No.

Cigna -Sweep SIN

VQCi-Sweep

®

Pori- Sweep
Model IF

935-A

860-A

866-A*

Var7-Sweep
Model Radar

865-A

Van -Sweep
Model 400

867-A

ilega-Sweep "
Rada -Sweep

A'add-Sweep Sr.

110-A
380-A

385-A

3500

Range

Sweep Width

200 cycles 220 mc

2 kc-12 mc
customer
selected

Price

Markers

RF Output

1.0 V rms
AGC'd,

70 ohms

customer
selected

5995.

None

$795.

1.0 V rms

2-220 mc
(center)

AGC'd,

Contin.
Variable to

4-120 mc
(center)
10-145 mc
(center)

70 ohms

1.0Vrms

60% center
freq. below
50 mc; 30 mc

AGC'd,

plus, above
50 mc.

1.0 V rms

70 ohms
AGC'd,

70 ohms
Same as above

15-470 mc

to 400 mc;
20 mc max.
above 400 mc

in 10 bands
50 kc-950 mc

50 kc-40 mc

2 Switched
bands 20-40
mc; 50-70 mc

2 Switched
bands, Wide
20 mc, Nar.
3 mc
Approx. 70%

1-260 mc (center)
6 Switched bands

of center
freq.
Full range of

51000 mc

swept band

2200-3800 mc

Other MegaSweeps to

5985.

$985.

1.0 V rms into
70 ohms to 220

mc; 0.5 V rms
to 470 mc;
all AGC'd
100 mv at
50 ohms

250 mv rms,
70 ohms

.5 V rms
into
70 ohms
Low band: 0.1 V
rms into 50 ohms;
High: 1.5 V into
50 ohms

Wider sweep widths, additional crystal
markers available on special order.

1200 mc, a d with Markers.

11 Fixed Crystals
1 Variable.
Direct reading
dial
11 Fixed Crystals
1 Variable.
Direct reading
dial
None

$650.

None

$575.
$450.
(with

9 Fixed
Crystals

4 crystals)

24

Fixed

$650.

Crystals

x-.1%
accurate
0
direct reading
digital wavemeter
e

$4,950.

All prices F.O.B. Pine Brook, N. 1.

WRITE FOR NEW KAY CATALOG

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dept. E-12

Maple Avenue, Pine Brook, N. J.

CApital 6-4000

0 1959 BY KAY ELECTRIC CO.
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INHERENT STABILITY
Assured in a DALOHM MC Resistor
The freezing temperature of coils is mild by
comparison with the temperature extremes at

conditions ... Dalohm precision resistors retain

Stored on the shelf for months ... or placed
under continuous load ... operating in severe

manufacture.

which Dalohm resistors can operate reliably.

environmental, shock, vibration and humidity

their stability because it has been "firmly in-

fixed" by Dalohm design and methods of
For all applications demanding resistors that
meet or surpass MIL specifications, you can
depend on Dalohm.

\ SPECIAL PROBLEMS?

DEPOSITED CARBON MOLDED MINIATURE
DALOHM

TYPE MC RESISTORS

Made of pure crystalline carbon film
with no binder or filler, these resistors
offer excellent high frequency charac-

Rated at 2, 1, 1/2 , 1/4 and 1/8 watts
Resistance range from 10 ohms
to 50 megohms, depending on type

teristics.

Standard tolerance ± 1

A molded housing provides complete
electrical insulation and mechanical

Temperature coefficient 500

protection.
TYPICAL DERATING CURVE
l00

P.P.M. maximum

Smallest in size, ranging from
9/ 64" x 13/32" to 3/e" x 21/4"

You can depend on Dalohm, too, for help

in solving any special problem in the
realm of development, engineering, design

and production. Chances are you can
find the answer in our standard line of
precision resistors (wire wound, metal

film and deposited carbon); trimmer
potentiometers; resistor networks; collet fitting knobs; and hysteresis motors. If

not, just outline your specific situation.

Full load operation to 70° C.,

75

derating to 0 at 150' C.
High heat dissipation
Meet applicable paragraphs of

50
25
o

25

75

125

175

225

AMBIENT TEMP DEG. CENTIGRADE

275

MIL -R -10509C.

from

DALOHM

Better things in
smaller packages
DALE PRODUCTS, INC.
1300 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr.

Write for Bulletin R-35, with handy cross-reference file card.
ELECTRONICS
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MEETINGS AHEAD

Bendix
Craftsmanship
at work for you

Jan. 11-13: Reliability & Quality
Control, National Symposium,

ASQC, IRE, EIA, AIEE, Statler
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 31 -Feb. 5: Comparison of Con-

trol Computers, Winter General
Meeting, AIEE, New York City.
Feb. 1-4: Instrument -Automation

WIDEST RANGE OF MICROWAVE GAS
NOISE SOURCES AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
Since accurate measurement of a
receiver's inherent noise level is
vital in determining a value for
absolute signal level for a given
signal-to-noise ratio, it stands to
reason that the noise source tube

used should fit the specific job
requirements exactly.

The tremendous varietybiggest in the industry -of
Bendix® Microwave Gas Noise
Source Tubes is your best guarantee of matching noise sources to

the application-whether that

application be in the laboratory,

in field service, or as a component
of the system.
Our new improvements in design
make Bendix tubes suitable for use
in pulse circuits with an increase
of one order of magnitude in life.
And our improved manufacturing

techniques have resulted in a
smaller spread of excess noise output from tube to tube. Many
Bendix types are now available to
a tolerance of ± 0.1 db on excess
noise output.

Conf. and Exhibit, ISA, Sam
Houston Coliseum, Houston,
Texas.
Feb. 3-5: Military Electronics,
Winter Convention, Biltmore
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 10-12: Solid -State Circuits
Conf., AIEE, IRE, Univ. of

Penn., Philadelphia.

Feb. 11-13: Electronic Representatives Assoc., Annual Convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Feb. 16-18: Nondestructive Testing of Aircraft & Missile Components, Southwest Research In-

stitute, Hilton Hotel, San Antonio, Texas.

Feb. 20-29: Component Parts and
Electronic Tubes, International
Exhibition, Porte de Versailles,
Place Balard, Paris.
Mar. 21-24: Institute of Radio
Engineers, National Convention,
Coliseum

&
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, N. Y. C.
Apr. 4-7: Nuclear Congress, EJC,
PGNS of IRE, New York Coliseum, New York City.

Apr. 11-14: Weather Radar Conference, American Meteorological

Society and Stanford Re-

search Institute, San Francisco.
Apr. 18-19: Automatic Techniques,
Annual Conf., ASME, IRE,
AIEE, Cleveland -Sheraton Hotel,
Cleveland, O.
Apr. 19-21: Active Networks &
Feedback Systems, International
Symposium, Department of De-

fense Research Agencies, IRE,
Complete engineering data on the Bendix Microwave Noise Source Tube

line and on auxiliary circuit designs can be obtained by writing

.

. .

Engineering Societies
New York, City.

Bldg.,

Aug. 23-26: Western Electronics
Show and Convention, WESCON,

Ambassador Hotel & Memorial
Sports Arena, Los Angeles.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE TUBES DEPARTMENT

""IIIIMMIl r Division
EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY

AVIATION CORPORATION

West Coast Sales & Service: 117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Export Sales 8. Service: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Canadian Distributor: Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd., P. O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario
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HIGH RELIABILITY.
SMALL SIZE.
LESS THAN
50 MILLI MICROSECONDS
PULSE JITTER

TR U E

SOLI ID STATE
RADAR
MCDIDULATOR

Temco Electronics has developed the first
and only true solid state radar modulator for
use in missiles, aircraft and ground
equipment installations. Pulse jitter is minimum

- it will not exceed 50 mµ sec.
Circuit efficiency is greater than in any
comparable conventional modulator. It gains
high reliability through the full use of
solid state components as well as through the
simplicity of design and circuitry.
Use of solid state switching techniques rather
than conventional thyratron switching
also increases efficiency and reliability.

Temco's solid state modulator meets military
specifications for shock, vibration
and temperature environments. It needs no
adjustment prior to or during
operation, has automatic fault sensing and
reset. Further advantages are
small size and low operating voltage.
Temco has developed a family of solid state
modulators suitable for a variety
of military and commercial uses. One current
application is in missile and airborne
radar beacons. Further information is available
from Temco on request.

ELECTRON ICS

TEMCO

A Division of TEMCO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION P. 0. Box 6191 Dallas 22, Texas
MISSILES & AIRCRAFT DIVISION

I

OVERHAUL & AEROSYSTEMS DIVISION

I

FENSKE, FEORICK & MILLER, INC., SUBSIDIARY

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
!!!1
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DEFINITELY DEPENDABLE!
Aerocom's Dual Automatic Radio Beacon
Reliability is built into every part of this
dual 1000 -watt aerophare unit. Ruggedly
constructed and conservatively rated, it
provides trouble -free unattended service,
and at truly low operating and maintenance cost. It operates in the frequency
range 200-415 kcs, using plug-in crystal
for desired frequency.
Uses single phase power supply, nominal 220 volts, 50 or 60 cycles. Consists of

two 1 kw transmitters with 2 keyers,

automatic transfer unit and weatherproof
antenna tuner. Each transmitter housed

in separate fan ventilated rack cabinet,
with controls in center rack cabinet.
Nominal carrier power is 1000 watts.

High level plate modulation of final amplifier is used, providing any desired level
of modulation up to 100%. P -T switch
interrupts tone, permitting voice opera-

tion. Operates in ambient temperatures
from -35°C to 55°C, humidity up to 95%.
Standby transmitter is placed in opera-

tion when main transmitter suffers loss
(or low level) of carrier power or modulation, or continuous (30 sec.) tone, or

carrier frequency change of 5 kcs or

more. Audible indication in monitoring
receiver tells when standby transmitter
is in operation.
Antenna may be either vertical tower
or symmetrical T type.

Also available in
50 WATT
100 WATT
400 WATT
and
4 KILOWATT
models

3090 S.W. 37th AVENUE
56
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SHAM BAN

COPPER

TEFLON
COPPER

Here's an end to circuit unreliability
caused by "leaking" printed circuitry. Unique bonding methods, developed by Shamban, bond insulator

to copper without compromising
the electrical properties of either.
Even in extreme environments,
there is no breakdown of strengths.

Tradename of W. S. Shamban & Co.

New Shamban KOP-R-KLAD laminate presents several distinct

A new, complete line of
hi -temperature hi -dielectric
strength laminates featuring:
* Maximum electrical properties
* Unique, optimum -performance
bonding methods
* Highest commercial peel strengths
* Availability in sheets and
continuous lengths
* Full range of types of
constructions, sizes

advantages to the users of printed circuitry. KOP-R-KLAD
offers a complete line, the right constructions for every application; optimum electrical properties through proper bonding, best

volume, surface and insulation resistivity, highest dielectric
strength; highest peel strength, for sharp bends, rugged environments; continuous lengths, for convenience of user, for wider application. KOP-R-KLAD is available in twelve different types,

including copper to Teflon, to Teflon -glass, to Kel-F, and to
FEP-fluorocarbon. Each type has specific advantages, all types
have the advantage of absolute dependability and predictability
within the limitations of the materials specified. KOP-R-KLAD
is immediately available, dependent upon type, in widths up to
36", in lengths from 2" to continuous rolls. Write or wire factory
for complete data.

SHAM BAN PRODUCTS FOR ELECTRONICS
Engineered Plastic Products

W S. Shamban & Co.
11617 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, Calif.

Ft. Wayne, Indiana
*Floral Park, New York
Snag -proof Teflon grommets.
Non-abrasive, chemical resistant and very durable, Sham ban snap -in and channel type

grommets provide secure
holding device.

ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 18, 1959

Stand-off and feed-thru insulators. Absolute insulation for

critical circuit tiepoints. Resists high frequency and voltage breakdowns.

Teflon and Nylon spaghetti
tubing, standard and Micro thin wall sizes. Available in

all sizes, to meet every tubing
need. Consistent quality.
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NEW FROM NARDA

Wide Range

KLYSTRON POWER SUPPLY- $49500

'Oo6F

uiF

Operates more Klystrons
than any comparable unit!
This new Narda Wide Range Klystron Power
Supply operates virtually all medium and low
voltage Klystrons, as well as some high voltage
tubes (at reduced power output). It literally operates more Klystrons, including Sperry and Varian
tubes, than any other unit in its price range!

What's more, all components, including tube
sockets, are operated within manufacturers' ratings. (Many other supplies exceed plate -cathode,

cathode -filament or socket -ground voltage
ratings.)

Want more information about this new Power
Supply that gives you greater versatility and
longer trouble -free service at lower cost? Then
write us for complete spec sheets. Ask, too, for
your free copy of our complete catalog. Address:
Dept. E-6.

FEATURES
250-700 volt Beam Supply, 0-65 ma.

Square Wave Modulation 0-150 Volts, 300 to

0-1000 volt Reflector Supply
Accurate Ten -Turn Dial Calibration

5 my max. Reflector Ripple

Oil Filled Capacitors in High Voltage Filters
3000 cps.

Saw Tooth Modulation 0-150 Volts, 30 to
180 cps.

Sine Wave Modulation 0-150 Volts, 60 cps.

Diode Protection Circuit

444~ the

narda

microwave
corporation

118-160 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, L. I., N. Y. PIONEER 6-4650
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DISS DAY MINE PURPOSE
ISS TO INVENT SOMETING

r
BUT

I TINK I CALL IT DER
,ELECTRICITY

HERR FRANKLIN
VILL GET
DER CREDIT
Yes, Professor

... "dot iss electricity" ... discovered
And such research at SIE

through bold research.

has produced the Model R-3 Transistorized Voltmeter,

which combines more desirable features than any
other instrument in its class.
AC: 1 my to 1000 y full scale in 14 ranges

1 v to 1000 y full scale + or - in 7 ranges
Electrometer: 0 to 1 vdc + or
DC:

-

Ask your SIE representative to demonstrate the R-3 and the entire line
of SIE Advanced Design Instruments.

"Do itt zoon!"
Write today for prices and specifications.

SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS CO.
A DIVISION OF DRESSER INDUSTRIES. INC.
10201 Westheimer P. 0. Box 22187 Houston 27, Texas HO mestead 5-3471
CABLE: SIECO HOUSTON
TWX: HO -1185
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If you have a problem in
electrical protection

- let BUSS Fuse

Engineers Help You Solve It.
If you have an electrical protection
problem, the BUSS fuse research labo-

ratory, and its staff of engineers are

at your service. Our engineers will work
with yours to help you find a solution

- and so save you engineering time.
It is quite possible a fuse already
stocked by local wholesalers will be
your answer, so that the right fuse is
readily available if your equipment
needs service.

The complete BUSS and FUSETRON fuse line includes:

Single -element fuses for circuits
where quick -blowing is needed,
such as for instrument protection.

Single -element fuses for normal
circuit protection.
Dual -element, slow -blowing fuses
for circuits where harmless current
surges occur.

Indicating fuses where signal must
be given when fuses open - or to
activate an alarm.
BUSS and FUSETRON fuses range
in size from 1 /500 amperes up - and
there's a companion BUSS line of fuse
clips, blocks and holders.

that automatically rejects any fuse not
correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right in all physics!
dimensions.

For a catalog on BUSS and FUSETRON small dimension fuses and fuse-

holders, - write for bulletin SFB. If
you need special fuses or fuseholders.
submit description or sketch, showing

type of fuse to be used, number of
circuits, type of terminal, etc.

Dependability Always
Every BUSS or FUSETRON fuse is
tested in a sensitive electronic device

BUSS fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly.
BUSS makes a complete line of fuses for home, farm, commercial,
electronic, electrical, automotive and industrial use.
60
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BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION,
McGraw -Edison Co.

University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.
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are you silicon wait -bait?

avoid unnecessary delays
GT DELIVERS SILICON TRANSISTORS IN 24 TO 48 HOURS!
No need to get hung up with delays or hooked by unkept
promises! GENERAL TRANSISTOR delivers sample

A Few of the GT Alloyed Junction Silicon Transistors
Now Available

quantities of GT Silicon Transistors in 24 to 48 hours...
production quantities in 2 to 4 weeks!

HIGH SPEED SWITCHING
MEDIUM SPEED SWITCHING
HIGH VOLTAGE
HIGH SPEED LINEAR AMPLIFIER
MEDIUM SPEED LINEAR AMPLIFIER

These are not mere claims, but firm promises on which
you can base your design and production schedules.

Quality? Yes-plenty of weight here without waiting.
General Transistor is today one of the largest
suppliers of highly dependable devices, delivering
quality in quantity.

2N1219

2N1220

2N1221

2N1222

2N1223

Viceo

30 v

30 v

30 v

30v

40v

VcEo

25 v

25 v

25 v

25 v

40 v

20v

10v

PNP:

For full information-and fast delivery-call your

VETO

20 v

local General Transistor representative, or
contact us directly. Write for Silicon Brochure S-100.

I co

.1 µa max.

hrc

18 min.

9 min.

fab(mc) 5 min.

2 min.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORPORATION
91-27 138th Place, Jamaica 35, New York
Phone: Hickory 1-1000

hfe

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
GENERAL TRANSISTOR Di
CORP..

10v

10v

.1 µa max.

.1 µa max.

5 min.

2 min.

2 typ.

18 min.

9 min.

6 min.

.1 µa max. .1 µa max.

ACETR JAMAICAOJ

TRANSISTOR INTERNATIONAL

TACT r

EST AUTHORIZED

GENERALDISTRIBUTING

YORK
EXPORT: GENERAL
PLACE p JAMAICA 35. NEW YORK_

PRECISION

GENERAL TRANSISTOR WESTERN CORP. 6110 VENICE BLVD. LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
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You get an extra measure of design freedom with
POWDERED PERMALLOY FILTOROID® CORES*

The high permeability and low core loss of powdered permalloy Filtoroid cores can remove design
roadblocks for you. You can build extra frequency

the broad range of Filtoroid cores available.

stability into filter networks with these cores.

carried in stock for immediate shipment.

Their permeability remains stable with changes in
time and flux levels. Distortion factors are held to

a bare minimum. Temperature coefficient of inductance is tightly controlled.
There's extra design flexibility for you, too, in

ern

They're made in three standard permeabilities150, 125 and 60-in sizes up to 1.570" O.D., all
Our engineers are ready right now to help you

select the proper Filtoroid core for your filter
circuits. Write or call for a discussion of your
needs, or send for Bulletin G-1.
RHODE UNDER A LICENSE AGREEMENT WITH WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

ACNE TIC
ETALS
transformer laminations motor laminations tape -wound cores
powdered molybdenum permalloy cores electromagnetic shields

MAG\1$TIc METALS (: Nll'ANv
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Hayes Avenue at 21st Street, Camden 1, N. J.
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General Electric device now provides
reliable salvage of printed wiring assemblies
Now you can repair complex, heat sensitive, miniaturized printed wiring

normally associated with this work. All

assemblies effectively and reliably.

tinned eyelets and leads.

A new dual-purpose Induction De Solder and Solder Device from General

The device can be controlled either
automatically or manually; results in

Electric has been developed specifically

to meet military and commercial electronic industry requirements. It offers

old solder is removed., leaving clean,

up to 20 percent man-hour savings, and
is particularly effective for removal of
multiple terminal components.

you a means of salvaging expensive

WRITE FOR BULLETIN GEA-6994 or con-

components, removing defective components completely, and remaking or
repairing solder joints in printed wiring
assemblies-without the difficulties

tact your nearby G -E Apparatus Sales
Office for more information. Section
723-40, General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Pt -ogress Is Our Most /rnpor/int ,Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

A NEW G -E RESISTANCE SOLDERING
TOOL

provides void -free solder joints

for reliable, high -quality connections

required by aircraft and missile applications. The new tool eliminates tip arcing
or flashing, preventing pitting; is hand operated, requiring no pedals; and
features a zirconium -tungsten electrode

that does not require frequent redressing, maintenance or replacement. Write
for Bulletin GEA-6588.

FREQUENCY STANDARDS
PRECISION FORK UNIT

FREQUENCY STANDARD

TYPE 50

TYPE 50L

Size 1" dia. x 33/4" H.* Wght., 4 oz.
Frequencies: 240 to 1000 cycles

Accuracies:Type 50 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R50 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)

*31/8" high
400 - 1000 cy.

II

Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input, Tube heater voltage and 13 voltage
Output, approx. 5V into 200,000 ohms

PRECISION FORK UNIT

*3112" high

400 to 500 cy.
optional

Type R5OL (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output, 3V into 200,000 ohms
Input, 150 to 300V, B (6V at .6 amps.)
FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2005

Size 11/2" dia. x 41/2" H.* Wght. 8 oz.

Size, 8" x 8" x 714" High
Weight, 14 lbs.

Accuracies:Type 2003 (±.02e/ at -65° to 85°C)

Type R2003 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Type W2003 (±.005% at -65° to 85°C)
Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input and output -same as Type 50, above

FREQUENCY STANDARD /

1'
TRANSISTORIZED, Silicon Types
TYPE 2007-6

Size 11/2" dia. x 31/2" H. Wght. 7 ozs.

Frequencies: 400-500 or 1000 cycles
Accuracies:

2007-6 (± .02% at -50° to +85°C)
R2007-6 (±.002% at +15° to +35°C)
W2007-6 (±.005% at -65° to +125°C)

Input: 10 to 30 Volts, D. C., at 6 ma.
Output: Multitap, 75 to 100,000 ohms

Frequencies: 50 to 400 cycles
(Specify)
Accuracy: ±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Output, 10 Watts at 115 Volts
Input, 115V. (50 to 400 cycles)
FREQUENCY
STANDARD
TYPE 2121A
Size

8%" x 19" panel

Weight, 25 lbs.
Output: 115V
60 cycles, 10 Watt
Accuracy:
±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Input, 115V (50 to 400 cycles)
FREQUENCY
STANDARD

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2001-2

I :ail

Frequencies: 50, 60, 75 or 100 cycles

Accuracies:Type 50L (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)

TYPE 2003

Frequencies: 200 to 4000 cycles
i

Size 33/4" x 41/" x 51/2" High
Weight, 2 lbs.

Size, with cover

Accuracy: ±.001% at 20° to 30°C

10"x19"x831"H.

Output: 5V. at 250,000 ohms
Input: Heater voltage, 6.3 - 12 - 28

B voltage, 100 to 300 V., at 5 to 10 ma.
ACCESSORY UNITS

t:
:::
t.t..
u.n

TYPE 2111C

Size 334" x 41" x 6" H., Wght. 26 oz.,
Frequencies: 200 to 3000 cycles

10"x17"x9"H.
Panel model

u
11111M...

..

Weight, 25 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 1000 cycles
Accuracy: (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output: 115V, 75W. Input: 115V, 50 to 75 cycles.

,/ This organization makes frequency standards`,

for TYPE 2001-2

L -For low frequencies

multi -vibrator type, 40-200 cy.

D-For low frequencies

within a range of 30 to 30,000 cycles. They are
used extensively by aviation, industry, government departments, armed forces-where maxi-

mum accuracy and durability are required.

counter type, 40-200 cy.

H-For high frogs, up to 20 KC.
M-Power Amplifier, 2W output.
P -Power supply.

WHEN REQUESTING INFORMATION
PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE NUMBER

American Time Products, ¡nc
Watch
Telephone: PLaza 7-1430

MÁ ter

580 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.

Timing Systems
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INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION

Miniature Voltage Reference Packs Maintain Voltage

Regulation to within ±0.01% in Computer Applications

644 Zener Diode Types
Offer Advantages to Every

Voltage Regulator Circuit
As compared to other voltage reference elements, the silicon diode regulator has a longer life expectancy because of its mechanical ruggedness. It
does not deteriorate under storage nor
age during its operating life. Small size

and light weight make its use in airborne or portable equipment especially
desirable from many standpoints.

International Rectifier Corporation
now offers an extensive line of zener
types numbering 644 in seven basic
styles. From the miniature type rated

at 750 milliwatts to the precision

1N430 reference element types, all are

manufactured to meet the most rigid
military requirements. See how these
all -welded, hermetically sealed diodes
can inünrove your circuit design.
.

REF-PAK MODEL 4RV8
Standard MIL Transformer Case

Designed around the highly stable

an unregulated power source ... main-

miniature reference supplies may be

0.01%! Output voltages of either 8.4 or
16.8 volts do are available in 5 distinct

1N430 silicon reference element, these

tain voltage regulation to within ±

considered to be the solid state equivalent of the standard cell. A high degree
of stability is attained by maintaining
a precise constant current through the

types that allow operation from 28 or
115 volt de, 400 and 60 cycle power
supplies. Temperature coefficient of

reference element, regardless of temperature or line voltage variations.
Ref-Paks will operate directly from

these devices is ± 0.001%/°C from
-55° to +100°C.

For complete details ask for SR -401.

.
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SILICON READOUT PHOTOCELLS FOR
COMPUTER, DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS
For extremely rapid detection of
light passing through punched cards
or tape, these photovoltaic readout
matrices have a response time in the

Technical Service Provides
XY Plot of Reverse Breakdown
Characteristics of Each Diode
in all Prototype Orders
To eliminate guesswork and tedious
testing on your part, every zener diode
sent on prototype orders will be accom-

order of 10 micro -seconds. Each
matrix is made up of a multiple ar-

ray of individually segmented silicon

panied by a specially plotted XY re-

cells that convert light energy

cording of its exact breakdown voltage
point! This permanent record can come

directly into electricity and permit
flow from only that segment struck
by light. Typical current self -generated: 300 microamperes for 0.01

in mighty handy when it's time to

match diodes or reorder to the same
specs. This is just one of the many

square inch of active cell area at

application engineering services we are
prepared to extend to you at all times!

1,000 footcandles illumination. Supplied in single cell or multiple -cell

assemblies, these units are characterized by negligible temperature

Write to the factory for Bulletin
SR -250-A, a four page technical article

dependence, long operating life,
uniform response from cell in one
matrix, and rugged construction.

BEF-PAK MODEL RV8-PC
Special Housing for insertion into
boards.
printed

CIRCLE 252 ON INQUIRY CARD

describing the characteristics of zener
diodes, how to select them, and appli-

cation data with circuit schematics.

FOR SAME DAY SERVICE ON PRODUCT INFORMA:'ION DESCRIBED ABOVE, SEND REQUEST ON YOUR COMPANY'S LETTERHEAD

"RANCH OFFICES NEW Yu AK CITY AREA OFFICE. 132 E 70'n at TRafasar r -P

NEW YORK STATE AREA OFFICE: 2366 James St., Syracuse. N.Y., HOward 3.1441 CHICAGO AREA OFFICE.

_

05 W Wacker Cr FRar. .n 2.3888 NEW ENGLAND AREA OFFICE 17 2 ^sr- 4 . Cambnog. mass.. ONikers,b, 4.6527 PENNSYLVANIA AREA OFFICE: Suburban Square Bldg.. Ardmore, Pa
,

gljwa, 9.1428 MICHIGAN AREA OFFICE: 1799 Coolidge H'wa,. Re.c -,. raJr

.

U

.

l- 3.1144 IN C^4ADA. I^ternahona, Rectifier of Canada, Ltd.. 1581 Bank St .Ottawa. Ontario, Regent 36880

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF INDUSTRIAL. METALLIC RECTIFIERS

SELENIUM GERMANIUM SILICON

,

... Only as precise as experience tells us. And ex-

perience with Cubic digital instrumentation and
with run -of -the -market instruments tells you
clearly where to find the precision you need.
Under the revealing lens of a microscope, the
micrometer we accept as a definitively precise in-

strument shows surface flaws that cause us to
wonder. We know, however, that we CAN de-

pend on its vernier scale. So, too, can you depend
on the Cubic line of high-performance, precision
digital instruments built with your requirements

in mind - not bargain -basement instruments of
minimum specifications, spasmodic performance
and intermittent accuracy.
Cubic offers the precision and dependability of
consistently superior digital instruments for laboratory, process control, minute measurement,
automatic operation
for your every need in

...

fine instrumentation.
Four and five -digit Cubic DC Voltmeters combined with the Control Unit provide instrumentation for bench -top use or for simple insertion into

elaborate systems. The Cubic AC Converter ex-

pands a systems capability for rapid, accurate
measurement of AC voltages, with automatic or
manual ranging models available. Cubic's years
ahead design also extends into its superior line
of four and five -digit Ohmmeters ... and systems

capabilities are further expanded with Cubic
Scanners, Printer Controls, Ratiometers and DC

Pre -Amplifiers. Monitoring, control, check-out, in-

spection, calibration, research and development
are among the many large and small-scale applications possible with Cubic digital systems ..
together with Cubic advantages such as accuracy,
speed, clear readout, unit construction and simple
routine maintenance.
The skill and experience responsible for the
superiority of Cubic's Space Age electronic tracking systems are also important components of
Cubic digital instruments ... yours for an easier
job - done faster, better and with greater assur.

ance.

UBI C

CORPORATION

5575 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, California

Electronic Engineering
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With a Dimension for the Future
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CBS

NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTORS
GIVE YOU

MISSILE RELIABILITY

Here Are
Some

of the
Reasons Why

.ontamination is eliminated. Baking, surface treatment, electrical
resting and package welding are all conducted in dry -boxes at a
dewpoint temperature below -90°F.

CBS NPN switching transistors have proved
themselves in flight in many of our important
"birds." They have been found to have the advan-

tages of fast switching, high voltage, low cutoff
current, and low saturation resistance. All 28 of
these CBS transistors exceed the MIL -T -19500A

Flat, aven junctions avoid 'hotspots." Precise control
of titre and temperature (±0.03%) of alloying process
eliminates localized heating, gives long reliable life.

specification.
This same proven reliability under the most
adverse environmental conditions is yours for

Characteristics are more un form.

Ruggedness exceeds MIL specification. Severe
requirements for shock (1000 g, ms), vibration (IC g.
100-3300 cps) and acceleration (20,000 g) are met by
electronic welding of formes lead wires, horizontal base

military or industrial core drivers, logic circuits or
general switching functions. Write for complete
data sheet E-35:3. Order from your local Manufacturers Warehousing Distributor,

-

tab, and welded JEDEC TO -9 case.

More reliable products through Advanced Engineering
Choose From ...

CBS

semiconductors

CBS ELECTRONICS, Semiconductor Operations
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System,. Inc.
ELECTRONICS
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2N306

29357.

29388

2N439A

2N445

29558

291000

2N3I2

29358

2N438

2 N 440

2N446

2N634

2N 1012

29356

29377

2N438A

2N440A

2N447

2N635

291090

2N356A

2N385

2N439

29444

2N556

29636

2N1091

Sates Offices: Lowell, Mass.. 900 Chelmsford St., Glenview 4-0446 Newark. N.1., 32 Green St.,
MArket 3-5832 Melrose Park, III., 1990 N. Mannheim Rd., EStebrook 9-2100
Los Angeles, Calif., 2120 S. Garfield Ave., RAymond 3-9081
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New Precision
in

Stereo Control
We have developed a new approach to

a one -knob control for dual stereo

amplifiers. It gives far greater precision
of match and track than you may have

thought possible. On typical systems
we have developed control packages
based on a db or voltage conception
which deliver matching and tracking
coinciding in volts throughout the
useable range of the control.
This is equivalent to approximately

5 % resistance match and track. In
contrast, "standard" 20% tolerance
controls when ganged may be 40%
out of track between match points,
while the matching and tracking of
the Mallory units is tailored to the
individual requirements.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss
this new idea ... to engineer a control
package for your system ... to develop

new match and track specifications
with you.

P. R. MALLORY a CQ Inc.

MALLORY
Mallory Controls Company
Frankfort, Indiana
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Electronics
Assists in
Highway Construction
A new family of instruments is being born to solve roadbuilding's unique
problems. Experimental roadbeds are ironed out by latest electronic devices
By HAROLD HARRIS, llidwe=tern Editor

DURING THE NEXT 15 years, over one -hundred -billion

dollars will be spent on highway construction in the
United States. Electronics plays a very important

role in the largest highway research project -ever
undertaken. This project is sponsored by the American Association of State Highway Officials, administered and directed by the Highway Research Board
of the National Academy of Science.
Due to the unique requirements, much of the instrumentation had to be developed specifically for this research program. Instrumentation for a test highway

(nine miles of four -lane highway divided into six
test loops of portland cement and asphaltic concrete)
serves several purposes. It measures the various
effects of traffic on the test pavements and the environmental conditions such as moisture content and
sub -surface temperature at the test site. It also speeds
acquisition of the test data and reduces the volume of

FIG. 1-Test setup checks strain gage by bending concrete beam in
beam breaker that determines flexural strength

data to summary form to permit rapid engineering
and statistical analysis.
Systems were classified into three categories. Those
associated with pavement capabilities, those associated with pavement performance and those related to
covariables.

PAVEMENT DEFLECTION-With strains in con-

crete pavements in the order of 20 to 50 micro -

inches per inch, resolution of one microinch per inch
was desired. Deflections (vertical movement) of the
surface is to be measured to 0.001 in. with occasional
ELECTRONICS
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Fig. 2-Subbase contactors are installed prior to laying the pavement
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TRAILER
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BEjWEEN
puAB SIRES

PAVEMENT
SURFACE
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LOAD
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r

,DETECTOR
REFERENCE BEAM

FIG. 3-Benkelman beam used to measure road distortion due to

FIG. 4-Longitudinal profile of road is highly correlated with road

applied load as truck passes probe at creep speed. Road deflection
is indicated on detector

performance.

excursions exceeding 0.1 in.
Strains or deflections are half -wave transients with
the passage of a truck wheel over a gage point. The

deflection gage attached to the free end of the lever

strain or deflection assumes a shape similar to a
heavily damped sine wave with half -cycle time
approximately 100 milliseconds.

Strain gages for measurement of concrete strain
were specially made to meet project requirements.
Gages were etched foil on epoxy resin having a gage
length of six inches. The foil gage was enclosed in a
cover consisting of linen tracing cloth and epoxy resin

covered with brass shim stock. Figure 1 shows a
strain gage being tested in a beam breaker.
In operation, the gage is cemented to the concrete
roadway with the leads kept under the surface and
running to a junction box located alongside the test
pavement.
Concrete pavement slabs warp when there is a tem-

perature or moisture differential between the top and
the bottom. Slab -subbase contact indicators are installed under the pavement to indicate whether or not
the slab ends are in contact with the supporting sub-

base or whether the warp has broken the contact.
The device is a simple pressure switch and is installed
during construction as shown in Fig. 2.

The majority of deflections were measured with
linear variable -differential transformers. The strain
indicator, originally used by the U. S. Navy, met engi-

neers' needs with a resolution of one microinch per
inch without the need for primary calibration at each
gagepoint and with extremely small error due to temperature variation or lead capacitance. These strain
translators were used in all units using strain gages
as transducers. These include curvature strips, direct
strain measurements and the slope -measuring portion
of the longitudinal profilometer.
Studies of pavements with asphaltic concrete sur-

facing were augmented by the use of a Benkelman
beam. This device consists of a reference beam sup-

ported on the pavement surface outside the area
influenced by the loaded wheel as shown in Fig. 3.
Pivoted on this beam is a lever arm with one end
resting on the surface. The probe is placed so that
the contact end rests on the pavement in the area of
load influence. The initial readings are made and
the vehicle is driven away at creep speed. The operator then reads the maximum deflection value on the
70

Slope -detecting wheels are located between the two
pairs of large riding wheels

arm.

PROFILOMETER-To measure variations of the
riding surface of the road, both the longitudinal and
transverse profiles are measured and recorded. To
measure the longitudinal profile, a trailer similar to
that shown in Fig. 4 is towed down the test highway
at 5 mph. Two pairs of slope measuring wheels follow the traffic paths. Each pair of wheels is designed
to provide a continuous voltage analog proportional
to the slope of the angle between the road and the
trailer. Another voltage, proportional to the angle

between the trailer bed and horizontal, is generated and both sets of voltages are fed to the recording system shown in Fig. 5. Distance data consist-

ing of voltage pips at each one -foot interval and
additional pips to indicate start and finish of each
test section are also supplied. A separate system,
one for each wheel track, is provided so that a single
pass of the trailer makes records for each wheel path.
The trailer horizontal reference must remain tan-

gent to the surface of the earth despite earth rotation and must remain unaffected by acceleration. A
free -spinning disk rotating on ball bearings which
in turn rest on pressurized nitrogen gas was used.
This almost frictionless bearing allowed the disk to
spin for about one hour. Air friction existed primarily at the periphery of the disk. The disk center
of gravity is a little below its support center. The
disk showed some pendulum (with an 84 -minute period) characteristics. The angle between disk and
trailer was detected by a sensitive capacitance bridge.
As approximately 42 actual miles of charts will be
generated by the longitudinal profilometer an automatic chart -reading device was developed. The
oscillograph tape record is passed through a flying -

spot scanner unit which reads the ordinate of the
slope line at each one foot interval. The output of the
scanner is digitized and punched into tape. The result is a foot -by -foot sample of analog record which
can be summarized by a digital computer.
The transverse profilometer, shown in Figs. 6 and

7, consists of a truss bridging both lanes of paveSuspended from it are nine pneumatically
operated probes that extend to, and contact, the
pavement surface. At each probe, distance from
ment.
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DISTANCE DATA

CHART
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PROFILE TO
ANALOG
RECORDER

INTEGRATOR

DIGITAL

TAPE

COMPUTER

PUNCH

FIG. 5-Analog recorder accepts pavement slope signal which is
Distance data and start and
finish signals are also supplied
digitized for summation purposes.

FIG. 6-Transverse profilometer truss can be quickly leveled and
probes activated by equipment in truck. Motor -driven carriage
(left bottom of truss) records analog of profile

pavement to truss is picked up by linear potentiometers within the probes and rut depths are sensed,
digitized and punch taped. Provisions are made for

an analog record of the transverse profile of the
pavement under the truss.

NUCLEAR GAGE-The success of the test project
rests to a large degree on the uniformity achieved

in the construction of the test pavements. High
uniformity in thickness, composition and condition
of various test section components is desired.
In the construction of the various soil embanlments, the uniformity of compaction of each 4 -in.
layer was checked by testing undisturbed specimens
of material obtained by driven sampler tubes. Since
this and any other conventional method, were not
considered satisfactory for density determination of
granular materials, a nuclear density -determination
system similar to that shown in Fig. 8 was used.
A source of 3.5 millicurie of Cs'" and a halogen quenched, neon -filled counter tube are mounted in a
lead open -bottom container (Fig. 8). This surface
gage is placed on the road surface and connected to
a battery -operated counter and timer. During operation, the timer starts and stops the counter. With
the source and the counter separated by a lead shield,
the count is a function of the radiation reflected by
the subsurface material. Calibration is accomplished
by taking counts with the gage on blocks of materials

A
A
oc papqmot
o+b

e DEPTH OF RUT

FIG. 7-To measure depth of rut, outputs of probes a and b are
averaged then subtracted from output of probe c

of known densities.

HELP WANTED-The road engineering staff requires a non-destructive system for making accurate
measurements, to one -percent of weight, of the moisture content of a thin (1 -in.) layer of soil immediately under the pavement structure.
Among the systems tried were change in resistance
due to moisture content and change in capacitance
with change in dielectric (due to changes in moisture
content). These have not worked with success and

AASHO engineers hope that some

ELECTRONICS

reader may come up with an answer. Ideas would
be welcomed by the Highway Research Board, National Academy of Science, 2101 Constitution Ave.,
Washington 25, D. C.

The author thanks W. N. Carey, chief engineer
for research, AASHO, for his help.
ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 8-Crushed stone base material density measured by back scatter from Cs137 source and indicated on wagon -mounted scaler
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Recent Communications
Communications featured at Fall meeting of AIEE. Here's how some
significant developments in microwave, telegraph and telephone sys-

tems are being used to meet some of these ever increasing requirements

By M. M. PERUGINI, Associate Editor

NEARLY ONE -FIFTH

of the techni-

loo

cal sessions of the AIEE Fall
Meeting in Chicago were devoted to
papers,
Five
communications.

99.98

selected from over 40 presented at
these communications sessions, are

99.96

KLYSTRON

-

l

MIN KLYSTRON
HRS 10 MIN -KLVSTRON/SEVERE TEMP DROP

37 MIN -AFC FAILURE
'---2 HRS 55 MIN -COMPONENT FAILURE

-

discussed. These papers cover
microwave, telephone and telegraph
systems.

/`.

99.94

_

-

2 HRS -FADING
6 HRS -5 MIN -FADING

-30 MIN -FADING

32 MIN -FADING

Highlights of the papers were

,

2 MIN -SWITCHOVER

2 MIN -SWITCHOVER

99.92

that microwave systems can handle
all forms of signals used in electric

power systems; undetected errors
in a 5 -level punched tape are reduced to only one error in 100 million characters by two error detection systems ; a carrier telegraph
system uses frequency -shift keying; and 'an economical detector

..-20 MIN
_

r

-2 AND 3 MIN -SWITCHOVERS

-

I AND 2 MIN -SWITCHOVERS
5-1 MIN -SWITCHOVERS

99.9
MAY 5

99.88

I HR -45 MIN -LIGHTNING

i

4 IN SERVICE

TO

MAY 4'

5 HRS -LIGHTNING

1958

1957

1956

1955

1954

1-Typical microwave system (Canton-Philo) provides reliable operation. Records
show a continuity about 99.88 percent for the system or 99.97 percent per hop

FIG.

makes it possible to use double -side -

band, suppressed -carrier 'a -m in a
telephone carrier system.
While four of these papers covered system descriptions, the fifth,
on the use of microwaves by power
utilities, stressed applications.
Microwave in Power Systems
Microwave communication systems using conventional multiplex=

ing can handle all forms of signals
normally used in the electric power
business.' These signals include
voice, telegraph, facsimile, supervisory control, load control, relaying, telemeter and alarms. There
72
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FIG. 2-Carrier frequency assignments of frequency shift carrier telegraph are coordinated
with existing systems
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Systems Developments
seems to be no problem that will
prevent the use of microwave in any

future signal applications such as
coded information for data processing.
Microwave circuits must compete

on a cost basis with other types
of communication systems used by
power companies. Power line carrier, leased wires, private telephone

line and carrier on private telephone line are some of these competing systems. When used for
power utility operation, microwave
systems have technical advantages
over these alternate means of communication.

Higher intelligibility, better signal to noise ratio, lower crosstalk
level, more flexibility and better
continuity are some of these advantages. Figure 1 shows the continuity performance of a typical micro-

wave system used by one power
company. An additional advantage

Large passive repeater located on Canton to Philo (Ohio) microwave system of the
American Electric Power System

of microwave is the ability to restore zero dbm level.
By using it for long hauls, microwave can be made the backbone of
power company communication systems. Local areas can then be fed
by other communication methods.

power of comparable vacuum tube
equipment. A terminal of 18 channels occupies 7 ft of a standard 19 -

two advantages. The transistorized
channel equipment.is kept separate

in. rack and has an overall depth
of 10 in.
The system is divided into three

ment and flexibility of design and

In this manner, the characteristics
of each method are used to maxi-

functional groups as shown in Fig.
2. Use of this same division in the
physical layout of the terminal has

mum advantage.

A new 26 -channel carrier telegraph system uses frequency -shift
keying with transmission of one
frequency indicating a mark and
transmission of another frequency
indicating a space.¿ Eighteen of
the 26 channels are located in fre-

cycles while the other eight are
located above 3,500 cycles. Maximum signaling speed of each channel is slightly more than 100 words

per minute (80 bits per sec).
reduce

heat problems in this system.
full terminal dissipates only
ELECTRONICS

Loop Unit

transmitting loop unit
modulates the channel carrier oscilWhen

generated on the loop by a teleprinter. When receiving, the unit
keys the loop in step with signals

SUB
TRSG

RELAY

ISEND
ILOOP

quency band between 340 and 3,400

circuits

application is obtained.

lator in accordance with signals

Telegraph System

Transistorized

from the heat -producing loop equip-

'+s
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A

the

REC

RELAY

I

REC

rfrILDOP

-

P

FIG. 3-Modulation arrangement for two path polar loop uses diode bridge. Similar bridges are used for other types of

loop operation

received from the distant transmitting equipment. How the loop unit
functions in a two -path polar circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
The voltage developed across R.
by the send loop current biases the
diode quad. Marking current (from
negative battery) biases the quad
off, and C., the shift capacitor, is

isolated from the main oscillator
tank by a high impedance. Thus,
the oscillator produces the high or
marking frequency. Spacing current (plus battery) biases the quad
73
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ity as a function of voltage, a ferrite core inductor, resonated with

data being transmitted. One method'

a polystyrene film capacitor, is used
in the oscillator tank. Because the
core and capacitor have nearly equal
and opposite temperature coeffi-

uses odd -even counts to generate
the check characters; the other`
uses a binary totaling system to
determine the check character.

cients, this combination also gives
good stability as a function of temperature. After measuring resonant frequency of the tank at room
temperature and 50 C, any residual
coefficient is reduced by padding the

tank with capacitors of zero, negative or positive temperature coefficients as required.
Error Detection

Transmission of more numeric
material (data) and the direct use

of transmitted material in auto-

matic computers without the ma -

-O

r

CR

I

COUNTER
AFTER
TOTALING
LINE
AND

I=U32

J

t__Ic¿J

8
16

I--Icca 32

L.111 64
=12212 128

(B)

J

255

FIG. 5-Method of preparing tape at sending station (A) and checking tape at receiving station (B) in binary totaling error detection
shows how characters are totaled

contacts of the receive relay.
To obtain good frequency stabil-

On the receive side, polar signals
are developed in the loop from the
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SET

® 128

terial being read and checked by a
human operator are becoming more
common. These two trends have
increased the demand for an automatic means of detecting transmission errors. Two error detection
systems for 5 -level punched tape
use the common teleprinter code

on, coupling the shift capacitor into
the main oscillator tank. Under
these conditions the oscillator produces the low or spacing frequency.

0

SET 0

CHECK

(C)

(A), spiral check
(B) and
check
detection control characters (C) used in odd -even count error detection system
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ARME

o
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and add check characters to the

Odd -Even Counting Principle

The odd -even count method adds,

at the originating end, a check
character after each typed line or
portion of a line terminated by a
carriage return (CR) signal.
When the transmitter senses a
CR signal in the tape, it stops and
waits while five error detection

the line feed (LF) character which
advances the teletypewriter paper.
The check character is generated
from five odd -even counts of the
marking signal elements in five separate lines along the punched tape.

Each counting line may be a horizontal line, Fig. 4A. An alternate
form of counting line, Fig. 4B,
shifts one level vertically for each
character of horizontal advance.
Each of the five lines generates
from its count a check bit. This
check bit is a mark if there are an
odd number of marks in the line,
a space if there is an even number.
The check bits are then used as the
five signal elements of the check
character, (CK) in Fig 4A and B.
Figure 4C shows the control characters that are inserted by the
error -detection circuit at the sending end. These five control char-

control characters, including the

acters are sent over the line from
an auxiliary distributor.

cuit. The transmitter then resumes
sending, the next character being

as that used at the sending end.

check character, are sent on the
line from the error -detection cir-

At the receiving end a new check
character is generated from the
received text by the same process
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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This locally generated check character is compared to the character

sents a distance of between 10 and
20 miles.

Based on double-sideband, supmodulation, this

sent over the line. If the two do not
agree, it indicates that an error

pressed -carrier

has occurred in the preceding line
of text. When a transmission error
is detected, an identifying mark is

multiplex equipment uses a base
group of 12 channel modulators
(transmitters) operating at carrier

made on the copy of the line in
error.
Binary Totaling

Figures 5A and B illustrate the
basic features of the two -character
binary total error detection system.

Each character in the text is considered a five -digit binary number
with levels 1 through 5 having
weights 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 respectively. The characters in a variable length line which does not exceed
72 characters are totaled up to and
including the CR by a counter.
The counter has eight stages and

can therefore total from 0 to 255.
As the total for a line of 72 characters can be as high as 2,232, the
counter cycles a number of times in
totaling an average line.
At the end of the group the complement of the 8 -digit binary total

these

of

characters

is

always

punched to avoid the formation of
control -character combinations used

in switching systems.
The checking process at the re-

ceiving station. consists of again
totaling the characters in the group

in a counter similar to the one in
the sending unit. The eight binary
digits in the two check characters

are also totaled and if no errors

Repeaters

and a corresponding base group of
12 channel demodulators (receivers) operating between 68 and 252
kc. Although each channel occupies
8 kc, the spacing between channels
is 16 kc to permit interleaving of
the two directions of transmission
and to prevent crosstalk.

Regulating and nonregulating repeaters are used. While both types
furnish a normal gain of 25 db at
the highest line frequency (480 kc),
the regulating repeaters compensate for line variations of ± 8 db.
Repeaters are installed at the same
point for both directions of transmission with every third repeater

To close the transmission path
between the 12 -channel modulator
group and the 12 -channel demodulator group, it is necessary to translate (group -modulate or -demodulate) once. The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 6.
The channel modulator -demod-

ulators (modem) contain the channel transmitters and receivers.
They also provide the crystal controlled carrier supply for the transmitters.
Signal Supply

and 3.9-kc tones for 24 signaling
units. The group modulator translates 12 high group transmitting
channels to the low group spectrum
and combines both groups. Separa-

tion of high group from the low
group and amplification of the low
group for channel detection is provided by the group receiver amplifier.

The group demodulator trans-

the counter being reset to 1.

tection. The line amplifier boosts

transmission

for the repeaters is fed over the
same cable pairs on which they are
installed. Ten repeaters can be used
in a system without using an intermediate power source as up to five
repeaters can be fed from each end.
This completely transistorized
system uses plug-in units and
module -type construction in both

terminal and repeater equipment.
Handles on the plug-in units assure
easy removal of the units from the
equipment.

this results in all eight stages of

in.

being the regulating type. Power

One signal supply provides 3.7 -

lates 12 high group receiving channels to the low group spectrum and
amplifies the group for channel de-

were introduced

power.

frequencies between 292 and 476 kc

in the counter is punched in the
tape as levels 1, 2, 4 and 5 in two
characters. The third level of each

the channels to line level for transmission and provides span adjustment, equalization and amplification for received signals. It includes
facilities for connecting repeater

If any of the bits in the block
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were reversed during transmission
at least one of the stages in the re-

ceiving counter would be set on

2W

zero. When this happens, an alarm

sounds and the text is marked in
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Telephone Carrier

A new telephone carrier system
provides up to 24 circuits on two
cable pairs between offrces where
the attenuation of the trunks does
not exceed 200 db at 480 kc.' De-
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Typical High -Power
Table I -Characteristics of Typical Silicon Power Transistors'
Mann-

Type

Structure fact urer`

2N -1016-E

npn-F
npn-F
npn-F

2N -1015-E

npn.-F

2N -10.16-D

2N -1015-D

npn.F
npn-F

2N -1016-C

n.pn-F

WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
WEC
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC
STC 'RCA.
STC /RCA
TEC
TEC
TEC

t,

/,

V,

10

300

10

250,

10

250

10

200

10

200

10

150

10

150
npn-F
100
2N -1016-B npn-F
100
2N -1015-B npn-F
60
2 N -1016-A- npn-F
60
2N -1.015-A npn-F
60
2N-1208
npn-D
60
ST -100
npn-D
60
2N-1212
npn-D
60
2N-1250
npn-D
60
2N-1070
npn-D
60
2N-1069
npn-D
15
2N-1209
npn-D
45
npn-D
ST -401
60
npn-D
ST -402
2N-424
npn-D TEC/TIT 80
30
2N-1016
npn-F WEC
30
2N-1015
npn-F WEC
75
2N-1072
npn-D WEST
45
npn-D TEC
ST -403
npn-D TEC/TTT 60
2N.389
40
ARA -46P Composite ARA

10

2N -1015-F

2N -1015-C

10
10

10
1.0

15

15
12
15

10
10

20

20
15
12
10
10

2

12

1

310,000

capacity; R ,,,, Collector saturation resist-

ance; a -current transfer ratio; fa -frequency response;
t, -switching time; Rik -thermal resistance; T, junction
temperature
F -fused; D -diffused
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VCEmas

t,
(usee)

.fez

(kc1

Rthmar

0.50
0.75
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.75
1.5
2.5
2.5

3.0
5.0
5.0

20

0.25

300

6 me

8mc

Tj

(°C/w) (°C)

0.70
20
2
300
0.70
5
20
300
0.70
20
0.70
2
300
20
0.70
5
300
20
0.70
2
300
20
300
0.70
"5
20
2
300
0.70
20
300
0.70
5
300
2
20
0.70
5
20
300
0.70
20
300
0.70
2
0.25 12mc 0.50
0.25 6 me 2.3
2
0,25 2 me 0.50
.. .... 0.25 6 me 0.50
1.2 me 3.0
.1.5 0.67
1.2 me 3.0
1.5 2.0
12
me 0.50
1.5
0.25
2
2.5
0.25 6 me 2.5
2
4.0
0.25 6 me 3.0
0.70 6 me 2.1
1 10
300
0.70
0.50 20
5
300
2
0.75 20
0.70
5

15

VCEmas Blocking voltage capability; Ie,,,a> Current
carrying

(lim)

anip

300

2N -1016-F

l:,,,

3.0
2.1
2.6

Cmai
(w)

1,500
150 1,500
150 1,250
150 1,250
150 1,000
150 1,000
150

150

750

150

750

IornasE

'Sr
(w)

12.5
18.8
12.5
18.8
12.5
18.8
12.5
18.8
12.5
18.8
12.5
18.8
37.5
62.5
62.5

150

500

150

500

150

300

150

300

200

300

200

300

200

300

200

300

175

210

10.7

175

210

32

200

225

200

225

37.5
62.5

200

180

36

200

160

40

150

150

150

150

12.5
18.8

175

150

200

135

27

200

120

20

200

120'

45

WEC-Westinghouse Electric Corp: TEC-Transitron
Electronic Corp.; STC-Silicon Transistor Corp.; RCA Radio Corp. of America; TII-Texas Instruments Inc.;
WEST -Western Electric Co.; ARA -Advanced Research
Associates Inc.
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Silicon Transistors
Properties of 28 commercially available high -power silicon transistors made
by 7 manufacturers are listed. Article also gives indications of expected levels

of performance of future devices

By THOMAS P. NOWALK, Semiconductor Dept., Westinghouse Electric Corp., Youngwood, Pa.

ADVANCES IN SILICON TECHNOLOGY over the past few

years have generated a new family of power transistors. Silicon transistors for power applications of
the several kilowatt range and higher are anticipated
for the near future.
This article describes the present plateau of silicon

power transistor development in terms of selected
electrical characteristics. Primary data were obtained
from specification sheets of commercially available
units. Some developmental information is also included to indicate expected levels of performance of
future devices.
The subject group of silicon transistors is loosely
defined as high power. Limits of this category reflect

the state of the art, among other things. Since current ratings are increasing in large increments, and
thereby extending the range to very high values, the
arbitrary minimum selected for this category is a

and high minority carrier mobility. Electrically, the
diffused structure is characterized by high current
gains (and a flat ,B against I, falloff), high frequency
response and fast switching times. The fused structure is characterized by high blocking voltage and low

saturation resistance (and, consequently, low power
losses at equivalent output currents).
Table II includes available information on devices
currently in development. The listing is by no means
complete, since data are understandably sketchy in

this area. The significant feature is the expected
increase in current ratings. From this, one might
extrapolate to future devices with current ratings in
the range of hundreds of amperes. This is pure specu-

lation in view of the tremendous difficulties which
arise in the fabrication of large area devices.

collector current of two amperes.

Evaluation of high power transistors can be made
in terms of several pertinent electrical and thermal
characteristics. The common -emitter switching mode
is assumed since the majority of applications employ
this configuration. Moreover, it simplifies comparison
of the devices in terms of power handling capability.
Data of typical commercially available units which
satisfy the criterion of two amperes collector current,
minimum, are given in Table I. The second column
indicates a fused (F) or diffused (D) structure. The
last two columns serve to compare devices in terms of
power handling capability, defined as the product of
VcEm;,, and ma, and power loss, defined as the product
of Icy,., squared and R5,,,,, (see footnotes of Table I).
The importance of other listed characteristics is not
meant to be minimized ; rather, it is believed that the

noted product expressions best summarize the relative merits of power transistors.
Interesting points arise, too, concerning the basic
structures employed. Both utilize p -type silicon. The
advantages include availability of high quality crystal
ELECTRONICS
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Table II-Some Developmental Silicon Power
Transistors

lklauufaeturer

Decelopment

Semiconductors

10, 20, 50 and 100 ampere devices possessing high frequency characteristics

Texas

Several high current transistors to be

Instruments

introduced this year

Westinghouse
Electric

30 and 50 ampere transistors with voltage ratings as high as 150 volts (Vc$)
and saturation resistance Less than 0.1
ohrn at rated current

Westinghouse
Electric

High gain (beta of the order of 1,000)
cascaded transistors with voltage ratings as high as 150 volts and current
ratings of the order of 10 amperes

Pacific

L_
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PULSE
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RECORDER
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nn

CATHODE
FOLLOWER

CALIBRATING

Two of the authors demonstrate continuous fading rate recorder.
Chart on left records radio signal fading rate

t

4.- B INTE-

FOLLOWER

GRATING
CIRCUIT

ONE -

4-

SHOT

MULTI -

DIFFER.rt-ENTIATING
CIRCUIT

VIBRATOR

1-This recorder diagram shows progressive transformations

of i -f signal input

Fading Rate Recorder for
Propagation Research
Continuous, simultaneous recordings of radio signal strengths and fading
rates are needed in radio propagation research.

This instrument provides

strip -chart recordings of fading rates from almost zero cps up to 300 cps
By J. W. KOCH, W. B. HARDING and R. J. JANSEN,
Radio Communication and Systems Division, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder Laboratories, Boulder, Colo.

RECORDINGS of median strengths

of received radio signals have
been made at the Boulder Labora-

tories of the National Bureau of
Standards for a number of years.
Such recordings are used in ralio
propagation studies. Recently, the
need for an instrument which would
provide continuous, simultaneous
recordings of both average fading

rate and strength of radio signals
at h -f and vhf led to the development of the strip -chart recorder
shown in Fig. 1.
This recorder is an improved version of a previous design that

records the number of times per
78

that the signal envelope
crosses the average signal level
with a positive slope.' The improved
second

and 2) is taken from the i -f output
of a receiver that has a 12 second
or longer time constant in the age

circuit allows faithful recording of

circuit. A long time constant

fading rates down to almost zero
cps and to as high as 300 cps.
Although it records the rate of
average signal crossings rather
than median signal crossings, and
hence may not strictly agree with
fading rates as frequently defined,
this recorder does provide a convenient means for comparing average fading rates for various propagation conditions and transmission
frequencies.

Input for this recorder (Fig. 1

is

necessary to maintain receiver gain
at an approximately fixed value
over the recorder integrating
period.
Recording Range

The envelope detector and input
circuits will handle intermediate

frequencies in the range of 100 to
455 kc. The amplifiers feeding the
diode detector have excellent linear-

ity over the range of signal voltages used. An output voltage of 10
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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volts d -c is obtained for an i -f input

voltage of approximately one volt
rms.
Cathode Followers

The envelope detector feeds two
cathode followers; the input circuit
of cathods follower V,,, includes an
integrating circuit with a six second time constant. Average signal level is determined as the out-

put voltage of the integrating circuit. Cathode follower V,., has an
adjustable cathode resistance which
allows equalization of cathode volt-

ages for zero input voltage.
The difference amplifier,' V, has
a constant output plate voltage of
approximately 64 v whenever the
inputs to the two grids are equal.
The performance of this stage may
be expressed mathematically as
eo = uRL(et - e2)/(2rp + RL) = A(et - ea)

where e, represents departure from
the equal -signal plate voltage mentioned above, and e, and e, are the
voltages on the two grids. The voltage e, is the integrated signal level,
and e, is the instantaneous value
ELECTRONICS
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unit records fading rates from less than 0.5 cps to 300 cps at receiver

of the signal envelope. Thus the
output voltage changes sharply
with variations of signal about the
average value.

Schmitt trigger V following the
difference amplifier, is adjusted to
switch oN and OFF respectively at
one volt above and below the differ-

ence amplifier equal -signal output
voltage. These two conditions correspond to a difference in the grid
voltages of the two input cathode
followers of about 0.07 v.

The

square -wave output of the Schmitt

trigger is differentiated, and the

For instance, when the instrument is set for a full scale fading
rate of 10 cps, the pulse width at

the output of the one-shot multivibrator is approximately 6 milliseconds.

The

pulse

width

is

proportionately shorter when the
instrument is set for higher fading
rates with the range switch.
Cathode follower V, which is
biased beyond cut-off, is connected
to the output of the one-shot multi vibrator. The cathode follower output is a constant -amplitude pulse,
equal to the difference between the

resulting positive pulse triggers
one-shot multivibrator V-.

positive excursion of the applied

One -Shot Multivibrator

is integrated, and applied to the

When the signal envelope crosses
the average signal level with a positive slope, the one-shot multivibrator produces a rectangular posi-

tive pulse which has a peak value
equal to the applied d -c plate voltage from a regulated power ..upply.
The pulse width is short compared
to the period of the maximum fad-

ing rate for which the instrument
is calibrated.

pulse and the cut-off voltage of the
cathode follower. This pulse output

input of cathode follower V which
drives the

strip -chart

recorder.
arranged
that d -c drift is at a minimum. The
voltage to the strip -chart recorder

Output circuitry

is

so

is proportional to the number of
one-shot multivibrator pulses per
second; hence the recorder indication is a linear function of the fading rate.

Sine wave oscillator' V, facili79

tates calibrating the strip -chart recorder in fades -per -second. Output
frequencies at discrete intervals
are made available by switching capacitors in the bridged -T negative
feedback network. Calibrating frequencies from 1 cps to 50 cps are

used in the present unit. An external oscillator may also be used
for calibrating to 300 cps.
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Low -Pass Filtering

out the amplitude modulation components. If fading rates no greater
than 50 cps are expected, a low pass

8

4

cWi

Inasmuch as the fade -rate recorder cannot distinguish between
carrier fading and intended or incidental amplitude modulation of
the carrier, it is desirable to filter
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RADIO MOSCOW TO BOULDER, COLO.,

FEB 24, 1959-9.6 MC

FIG. 3-Typical recording of fading rate
and average signal strength

2.0 to 2.5 y to minimize the effects
of noise. A resolution of fades with
a minimum total variation of about

lated positive and negative power
supplies. A typical fading rate recording is shown in Fig. 3, along
with a simultaneous recording of
average signal strength. A 12
second time constant is used in the
signal strength recording circuit.
Flutter fading at rates up to 20

cps occurs for paths through the
auroral zone. Other recordings
show a change in fading rate when
rather sudden changes in signal
level occur, probably due to propagation mode change at these times.
Spikes caused by noise fluctuations

appear on the fading rate records
during transmitter OFF periods.
Occasional noise spikes are noted
on WWV recordings at times when
the transmitter is not off ; these are

filter with a cut-off frequency of

0.6 db will be obtained with this

caused by impulse noise interfer-

50 cps may be inserted between the
envelope detector and the inputs to
the first cathode followers. The use
of such a filter makes possible the
recording of fading rates of the received signals from high -frequency
broadcast stations.
With the filter, when the envelope

adjustment.

ence.

Even though the average signal
level may vary diurnally over quite

These continuous, simultaneous
recordings of fading rate and signal
strength should provide additional

wide limits, the operation of the
unit will not be seriously affected
for considerable departure from
the suggested values of detector

information for increased utilization of ionospheric propagation in
communications. However, the user

output, as long as noise contamina-

must exercise caution in applying

detector average output voltage is
4 volts, 100 percent modulation at

tion of the signal is not great. A
departure of plus or minus 30 db

cordings directly to communication

103 cps would be required to cause
the recorder to indicate. Inasmuch
as high percentages of modulation

in received signal level from the ad-

are infrequent at low audio frequencies with normal program material, the use of the filter provides
good protection from the effects of
amplitude modulation.

A high attenuation factor at 60

justment value will not noticeably
affect operation, assuming the receiver agc circuit is operating
satisfactorily.
Schmitt trigger threshold is adjusted by placing the function

switch and meter switch

number 2 position, and noting the

cps has also been built into the d -c voltage
filter to eliminate the effects of ment R is
hum modulation, which is present
on some carriers. Of course, where

signal fading rates in excess of
50 cps are encountered, such as
in propagation through disturbed
ionospheric regions, the use of the
filter is not practicable.
Adjustment Procedures

When the low-pass filter is used,
the level control in the input circuit
to the envelope detector is adjusted

for an average value of detector
output voltage of about 4 volts. This

adjustment gives good protection
against amplitude modulation effects, and will allow resolution of
fades to 50 cps with a minimum
total variation of 0.4 to 0.9 db. If
the filter is not used the average
detector voltage is reduced to about
80

in the

is

as threshold adjustmoved. The control

set midway between the ON

the results of the fading rate reproblems, as the depth of fading
and amplitude distribution of the
signal envelope may vary considerably. This recorder gives no indication of these factors.
Also, the user must keep in mind

that fading rate for this instrument is defined as the number of
times per second that the signal
crosses the average signal level
with a positive slope. Despite these
limitations, however, this fading

and OFF positions. The strip -chart

rate recorder does provide a con-

recorder may then be calibrated
with the oscillator. A zero adjust-

venient method for comparing fad-

ment and full-scale adjustment are
available for setting the strip -chart
recorder for the desired full-scale
value. The range switch, which ad-

conditions and paths.
The development of the instrument was carried out in behalf of

justs the pulse width of the oneshot multivibrator, must be set to

Development Center, Wright -Patterson AFB, Ohio under Delivery
Order (33-616) 58-16.

a position corresponding to the fullscale fading rate. After calibration,
the function switch is placed in the
direct -operation or filter -operation
position, as required.
Typical Results

The fading rate recorder has
proved to be quite stable in operation after an initial warm-up period
of 12 hours, when used with regu-

ing rates for various propagation

the U. S. Air Force, Wright Air
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Y -type circulator for S -band. See Fig. 8 for typical data

FIG. 1-Circulator's cylindrical ferrite produces transverse d-c field

New Microwave Circulators
These Y -type circulators have wide bandwidth and high power -handling capabilities
By HERMAN N. CHAIT,
Cascade Div., Monogram. Precision Industries, Los Angeles. Calif.,
THORNTON R. CURRY,
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
D. C.

consists of an
H -plane junction of three iden-

THE Y -CIRCULATOR

tical waveguides joined to form a
symmetrical Y-shaped figure. The
region of the junction of the three
waveguides contains a symmetrical
distribution of ferrite which is
transversely magnetized. Symmetry
is three -fold, making the structure
appear the same when looking into

any one of the three waveguides
(Fig. 1). Because of the geometrical symmetry, if all the power into
one of the guides comes out an adjacent guide, the same will be true
of all three guides; thus the device

will be a circulator.

Since the magnetized ferrite is
an anisotropic medium, this configuration is not electrically symmetrical even though it has geometrical symmetry. When waves
propagate through a section of ferrite -loaded rectangular waveguide
which is transversely magnetized,
the r -f field distribution is asymmetrical even though the distribution of ferrite is symmetrical. This
is shown in Fig. 2 for a rectangular
waveguide filled with ferrite. Field
distribution is asymmetrical because
the r -f magnetic field is elliptically

polarized in planes parallel to the
broad faces of the guide, and is of
opposite sense on either side of the
guide.

Since effective

r -f

per-

meability of the magnetized ferrite
depends on the sense of polarization,

the two sides of the ferrite -loaded
guide are electrically dissimilar.
This explains why all the power can
be diverted into an adjacent wave -

guide in the junction by properly
displacing the field to one side.
Power Guidance

Several methods of guiding all the
power from one waveguide to an ad-

jacent one have been tried. The
(B)

(A)

1 HDC

H

DC

method shown in Fig. 1 uses a ferrite post in the junction region. The
ferrite post deviates the energy en-

tirely into the adjacent guide; no
energy is transmitted into the un+DIRECTION

-DIRECTION

FIG. 2-R -f fields in positive (A) and nega-

tive (B) directions of wave travel
3-Circulator has three V-shaped
ferrite slabs against inside surfaces of
FIG.

waveguides
ELECTRONICS
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wanted guide. This occurs because

the dimensions and field are so
chosen that reflections from the
junction boundaries cancel the signal that might otherwise enter the
third guide.
Another method uses slabs along
81

MICROWAVE CIRCULATORS

Circulators are of fundamental importance in the design of all types
of radar systems. They can be used as passive duplexers, switches,
modulators and isolators. When used as duplexers they eliminate problems
created by the t -r and atr tubes (for example, the difficulty in seeing close -in
targets, because of deionization time). Circulators used as switches are
more reliable and faster acting than the mechanical switches they replace.

Since no large mismatch occurs during the switching cycle, there is less
need for auxiliary equipment to protect the generator during the switching
period. A circulator used to replace an isolator can be designed for
high average power since absorbed power is dumped into a matched load

instead of the ferrite itself, as occurs with conventional isolators. This is
important if the isolator must dissipate all the incident power as happens

but it is more lossy and has higher
reflections than the post or wedge.
This is probably caused by the

large volume of ferrite material required. At 9,375 mc, slabs 0.125 in.
or more were necessary to get circulator performance. It should be

possible to get better loss figures
and more bandwidth from the slab
configuration by using ferrite ma-

terial and special matching techniques.

Test Data

when the load is short circuited.

The Y and T circulators depend on field displacement for their opera-

Figure 6 shows a typical set of

tion. Both are smaller, lighter in weight and less expensive to build than

data using a wedge of Ferramic R-1,
0.400 in. on each side and filling the
guide in height i 0.400 in. ). Loss
is less than 0.75 db, and the reflec-

conventional differential phase shift circulators.
The Y circulator is symmetrical looking into any of its ports.

If all the
power into one of the guides can be made to come out of an adjacent
guide, then this condition holds for all three guides and the device will

be a circulator.

This is not true of the T.

Since the T is asymmetrical each

of its ports must be separately matched to have the device operate as a
circulator.

The Y will operate without any matching devices. Thus, the bandwidth of the Y is better than that of the T. The Y also has lower insertion loss and higher isolation for all ports than the T. Because the Y
requires no matching, no large standing waves exist in the junction area.
This makes the Y more suitable than the T for high -power applications.
High -power models of the Y have worked at power levels up to 100 kw
peak (100 w avg.).

All available T circulators are low -power devices

tion and isolation are greater than
20 db from about 9,200 to 9,500 mc.
This frequency band can be shifted

by either selecting different ferrite
dimensions

or changing the

d -c

field of 189 oersteds. Isolation and
reflection of from 30 to 40 db are
obtainable any place in the X band.

Limited high -power tests of this
unit indicate that it will operate
without breakdown at 50 kw peak.
However, the power absorbed increased to 1.3 db because of the non-

each side of the three waveguides as

flection were greater than 30 db

shown on Fig. 3. Almost all of the

over a 50-mc frequency band. The

linear characteristics of the ferrite

energy is trapped in one of the slabs

d -c field was about 120 oersteds.
having
configurations
Other
three -fold symmetry were tried.

material.

in the ferrite dielectric mode and
is guided continuously by the slab
from one waveguide into the adjacent one. Lax and Button have
calculated the field distribution for
symmetrical slabs of ferrite transversely magnetized in the same direction. If the ferrite slabs are sufficiently thick one slab guides a wave
traveling in the forward direction
and the other slab guides the wave
traveling in the reverse direction.

Figure 4 shows the r -f E and H
fields under these conditions.
The first symmetrical configuration used experimentally consisted
of a ferrite circular cylinder placed
at the junction of three rectangular
waveguides intersecting at 120 deg.
Circulator action was obtained by
choosing the rod diameter and by

applying a transverse

field.

Circulator action was also obusing ferrite slabs and

tained

wedges. Figure 5 shows a few ferrite configurations. Ferrite dimensions must be properly selected. The
double -slab combination is most
amenable to theoretical evaluation,

(A)
HDC

HDC
FIELD

HOC

t

B)
FIELD

HOC

Two of these three -port Y circulators can be connected in series
to produce a four -port circulator.
Such a circulator ( Fig. 7 ) has its
Y junctions separated by about onehalf guide wavelength. The d -c field

strength is 189 oersteds. Loss

is

less than 0.75 db and the reflection

and isolation greater than 18 db
FIG. 4-Graphs of E and H -field distributions along two cross sections of wave guide in positive (A) and negative (B)
directions

FIG. 5-Ferrite configurations for circulators

e
H

H

FIELD

FIELD

Rod

a

t

s

s

e

*

e

a

Ji

diameters from 0.125 in. to 0.500 in.

were tried. At 9,375 mc, the best
results were obtained with a Ferramic R-1 rod 0.350 in. in diameter,

which filled the 0.400 x 0.900 -in.
guide in height. The loss was less

than 0.5 db and isolation and re82
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pensive hybrids thereby making it
cheaper to build than other types of
circulators. Although its bandwidth
is less than that of other circulators
it is adequate for most radar applications. It should be possible to increase its bandwidth. Since this circulator is small and requires a low
d -c magnetic field it should be useful
in many antenna and fast -switching
applications.

A number of these circulators ar-

ranged in series (Fig. 9A) can be
used to produce a scanning array
with separate control of the phase
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beams of an antenna array. Phase
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FIG. 8 -Test data for S -band circulator whose wave -travel direction is from

and amplitude of each radiator.

shifters A, B, C, and D control the
position of the transmitting beam
while E, F, G, and H position the
receiving beam.
These are just two of many possible applications for circulators in
antenna systems. Y circulators
should make schemes such as these
more practical and feasible.
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The junction -type circulator has
several useful qualities. It is
smaller in size and lighter in weight
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8 shows the results of some of these
tests.

tangular - waveguide differential phase circulators. It requires no ex-
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FIG. 7-Data for 4 -port circulator. Wave travel is from port

have been built and tested. Figure
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Simplified Method for
Harmonic Analysis
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF a com-

plex wave like the one
shown in Fig. 1 can be simplified

by using the form provided in
Fig. 2. The amplitude and phase
of the fundamental, second and
third harmonics and the baseline
location are determined from this
form. It can also be extended to

Here's a form that speeds the harmonic analysis of

complex waves. Sample calculation and check are

shown and explained in detail

include fourth, fifth and sixth
harmonics.

The harmonic analysis form

By ERIK T. SOHLBERG,

Senior Test Equipment Engineer, Sanborn Co., Waltham, Mass.

may be used to analyze an oscilloscope display or to break down
a recorded trace. It has been used
extensively for finding the har-

monics in error curves of aircraft instruments with 330 de-

3

grees of pointer rotation.
First step in using the form is
to enter the amplitude and sense

2

of the curve to be analyzed for
every 30 degrees in the appropriate spaces in rows A and B. Note

o

that the angle increases from
right to left in row B. The indi-

cated operations are then per-

-2

formed to complete the form. The

entries in rows C and D come
from row A + B and those in
rows E and F come from row
A - B.
The values of a and b for each
harmonic are obtained from the
fL columns in the chart. Amplitude E is then found by computing (a2 1- b2) 1 for each harmonic.

o
d
á

3

(A)

3

2

Ii
o

The location of the first positive

peak of each harmonic is obtained by calculating the angle 0.
This angle is calculated with one

of the four arctangent formulas
in Fig. 2, depending on the signs
of a and b. Only the magnitudes
of a and b are used in the actual
calculation of 0, however.

It is not necessary that a full
360 degrees of the curve be avail -
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(8)
is broken into its harmonics and baseline (B) by using
Dotted line shows check obtained by adding harmonics and

FIG. 1-Complex wave (A)
form shown in
baseline at each point
Fig. 2.
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PLUG AND SOCKET TYPE,
EDGE CONNECTORS,

MODULE CONNECTORS,

AND TERMINAL BOARDS --

WIRE WRAP
TERMINATIONS
BY

Whatever your
requirements may be

CINCH

for connectors with

wire wrap termination
CINCH engineers will gladly

Components shown approxi-

mately one fourth reduction
in size.

assist in designing
components to
meet your

specific need.

Centrally located plants at Chicago,
Illinois; Shelbyville, Indiana; La Puente, California; St. Louis, Missouri

It

CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Boston, Mass.
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able if the missing 30 -degree
points can be estimated. Also,

any suitable ordinate axis calibration can be used.

edge the assistance of H. C.
Wendt of General Electric Co.

ground of the form, refer to T. V.
Karman and M. A. Biot, Mathematical Methods in Engineering,

For the

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1940.

The author wishes to acknowlmathematical

back -

AMPLITUDE AT INDICATED ANGLE
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FIG. 2 -Harmonic analysis form is used to analyze wave shown in Fig.
of third harmonic 1d;) are shown
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1.

Solutions for amplitude of first harmonic (E1) and angle
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ALLIED'S

New

CRYSTAL CAN

5 amp Relay
GENERAL FEATURES

Contact Arrangement:
Two pole double throw.

Contact Rating:
d -c non-inductive-low-level
up to 5 amperes at 29 volts.
a -c non-inductive-low-level
up to 2 amperes at 115 volts.
a -c or d -c inductive -1 ampere
at 29 volts d -c and 115 volts a -c.

Initial Contact Resistance:
.05 ohms maximum.

Minimum Operate Sensitivity
100 milliwatts with a contact
rating of 2 amperes non -inductive.

Ambient Temperature:
-65°C to +125°C.

Dielectric Strength:

Allied Type JH-6D
Actual Size

1,000 volts rms at sea level.

450 volts rms at 70,000 feet.
350 volts rms at 80,000 feet.

Insulating Resistance:
10,000 megohms minimum.

Vibration:
5-28 cps at 0.5 inch double
amplitude and 28-2000 cps at 20 g.
Shock: 50 g operational. 100 g mechanical

Operate Time:

Write

10 milliseconds or less at rated voltage at 25°C.

Release Time:

for

5 milliseconds or less at rated voltage at 25°C.

Bulletin

Maximum Over-all Dimensions:

JH-6D

height 1.0" length 0.8" width 0.4".

Terminals:
0.2 inch grid spaced. Plug-in printed circuit)
and hooked type solder terminals.

A}LIlD CONTkdL '

j

Weight: 0.8 ounces maximum.

ALLIED CONTROL
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC., 2 EAST END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21, N.Y.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Ferroelectrics Generate Power
FERROELECTRIC converters, which
convert heat directly into electrical
energy, can produce high -voltage
d -c or a -c. Light weight and availability of thermal energy make

them suitable for space applicaSTORAGE

tions.

BATTERY

Operating Principle
The ferroelectric converters developed by International Telephone
and Telegraph are based on the fact
that permittivity or dielectric constant of some ferroelectric materials varies with temperature. Main
element is a large ferroelectric capacitor that is initially charged by

i
FIG. 3-Increased voltage across capacitor
as temperature increases recharges storage battery through discharge diode

FIG. 4-Spinning satellite with four capacitors operating at different points in the
cycle

at the

same time

could generate

high voltage

a battery through a diode, as in

Fig. 1. At Curie temperature, T,.,
capacitance is maximum because of
high permittivity, K,., as shown in
Fig. 2. Charge is Q - C. V,., where
V, is source voltage. Stored elec-

trical energy is W. = IQ V,.
If the capacitor is cooled to T

or heated to T,,, permittivity drops
to K or Kb. Capacitance drops to
Cb = (K6/K,) C,.. Since charge cannot decrease because of the diode,
capacitor voltage rises from V. to
Vb by the factor K,/Kb. Electrical

HEAT SINK

energy also increases by KJK,,.

Permittivity in Fig. 2 depends
on field strength, which changes
during a temperature cycle, and the

SOLAR ENERGY IN

s
FERROELECTRIC

curve is applicable only with low
applied field. Practical converters
operate at higher field strength and

permittivity does not drop below
Curie temperature. They are therefore cycled between Curie point and

a higher temperature.
One way of replacing dissipated

battery power is to use a storage
battery in series with the load, as
in Fig. 3. The battery charges the
capacitor through a diode, and the
.L

LOAD

battery is recharged through the
discharge diode and load.

High -Voltage Generators
TFCAPACITORERROELECTRIC

1-Holding diode prevents capacitor
from losing initial battery charge. Increase
in charge results only from temperature
change

Ferroelectric converters have in-

herently high output voltages. A
high charging voltage and a material with a high Kr/K,, produce outputs exceeding 1,000 v.

Cascading stages so output of a
preceding stage charges the following stage produces very high volt-

50

100

150

TEMPERATURE IN DEG C

FIG. 2-Permittivity curve of barium titanate as temperature is varied around Curie
point,
applies only with low field

T

strength

88

ages. In Fig. 4, four converter capacitors are attached to a rotating
body that forms a common electrode. The cylinder is heated at the
top to T,, and cooled at the bottom
by a heat sink or radiation to T,.

Optimum output voltage V of a
converter with n stages is V = V
(Kr/Kb) ".

A device like that in Fig. 4 using
solar energy might be suitable for

RADIATION OUT

FIG. 5-Solar energy could be converted
into

a -c

voltage with this

arrangement

satellites or space vehicles that can
be made to spin. The high voltage
might be used for ion propulsion.
Generating A -C

A section through a rotating
body, such as a spinning satellite,
is shown in Fig. 5. One of two large
ferroelectric capacitors on opposite

sides of the satellite is heated by
incoming solar energy while the
other is cooled through radiation.
The outside electrodes are common,

and the inside electrodes are connected through a load.
The capacitors are charged iniDECEMBER 18, 1959 6 ELECTRONICS

c'r

End alternate chills and hot blasts. Shown in front of the thermistor wall unit and the furnace modulator valve are the tube type and transistorized amplifiers for the new Selectra
home gas furnace control now in production at Maxitrol Company, Detroit, Michigan.

Tung -Sol tubes and transistors help
fflXITRUL provide non -cycling home heating
Maxitrol Company's new Selectra electronic
gas furnace control does away with fluctuations in room temperature. It continually adjusts the burner flame to exactly compensate
for the heat loss in the home and it responds
to temperature changes as low as 1/10 degree
F. Selectra controls are available with either
tube type or transistorized amplifiers which
boost the signal from a thermistor in the wall
unit to selectively energize a solenoid in the
furnace modulator valve.
Depending on their design some gas burners
must be ignited at maximum flame. On such
burners the tube type amplifier using a Tung Sol 2D21 thyratron is recommended. The tube
warm-up period provides a 10-15 second delay during which time the solenoid cannot be
energized, insuring ignition at maximum flame.

Transistorized Selectra amplifiers are recommended for burners which can be successfully ignited at Iess than maximum flame.
Since there is no warm-up delay with the
transistorized circuit, ignition may occur as
low as 1/3 of full fire. For this unit, Tung -Sol
supplies TS757, a high power transistor selectively inspected to provide extremely tight
characteristics. The high reliability of these
Tung -Sol transistors, say Selectra's designers,
was largely responsible for this type of control
being in production.
Do you have an unusually demanding tube
or transistor requirement? Tung -Sol applications engineers stand ready to help you. You'll
get utmost benefit from their experience by
consulting them while your equipment is in
the planning stage. Just call or write: Tung -Sol
Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J. TWX:NK193

®TUNC»SOL
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tially by a battery through a
resistor. The charge oscillates

through the load as the capacitors
are heated and cooled. At Curie
temperature, one capacitor accepts

charge Q, = C. V,, whereas the
other at T,, accepts only Q,, = C,, V,.
Difference in charge oscillates
through a small load twice per temperature cycle.
Life expectancy of
10 years or longer!

Control Instruments
Add to Tire Life

Premium materials and precisely
controlled manufacturing processes!

computer grade and telephone type

Variations in tire tread thickness are recorded at Goodyear electronics laboratory

ELECTROLYTICS

PRODUCTION control of automobile

Available now from Aerovox ... two types of long -life, high -quality electrolytic capacitors

faster for a given speed, require a
high degree of dimensional precision. Durability, quiet operation

precisely engineered and manufactured for high reliability applications in telephone
networks and computers. These units have a useful life expectancy of greater than 10
years when operated within ratings. Operating life will be further improved when
ambient temperature is below 65°C. Units are rated for operation at temperatures from
-20°C. to + 85°C. Precisely controlled manufacturing techniques and use of highest
purity materials assure this outstanding high reliability.

TYPE TAF - features popular "twist -prong" mounting ears and pillar type mounting terminals. Bossed terminals and special vent construction are molded ín can cover. All units
coated with corrosion -resistant paint. Available in voltage ratings from 6 to 450 VDC and in
a wide range of capacitance values including dual and triple sections.

TYPE QE - manufactured in drawn aluminum cases in four diameters and one standard
41/2" height. Available in a wide range of capacitance values at voltage ratings from 6 to 450
VDC. Screw type terminals for bus bar connections. Ideal for ganging units in banks.

Write, wire or call today for complete technical literature on these units and quota-

tions on any required quantities...

AEROVOX CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
90
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tires is becoming more complex.
Higher auto speeds on smaller di-

ameter tires, which must rotate

and other characteristics depend on
manufacturing control.
For these reasons, a six -million
dollar instrumentation program has

been instituted at Goodyear. Both
electronic and atomic instruments
are being used to maintain manufacturing tolerances.
Most widely used atomic instrument maintains uniform thickness

of tire cord fabric as it is coated
with rubber. Beta rays from stron-

tium 90, or other radioactive byproducts, pass through rubberized
tire cord and are intercepted by an
ionization chamber. Thickness of
finished rubber sheeting is recorded

by conversion of the beta rays to
electrical signals.
X-ray and fluoroscope machines
are used to spot check internal tire
construction. A picture can be made
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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for short -time study on photosensitive metal plates that hold an elec-

trostatic image when exposed to
radiation. Permanent pictures are
made on regular x-ray film.
An electronic scanner scans the
rubberized tire cord and makes a
continuous summary report on performance of other instruments.
After a tire is taken from a mold,
it is checked for roundness on a

machine that has three gage arms.
Contact made at tire tread center
and in the middle of each sidewall
records tire shape as it is rotated.
Dimensional variations exceeding
0.05 in. result in rejection.
The company claims that its electronically controlled production system results in tires one -fifth to one-

fourth more durable than those
built last year and more than 50
percent better than those produced
five years ago.

1

System Will Monitor

w 3-

7®

Low -Level Winds

&*7i9tIRESISToRS

transducers will soon be
mounted on a 1,500 -ft television
tower shared by two Dallas television stations. Wind and temperaWEATHER

MOLDED CARBON -DEPOSITED RESISTORS

ture measurements will be made acrd

recorded at a dozen altitudes starting from 30 feet. Although similar
systems exist, heights usually only
go to about 400 ft.
The system is being built for the
Geophysics Research Directorate,

A superior molded resistor manufactured under exacting
quality control specifications assuring excellent
performance under adverse operating conditions.

Designed for full load operation at 70°C. (derate to
zero for operaticn at 150°C) these units meet and
exceed the requirements of MIL-R10509C.

Air Force Cambridge Research Cen-

ter, by the University of Texas.
The fully automatic sensing and
recording system will be used primarily for basic research. However, findings may benefit aircraft.
The electronic instruments will be
used to study an atmospheric characteristic known as low-level jet.
This phenomenon is believed to re-

sult in a sharp increase in wind
speed at a certain level, especially
between midnight and sunrise.
Forecasting the occurrence of this
jet will be carried out this year.

TYPE

SIZES

MIN.
OHMS

MAX.
MEG.

Egoiva ent to

MIL-R10509C
MAX.

Type

DC Voltage

MIL -R -10509C

Char.

Tel.

CPM-V2

3/4 x .735

10

2.49

350

RN70

B

F

CPM-1

3/9 X 1342

10

5.11

500

RN75

8

F

CPM2

34 x 27/32

30.1

750

RN80

B

F

10.0

Information will be recorded con-

tinuously on tape and forwarded
once a week to University of Texas
researchers. Should any unusual

weather phenomena be recorded,
instruments will send signals to the
station and the information in turn
will be dispensed to the public.
ELECTRONICS
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Write today for detailed
specifications ...

Division

AER0V0H
CORPORATION

OLEAN, NEW YORK
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS

Alumina Powder for Potting: It Pours
105 C, 155 C and 180 C but in these

temperature ranges the material
performs at a fraction of its capabilities.

Aluminum oxide comes as a
white, spherical particle powder of
which two types are available from

different suppliers: one type hav-

ing particle sizes no larger than

15 mils, and the other type having

particle sizes up to 200 mils in
diameter. Both materials have a
range of particle sizes down to
about 5 to 7 mils or perhaps lower.

That portion of material that will
pass through a 40 -mesh screen or
in other words having particle size

of about 17 mils in diameter or
smaller, tends to be powdery but
small
Silicone treated alumina powder is poured into transformer assembly.
the potting powder is enclosed in a metal -cased container

FOR a new potting material
(ELECTRONICS, p 78, Nov. 6) now

SEARCH

uncovers the use of aluminum oxide, A1.,0;á, as a satisfactory potting
or filling compound in metal -cased
components and assemblies. The
use of this material for potting was

made known last week in a paper
delivered at the National Conference of Electrical Insulation held in
Washington, D. C.
Temperature Ranges

to minimize

the

Easily packed,

previously used melt at relatively
low temperatures and may expand,
destroying the hermetic seal of the
can. The alumina has no significant
expansion -contraction characteristics and offers definite advantages

as a transformer potting material.
No Strain

The material imposes no strain
upon components and maintains its
granular characteristics.

The paper put emphasis on the

The report, written by L. W. present use of this material in rela-

Kirkwood and R. S. Key of Bell
Laboratories, describes the use of

enough

tively low temperature applications,

Since the alumina powder maintains its
granular

characteristic,

component

the

can be filled or emptied at will for repairs or changes

specially -treated alumina powder as

a potting material for electronic
power transformers'. For this application the alumina is treated
with silicone resin and xylene to
overcome moisture and hence insulation resistance problems. The
ability of this material to withstand
temperatures in excess of 1,000 C
gives the designer a single potting
compound that covers the gamut of
temperature ranges for insula-

tion systems from Class 0 (90 C)
through Class C (greater than 220
C) as defined in AIEE Standard I.
Transformer potting compounds
92

Table I-Characteristics of Some Potting Compounds a

Material

Silicone Treated A120, ..

Sand Asphalt Compound
Epoxide Resin
Wax
Ceramic Encaps

Heat
Density Diss
(g/cc)
Fact

1.2
1.65
1.64
0.9
2.4

41
43
54

38
45

Insul
Resist
(megohms)

106

7XI06
>106
>106
>106

Price
($/lb)

(cents/
cu in)

0.58
0.40
0.42
0.23

2.5
2.4
2.5
0.8

1.35

11.7

a-Data compiled by L. W. Kirkwood and R. S. Key, Bell Labs
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a Continuing series on technical topics
of specific interest to engineers

what is the difference between
dissipation factor and power factor?
Approximations, to the engineer, are useful and neces-

sary because the solution of an equation can often be
made less laborious in its computation by knowing the
weight of each factor and its effect in the final answer.
Those factors having little weight can be eliminated and
the solution is more easily and readily obtainable, although the answer is a "ball -park" figure. Sometimes
one forgets the significance of equality and because approximations are made, quantities become equal to each
other under all conditions with no limits. The set of
conditions under which the approximations were made
and for which the solution is valid is simply forgotten.
Such is the case of Dissipation Factor and Power Factor with respect to capacitors.
By definition, the Power Factor of a capacitor is the
ratio of the Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) to the
impedance (Z). In equation form it would be stated as:
R

Power Factor -

R

(eq. 1)

Xc2 + R2

Z

Where: R = ESR in ohms
X = Capacitive reactance in ohms.
1

EX`]

2iIfC

f = frequency in cycles per second
C = capacity in farads

Also, by definition, the Dissipation Factor of a capacitor is the ratio of the ESR to the capactive reactance. In equation form it would be stated as:

When P. F. and D. F. are almost equal to each other,

the cosine of O and the tangent of 90 -0) are almost
equal to each other which can be seen by analyzing Fig.
II. You will notice that when 0 is large and (90-0)
is small, the cosine of O and the tangent of (90-0) are
almost equal, but as O decreases and the loss angle increases, the values depart from near equality. At this
point, large values of dissipation factor differ appreciably from values of power factor - the limit being:
tan 90° 00 Cos 0° = 1.

Let's consider a practical example of indiscriminate
use of Dissipation Factor and Power Factor. Consider
a 500 mfd. electrolytic capacitor rated at 25 WVDC
that is being used in a filter circuit for 120 cps. The
unit was checked for an ESR of 1.325 ohms and its dissipation factor calculated at .5 or 50%. The reactance
at 120 cps. is 2.65 ohms. According to equation 2.
- .500 = 50%. The phase angle is then
D. F. = 1.325
2.650
approximately 63° and the loss angle is approximately
27°.

If this same ESR were used to calculate Power Factor, equation 1 would yield:
1.325
P. F. - ,447 = 44.7%
V (2.65)2 + (1.325)2

Also, if ESR were calculated using equation 1 based

on a dissipation factor of

Fig. II
Cosine

Dissipation Factor

[Xc] -2IIfRC

(eq. 2)

R

Fig. I

Comparing the two graphically (See Fig. I), several
things are apparent.
1.

Power Factor = Z = Cosine 0; where 9 equals
the phase angle.

2.

Dissipation Factor =

[X c]

- Tangent (90-0);

where (90 - 0) equals the loss angle.
3. When 9 approaches 90° and 90 -0 approaches 00,
Z approaches [X c], and R approaches 0.
Now after examining the graphic analysis of Dissipation Factor and Power Factor, certain approximations
can be made.
1.

2.

If when O becomes very large, approaching 90°,
and Z approaches [ X c ], then Z can be considered
to be equal to [X c I.
R
If this is assumed, then R
and Power
Z

Factor
ELECTRONICS

Dissipation Factor.
DECEMBER 18, 1959

[X c]

the ESR would show a

.5,

value of 1.530, whereas, the actual ESR is 1.325. Not too
significant? Perhaps -but there is a difference.
Phase
Angle g

89.0
88.0
87.0
86.0
85.0
84.0
83.0
82.0
81.0
80.0
79.0
78.0
77.0
76.0
75.0
74.0
73.0
72.0
71.0
70.0
69.0
68.0
67.0
66.0
65.0
64.0
63.0
62.0
61.0
60.0

of

Phase
Angle g

.01745
.03490
.05234
.06976
.08716
.10453
.12187
.13917
.15643
.1736
.1908
.2079
.2250
.2419
.2588
.2756
.2924
.3090
.3256
.3420
.3584
.3746
.3907
.4067
.4226
.4384
.4540
.4695
.4848
.5000

Tangent
of Loss

Cosine
of

Angle

90-g

Phase
Angle 9

Phase
Angle g

.01745
.03492
.05241
.06993
.08749
.10510
.12278
.14054
.15838
.1763
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.2309
.2493
.2679
.2867
.3057
.3249
.3443
.3640
.3839
.4040
.4245
.4452
.4663
.4877
.5095
.5317
.5543
.5775

59.9
59.8
59.7
59.6
59.5
59.4
59.3
59.2
59.1
59.0
59.9
58.8
58.7
58.6
58.5
58.4
58.3
58.2
58.1
58.0
57.9
57.8
57.7
57.6
57.5
57.4
57.3
57.2
57.1
57.4

.5015
.5030
.5045
.5060
.5075
.5090
.5105
.5120
.5135
.5150
.5165
.5180
.5195
.5210
.5225
.5240
.5255
.5270
.5284
5299
.5314
.5329
.5344
.5358
.5373
.5388
.5402
.5417
.5432
.5446

Tangent
of Loss
Angle
90-9

.5797
.5820
.5844
.5867
.5890
.5914
.5938
.5961
.5985
.6009
.6032
.6056
.6080
.6104
.6128
.6152
.6176
.6200
.6224
.6249
.6273
.6297
.6322
.6346
.6371
.6395
.6420
.6445
.6469
.6494
SC -59.9

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY, Springfield, Illinois

--designing toward the promise of tomorrow
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amount of free air between particles. It pours easily and packs
easily with the use of a vibrating
table or even by merely tapping the
side of the can.
Table I presents a comparison of

this treated alumina powder with
some other potting compounds. Fig-

ures were taken from the Key,
Kirkwood paper.
REFERENCE

(1) L. W. Kirkwood and R.

S.

Rey,

Alumina Powder as a Potting Material for
Electronic Power Transformers, Paper
delivered at the National Conference of
Electrical Insulation, Dee. 3, 1959, Washington, D. C.

Tube Operates from
Rocket's Exhaust Pipe
LAST WEEK ELECTRONICS reported

news of the developmental RCA
tube, mounted on a rocket flame
pipe, that can produce current to
operate the steering mechanism and
electronic apparatus of a rocket
(p 11, Dec. 11). This important announcement followed the great in-

terest in the subject of thermionic
generation of electricity as future
power sources written up in ELECTRONICS last month'.

Thermionics

A lightweight power source, op-

erating from exhaust heat that is
Photographed at G'.Is.' Receiving Tutor Mint, Otre 2

Lint -free Uniforms
You can reduce lint ... improve product quality standards in precision work ... by using uniforms of 100% filament DACRUN"
polyester fiber. The smooth surface of DACRON yarns will not generate or pick up lint. These new uniforms are extra -durable, too ...

mean savings on replacement costs. And they keep their neat appearance with easiest possible maintenance.

For advice tailored to your own lint -control program write:
Industrial Uniform Consulting Service, E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. (Inc.), Textile Fibers Department, 31G6 (E), Centre Road
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
IU

pap.

.

T:

THING3 FOR FETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

I )u font's registered trademark for Pts polyester fiber. DuPont makes fibers, not fabric or uniforms shown,.
1.:11,i ,e: THE DU PONT SHOW WITH JUNE ALLYSON, Monday Nights -1013(1 í:.S.1'.-CI3S'I'V
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normally wasted, represents a long
forward step in one critical area of
missile and space technology, ac-

cording to Karl G. Hernqvist of
RCA. Conventional power supplies,
such as chemical batteries, are

heavy in proportion to their power
output, and impose narrow limitations upon the payload carried by

the rocket or missile. By using a
lightweight thermionic generator it
should be possible to increase the
payload accordingly.
Gas Diode

The RCA tube bears a family resemblance to conventional two -element electron tubes, or diodes. The
thermionic tube has a cathode from
which electrons are activated by the

application of heat, and another
electrode to which these electrons
flow to produce an electrical output.
In the experimental tube for

rocket application, the cathode is
DECEMBER 18, 1959

ELECTRONICS

formed by the inner wall of the hollow cylinder, while the second elec-

trode is formed by the outer wall.
Between the two walls is a narrow
space filled with cesium vapor.

When the cathode wall is heated

by the burning rocket fuel in the
flame tube, the electrons are boiled
out of the cathode material and into

the space between the two walls.

CLIMATE CONTROL EXPERIENCE:

PRESSURIZATION
an

DEHYDRATION

Look to Eastern Industries for the advanced
pressurization/dehydration packs required
by the avionic and ground support systems

of tomorrow. Whenever a precisely controlled flow of dehydrated air is required,
Eastern design and production experience
team up to create compact, lightweight,
reliable subsystems. Characteristics and
performance range of existing units:
Characteristics and performance range of
existing units:
Electron tube in the shape of a hollow
cylinder fits like a sleeve over the flame
tube attached to a solid -fuel rocket motor.
Heat from the burning fuel is converted
directly into electricity by the thermionic
generator tube which supplies power

capacities: up to 1.5 FT3/Min. free air

operating temperatures: from -67°F to
+150°F, 100% R.H.
operating altitudes: from 10,000 ft. to

through wire leads

50,000 ft.
weights: from 8 lbs. to 115 lbs. complete

The cesium vapor that occupies this
space becomes ionized upon contact

Smaller packs feature replaceable chem-

with the hot cathode, and encourages the easy flow of electrons to

Ñ

the outer wall. The electrical power
that is generated by this process is

idirn

fed to the rocket steering control
mechanism or to electronic apparatus by cables attached to the
cathode and the second electrode.
The size and shape of the experi-

mental tube were designed specifically for a Thiokol solid -fuel rocket
motor. The operating principles of
the tube are identical to those demonstrated in earlier experimental
thermionic generator tubes developed at RCA for direct conversion
of the sun's heat to electrical
energy.

matic reactivating dehydrators.

Let us quote on your next pressurization/dehydration requirement. In the
meantime, write for full information on

the entire line of Eastern aviation
products. Send for Bulletin 360.

a wide range of units for specialized air control
EASTERN

REFERENCE

(1). G. N. Hatsopoulos, J. Welsh and
E. Langberg, Thermionic Engines: Future
Power Sources?, ELECTRONICS, p 69,
\.v-. 12. 1959.
ELECTRONICS

.

ical dehydrator elements - the larger
subsystems are available with auto-

DECEMBER 18, 1959

INDUSTRIES
INCORPORATED
100 SKIFF STREET

HAMDEN 14, CONN.
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

flip-flop with plated
connections and etched wiring. Unit is 2
Encapsulated dual

inches long

Encapsulated

dual

flip-flop with

2

layers

of

deposited wiring interconnected by drilled and
plated -through holes

Connections Plated with Wiring
By

E.

A. GUDITZ,

.staff Member, Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass.

of plating both wiring and
electrical connections'''. is being deMETHOD

veloped.

ELECTROPLATED COPPER

Advantages include low

CHEMICALLY
DEPOSITED
COPPER

weight and volume, increased toler-

ance to temperature and vibration
and the fact that connections are
produced as part of the wiring.
The method is particularly useful for miniature assemblies. Connection densities are limited only
by conductor or component spacing
and photoetching resolution. Connections can be formed without

graved in the surface of the encapsulant

LEAD WIRE

molded

COMPONENT

FIG.

To make the flip-flop with deposited wiring, grooves are en-

EPDXY

(grooves can also be

during
encapsulation).
Leads are cut off flush with groove
bottoms during engraving.
Copper is chemically deposited

1-Detail of plated connection

tures above 100 C (encapsulating

and system packaging are possible.
Total encapsulation of components

temperature) .
Examples given are not comprehensive. New approaches to circuit

permits component leads to be faced

subjecting components to tempera-

tions. However, etching is simplified when only copper is used.

is not necessary, allowing repairable packages. Any design which
off

in an insulating surface can

utilize plated connections.

Fig. 1 shows details of the connections used with the flip-flop with

etched wiring. The unit is lightly
sandblasted. An initial layer of

Transistor inverter package with deposited
wiring and plated connections

copper is chemically deposited less

than 20 microinches thick from
solution (Cuposit III, Shipley Co.,
The electroplated layer is about 0.001 inch

Wellesley,

Mass.) .

thick. The layers are deposited on

both faces of the unit and selecFlip-flop with deposited wiring and plated
connections (right) contains components
identical to those in the conventional
package
96

tively etched to form the wiring.
Plated connections have also been

made with initial layers of silver,
gold or nickel deposited from solu-

over the entire unit. Plating resist
is rolled on the high surfaces, but
not in the grooves. Copper is electroplated about 0.001 inch thick in
the grooves and overplated with
solder. The plating resist is removed and the chemically deposited
solder is etched off by chromic acid,

leaving the wiring pattern. The
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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RCA's complete line of field -proved
COMPUTER TRANSISTORS

now at your RCA SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR!
RCA...famous for high quality; RCA DISTRIBUTORS...
famous for fast service. Unbeatable as a team! For fast

GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS

delivery on your small

orders, telephone direct to

your RCA SEMICON-

MAXIMUM RATINGS:
ABSOLUTE-MAXIMUM VALUES

DIMENRCA

TYPE

STRUCTURE

DUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR.

RCA TRANSISTORS for

SIONAL
OUTLINE

COLLECTOR -

EMITTER-

JEDEC

TO -BASE

TO.BASE

NO.

VOLTS

VOLTS

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
can be obtained through him.

COLLECTOR

MILLIAMPERES

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF 25°C

TRANSISTOR
DISSIPATION
AT 25°C
MW

D.C. CURRENT TRANSFER
RATIO AT INDICATED
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES

GAIN
BAND-

WIDTH
PRODUCT
MC

ALPHA
CUTOFF
FREQUENCY

MC

Mesa High- Speed Switching Types
2N1300

P -N -P

T0-5

-13

-1

-100

150

50 @ I, = -10

40

2N1301

P -N -P

T0-5

-13

-4

-100

150

75 @ lc -- -40

60

"Drift" High -Speed Switching Types
2N643

P -N -P

T0-33

-30

-2

-100

120

45 @ I, = -5

30

2N644

P -N -P

TO -33

-30

-2

-100

120

45 @ I, _= -5

50

2N645

P -N -P

TO -33

-30

-2

-100

120

45 @ I, = -5

75

-

-

15

High- Speed Switching Types
I

I

2N580

P -N -P

T0-9

-20

-12

-400

120

45 @ I, = -400

2N582

P -N -P

T0-9

-25

-12

-100

120

60 @

2N584

P -N -P

TO -1

-25

-12

-100

120

60 @ lc = -20

2N269

P -N -P

TO -1

-25

-12

-100

120

50 @

2N356

N -P -N

T0-9

20

20

500

100

30 @ 1, = 100

2N357

N -P -N

TO -9

20

20

500

100

30 @ lc = 200

2N358

N -P -N

TO -9

20

20

500

100

30 @ I, = 300

2N404

P -N -P

TO -9

-25

12

-100

120

50 @ I = -12

2N578

P -N -P

TO -9

-20

-12

-400

120

15 @ lc = -400

-

5

2N579

P -N -P

T0-9

-20

-12

-400

120

30 @ lc = -400

-

8

2N581

P -N -P

T0-9

-18

-10

-100

80

30 @ lc = -20

-

8

2N583

P -N -P

T0-1

-18

-10

-100

80

30 @ lc = -20

-

8

2N585

-P -N

TO -9

25

20

200

120

40 @

2N1090

N -P-NN

TO -9

25

20

400

120

50 @ lc =

2N1091

N -P -N

T0-9

25

20

400

120

70 @ I, = 20

13

2N398

P -N -P

10-9

50

60@L=-5

2

I

lc = -20

-

18
18

Medium Speed Switching Types

UII

I=

12

Illlll

-

12

-

3

-

9

12

20--

I = 20

6

5
7

Low -Speed Switching Types

-50

-100

2N586

2

For technical information on these transistors and other semiconductor
devices, telephone your RCA SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR, or write
RCA Commercial Engineering, Section L-19-SD3 Harrison, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Semiconductor Products-Distributor Sales

ELECTRONICS
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/i
electroplated solder serves as an
etching resist.

The rear of the transistor inverter package plug is cast first in
resilient plastic after lead wires are
attached. The plug and the other
components are then cast in solid
plastics. This procedure insures

5.1000 Q...lkc-300mc

mobility of the plug pins.

Wiring can be made on several
layers of plastic to facilitate pointto-point wiring. The flip-flop with
2 wiring layers uses the first layer
to contact component leads. After

the second layer of plastic is applied, tapered holes are drilled to
pierce the first layer wiring. The

copper deposited for the second
layer's wiring forms plated -through
connections to the first layer.

The back panel of the 3 -stage
binary counter has 3 wiring layers.
Plated connections, formed as each
wiring layer is deposited, join con-

ductors to appropriate receptacle
extension (pins) of 6 encapsulated
sockets. A coating of plastic insulates each wiring layer and is the
base of the next layer.

NEW MARCONI Q METER
HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME is a single Q

Meter covering the range AF to VHF. Q is

directly indicated from 5 to 500 by a 3 -range

transductor-stabilized vtvm, and a second meter
shows Q multipliers from x0'9 to x2. Minimum

Specifications
for Model 1245
FREQUENCY RANGE:

1 kc to 300 mc.

test -circuit capacitance is 7'5 µµf at all frequencies.

MEASURES Q :

Inter -socket wiring of 3 -stage binary
counter has 3 layers of deposited wiring.

high -discrimination 25-0-25 A Q control, brings
new simplicity, speed and certainty to low -loss
measurements on modern insulants and dielectrics.

Q MULTIPLIER :

other and to socket extension pins

Exceptional stability of Q reading, plus the
For flexibility and economy, the test -circuit

section is energized by external plug-in oscillators
which can be ordered as required. They can also
be used as general-purpose signal sources.

Comprehensive optional accessories include
standard inductors and test jigs for special
measurements.

5 to 1,000: accuracy 5%
for 50 Q at 100 mc.

Plated

x0.9 to x2.

layers to

each

DELTA Q :

25-0-25.
TEST CIRCUITS :

Separate LF and HF test

circuits have ranges of
1 kc to 50 mc and 20 to

300 mc.

CAPACITANCE RANGE:

7.5 to 110 µµf with 1-0-1
µµf vernier, for either test
circuit. 20 to 500 µµf with
5-0-5 µµf vernier, for LF
test circuit.

MARCONI

Conductors of 6 layers of flexible cable

SHUNT LOSS:

connected in series by plating on encapsulated ends

12 megohms at 1 mc, 0.3
megohm at 100 mc.

INSTRUMENTS

EXTERNAL OSCILLATORS:

Model 1247, 20 to 300 mc;

The back panel can also be made

Model 1246, 40 kc to 50
mc; Model 1101, 20 cps

without the pins, by using the

to 200 kc.

Send for leaflet B148

111 CEDAR LANE

connections join

ENGLEWOOD

NEW JERSEY

TELEPHONE : LOwell 7-0607
Canada: Canadian Marconi Co Marconi Building 2442 Trenton Ave Montreal 16
Marconi Instruments Ltd St. Albans Herts England
.

/%//,~

plated -through connection method
described above. If desired, a
ground plane can be spaced between

each wiring layer so that some of
the wiring has transmission line
characteristics.
Characteristics
would be determined by conductor

TC148

98
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PM -406
PREAMPLIFIERLaboratory

setup

for

making

MULTICOU PIER

plated

connections

width, dielectric constant and spacing.

High density plated interconnections of ribbon conductors are expected to be very useful in coordinate -driven displays and memory
devices. The ribbon cable ends are
encapsulated and faced off to expose conductor cross sections. Copper is deposited and etched to form

a pattern which connects all conductors in series.
Test Results

Plated connections

have

been

evaluated by resistance measurements, temperature and vibration
tests, and life tests while carrying
THE PM -406 is a combination instrument com-

10 microamps to 3 amps, d -c.

prised of a preamplifier and multicoupler located

Resistance measurements of 128
plated connections (0.025 inch diameter) in series yield an average
of less than 1 milliohm. Plated connections have carried 3 amps d -c
at 382 C (eutectic tin -lead solder
melts at 183 C) . Temperature tests

on a single chassis for rack mounting. This unit
permits

the coupling

of

eight receivers to a

single antenna and is designed for use where
short runs of cable from the antenna are employed. These units are of the "bath tub" chassis
design having a 3 -inch recessed front panel to

have lasted from 8 hours to 810

permit patching cables to hang without protrud-

hours, 4 to 120 connections per test.

ing.

The flip-flop with etched wiring

Modifications of this design are available

on special order.

was vibrated while in monitored op-

eration for 5.5 hours without failure. Frequencies were 10 to 3,200

SPECIFICATIONS

cps, force was increased by 5 g

Pass Band

increments to 60 g and maximum

Uniformity of Response

215-260 megacycles

Within 3db

Gain

22db (approximate)
Impedance ... Designed to operate in a 50 -ohm system

peak -to -peak displacement was 0.2

inch at 75 cps. There were no operating errors or damage.
The work reported was performed at Lincoln Laboratory, op-

Inputs
Outputs

1

8

Noise Figure
Isolation between outputs

Less than 4.5db
37db minimum

19" x 7" x 161/2"

Size

erated by MIT with joint support of

the U. S. Army, Navy and Air
Force.
REFERENCES

(1) E. A. Guditz, Plated Component
Connections for Micro -Miniature Circuits,
p 160, Proc 1959 Electronics Components
Conf, Philadelphia, 1959.

(2) N. J. Doctor and E. L. Hebb, Interconnection of Microminiature Electronic
Assemblies, Proc Symposium on Microminiaturization of Electronic Assemblies,
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories,
Washington, D. C., Sept. 30, 1959.
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NEMS CLARKE CO.
A DIVISION

OF VITRO
CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

919 JESUP-BLAIR DRIVE

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

MARTINSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA

PRECISION ELECTRONICS

SINCE

1

909
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On The Market
out, "on -the -fly", readout up to 250
rpm. Among additional features
are: no brushes; no contact of elec-

Converter

analog to digital
26 Edison
St., Amityville, N. Y. The Mem-OTELECHROME MFG. CORP.,

Tizer features memory; ultra low
torque, high accuracy; direct operation of external equipment through
one ampere contacts; dynamic read -

trical circuit during rotation; no
ambiguity; bidirectional operation; Chromector plug-in separable
connector, completely sealed unit;
and life over 20 million operations.
CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Analyzer
sound, vibration

frequency) components, but also
continuous (noise) components.
The instrument's narrow band-

GENERAL RADIO CO., West Concord,

width is wide enough to embrace

Mass.., announces type 1554-A portable, wide -range (2.5 cps -25 kc)

the small frequency fluctuations
(or wow) arising from normal vari-

sound and vibration analyzer with
a 10:1 span on each of four ranges,

chines and appliances ; 40-db dis-

ations in speeds of engines, macrimination obtains at one octave

and featuring a A -octave bandwidth
(1.26:1), narrow bandwidth (8 per-

from selected frequency. The alternate, A -octave bandwidth is avail-

cent, constant with frequency) and
all -pass response. Unit can be used

able at low vibration frequencies.

to measure not only line (single a 250 hr accelerated life test of 150

Film Capacitor

percent of the 85 C rated voltage

light -weight
North
Adams, Mass. Type 158P Yellow Jacket Filmite E "wrap -and -end fill" polyester film capacitor is deSPRAGUE

ELECTRIC

CIRCLE 302 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Co.,

signed for military and industrial
electronics. Designed to withstand

impressed or the equivalent derated
125 C voltage with not more than 1

failure in 25 units tested, the capacitors also have very good resistance to humidity, vibration, and
shock.
CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

0.01 oz in.; size 1 in. diameter by

Servo Motor
and brake

1.85 in.

WESTERN GEAR CORP., Electro Prod-

ucts Division, 132 W. Colorado

Blvd., Pasadena, Calif., announces
a new servo motor brake combination. Specifications include : stall

torque motor alone 0.48 oz in. ;
brake range available 0.03-0.1

me counting, timing, and frequency

~11___:

cation of transistors to high speed
circuitry equipment is found in

e

o°

measuring instruments. They are

441

CO.,

12970 Bradley Ave., Sylmar, Calif.
A successful high frequency appli-

100
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three new all solid-state d -c to 10

Counter -Timers
transistorized
COMPUTER - MEASUREMENTS

long; designed to meet

MIL -E-5272; 115 v, 400 cps, both
phases; nominal impedance 1,450
plus j1,600 ; and the brake does not
change linearity of the speed torque
characteristics. Unit has a stainless
housing, and can be produced with
size lo, size 11, or 1 -in. mounting.

1

1I1

il

the model 727A universal counter timer, the 707A frequency -period
meter, and the 757A time interval

meter. Power consumption of the
727A is 35 w and weight only 27
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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WESTINGHOUSE SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS
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TRUE VOLTAGE RATINGS
Guaranteed by 100% power testing
This Power -voltage Test consists of testing the transistor
in common emitter configuration under all bias conditions

in the area defined by the TRUE voltage rating of the
transistor (Vc1 ); the constant power dissipation curve
for the transistor (150 watts); and its rated current (2
amps for 2N1015 and 5 amps for 2N1016).
The voltage at which alpha equals one, and other voltage

erate Westinghouse silicon power transistors at the manufacturer's ratings without risking transistor failure. This
TRUE voltage rating of Westinghouse silicon power transistors coupled with their still unequaled low saturation
resistance and low thermal drop makes them an ideal first
choice for military, industrial and commercial applications.

ratings commonly given for transistors such as VCEs,
VCER, VCEX and VCno, are above the voltage rating given

to these transistors.
Each Westinghouse silicon power transistor has been completely tested throughout its rated voltage -power -current
region before shipping. Thousands of transistors performing under all types of operating conditions have proved the
validity of this method of TRUE voltage rating.
TRUE voltage ratings from 30 to 200 volts give you complete freedom in designing your equipment-you can op-

YOU CAN BE SURE -IF

Type
2N1015
2N1015A
2N1015B
2N1015C
2N1015D

VCE*

B (min)

Rs (max)

lc A (max)

Ti max.
operating

7.5

150°C

7.5

150°C

Thermal drop
to case (max)

30
60
100

10

.7°C/W

.75 ohms

Clc=2 amp CIc=2 amp
le=300 ma

150

200

2N1016
2N1016A

30

2N10168

100

60

2N1016C

150

2N1016D

200

10

.50 ohm

©Ic=S amp @Ic=S amp

.7°C/W

1e=750 ma

*TRUE vol age rat ng (The transistors can be operated continuously at the VCE listed for
each rati g.)

IT'SWestin house

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Semiconductor Department, Youngwood, Pa.

ELECTRONICS
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Measurement ranges include
0.1 µsec to 107 sec for time interval ;
lb.

1959-1960 electronics

0.1 µsec for period. Accuracy is
1 count -± oscillator stability. Sensitivity is 0.25 v rms ; input impedance, 25 K ohms per v. Company
offers these instruments with twoyear free service warranties.
-

BUYERS' GUIDE ISSUE

CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ADDENDUM
Thermistors

D -C & Power Frequency
(except line cords)
Transmission Line (incl. TV

FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC.

51 Mellen St.,
Ashland, Mass.

twin -line & other low -capacitance

ADV. PG. 544

R -H & UHF cables)

Silicon -Raw Material
GRACE ELECTRONICS CHEMICALS, INC.

N. Charles St.,
Baltimore 1, Md.

Wire

101

Antenna

High Voltage, Insulated
Shielded
Unshielded
Hookup, Insulated
Nylon

Pumps -Vacuum
KINNEY MFG.

DIV.

BRAKE CO.

OF NEW YORK AIR

Nylon over Plastic

3529 Washington St.,

Plastic (general purpose braid,

Boston, Mass.

solid

or wrap)
Polyethylene
Polyvinychloride
Shielded

Oscillators-A-F, Fork -Controlled
RIVERBANK LABORATORIES,

Dept. of Engineering,
P.O. Box 65,
Geneva, Ill.

Superior Cable Corp.,

Angle Dial Reader

Box 480-A,

Hickory, N. C.

precision unit

Cables

COAXIAL-Flexible Solid
Shielded (Not Coaxial)

PARABAM, INC.,

A -F incl. Microphone
D -C Power Frequency
Unshielded, Multiconductor

Testers -Transistor
TRANSISTOR ELECTRONICS CORP.,

3357 Republic Ave.,

Minneapolis 26, Minn.

A -F

ADV. PG. 400

MANUFACTURERS INDEX

and Sales Representatives
GRACE ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS, INC.,
101

N. Charles St.,

Baltimore 1, Md.
PLazo 2-7699

SUPERIOR CABLE CORP.,

Box 480-A,

Hickory, N. C.
Diamond 5-4161

Representatives: ME., VT., N.H.,
CONN., R.I., MASS.-Electrical ManufacSales

turer's Service, 265 Church St., New Haven,

turer's Service, 318 Mathieson Bldg., Balti-

more, Md. Western PA., W.VA., OHIOHomer P Roelle, 664 S. Union St., Galion,

Ohio. FLA.-J. N. Johnson, 2118 Allaire
Lane, Atlanta, Ga. MICH.-T. J. Lyones,
243 Hillside, Glen Ellyn, Ill. IND., KY., No.
ILL., WIS.-R. D. Catellier, 4908 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Ill. So. ILL., MO., NEB.,
KAN., IA., MINN., N.DAK., S.DAK.-Robert
L. Haizlip Co., 1401 Fairfax Trafficway,
Kansas City 15, Kan. OKLA., TEX., ARK.Fred Gross Co., P.O. Box 1926, Dallas 21,
Tex.

So. & No. CALIF., ARIZ., N.MEX.,

NEV.-Harry Appleton, 136 Son Fernando
Rd., Los Angeles 3, Calif. WASH., ORE.,
MONT., IDAHO-Maydwell & Hartzell, Inc.,

Conn. N.Y. STATE-Electrical ManufacturService, 105 Hillside Ave., Williston
Park, N. Y. N.J., NYC, L.1., Westchester
& Rockland Counties-Electrical Manufac-

306 Dexter Ave., Seattle 9, Wash.

turer's Service, 201 S. Broadway, Camden,
N. J. Eastern PA., So. N.J., DEL.-Electrical
Manufacturer's Service, 18 Wade St., Nut-

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.,

er's

ley 10, N.J. MD., VA.-Electrical Manufac-

13000 Yukon Ave.,

Hawthorne, Calif. New angle dial
reader is designed for precision
semiautomatic reading of elevation -

angle and azimuth -angle dials on
cinetheodolite and radar data film.
By projecting the dials on a viewing
screen and by utilizing a cross wire
measuring system, the machine provides a rapid, accurate and efficient
means for reading angle dials. An
integral keyboard and selector
switches are provided for entering
additional data and the information
is semiautomatically recorded on
punched cards.
CIRCLE 306 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pulse Generator
high output power
ELECTRO -PULSE, INC., 11861 Teale

St., Culver City, Calif. Model 3450C
533 Main St.,
Acton, Mass.
COlonial 3-7911

pulse generator provides high output power and fast rise time pulses

at repetition rates to 2 mc. New
features include wide range variable pulse delay and duration, high
resolution controls, and automatic
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AMAZINGLY
UNIQUE

Clecomatic
stands alone

as the only
automatic
start and stop
screwdriver -

nut runner
with positive
torque control

No throttle, no stalling! Clecomatic starts and stops automatically while maintaining
positive torque control. An exclusive Cleco mechanism starts the Clecomatic
when the bit engages the screw or nut, then shuts it off when the screw is tightened
to precise, preset torque specifications.
The Clecomatic air motor operates only during actual rundown, less air is
required per job and tool wear is greatly decreased. Clecomatic is lightweight
and midnight quiet, helps reduce operator fatigue, helps increase operator productivity.
No other air tool offers such outstanding production efficiency and economy.
Write today for detailed literature, or call your Cleco representative for a
Clecomatic application tryout. Clecomatic is available in reversible and non -reversible
models in both pistol grip and straight back heads.
Trademark

A DIVISION OF REED ROLLER BIT COMPANY

AIR TOOLS
ELECTRONICS
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Houston I, Texas
P. 0. Box 2119
IN CANADA: Cleco Pneuoratic Tool Company of Canada, Ltd., 927 Millwood Road, Leaside (Toronto), Ontario
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overload indication. Output ampli-

tude is stabilized by power regulators and pulse output is presented

RI

d -c coupled with base line at chassis

V§

ground. Instrument is constructed
entirely of plug-in printed wiring
modules allowing extension to mul-

tiple pulse requirements and providing maximum accessibility for

DROP

maintenance.
CIRCLE 307 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TUBE
TEMPERATURE

Servomotor
one -in. design
IMC MAGNETICS CORP., 570 Main
St., Westbury, N. Y. A size 5 servomotor of only one -in. overall length

is designed for use in extremely

prolong tube life-increase reliability

atlee
provide MAXIMUM tube cooling through

compact servomechanisms. It delivers a no -load -speed of 9,500 rpm;
has a stall torque of 0.09 oz in. and
a theoretical acceleration of 45,000

rad/sec=. Total power input is 3.5

FULL -CONTACT TUBE COOLING SHIELDS

w. The 400 -cycle unit will perform
efficiently in a temperature range of
-55 C to +150 C. It is completely

encapsulated in epoxy. Weight is

FULL CONTACT with tube

0.68 oz ; diameter, 0.5 in.
CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FULL CONTACT with shield
FULL CONTACT with chassis
The new atlee FULL -CONTACT tube -cooling shield, with exclusive
"delta -wave" zzz insert and flat -mounting shield base, provides a spectacular reduction of envelope temperatures even under extreme operating
conditions. Tests prove a drop of 130°C below bare -bulb temperatures, and
80°C below levels reached with JAN shields and standard N.E.L. inserts.
Here is a significant advance in the fight against equipment failure even under
conservative operating conditions. Further, where tubes must operate close
to maximum ratings, it means a real reduction in the inevitable penalty of
shorter tube life.

Tension Meter
precision device
ELECTROMATIC EQUIPMENT Co., 175

atlee -a com-

Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. The

help you solve unusual problems of holding and

times, a thumb -operated ball bearing roller release to permit easy insertion and removal without stopping the manufacturing process and
a special guide bar to assure proper
alignment of material prior to roller
engagement which virtually elimi-

DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY WITH

Schmidt DXX20 tensiometer features front filament loading so that

plete line of dependable heat -dissipating holders and
shields of all types, plus the experience and skill to

running filament is visible at all

cooling electronic components.

ATLAS w -E
CORPORATION

47 PROSPECT STREET

104

WOBURN, MASS.

Get the complete story
in your free copy of
this fact -filled Bulletin!
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FIXED COMPOSITION

RESISTORS

Today's best looking resistors-and every bit as
good as they look! Easiest to solder. Unmatched
for load life and moisture resistance-and, with
performance that exceeds MIL -R-11 requirements. Now, for the first time, these resistors
are supplied across the board in RC -42 (2 -watt);
RC -32

(1 -watt) and RC -20 (1 -watt) styles

from distributors' stocks.

RC -42, RC -32 and RC -20 types

THESE

28

DISTRIBUTORS

For small runs, military prototypes, production
emergencies or for hurry -up design and engineer-

ing projects

CAN FILL YOUR ORDERS

BALTIMORE, MD.
Kann-Ellert Electronics, Inc.

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
Electronic Supply Corp.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
MG Electrical Supply Co.

BOSTON, MASS.
Sager Electrical Supply

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Electronic Equipment Corp.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Q Pioneer Electronic Supply Co.
DALLAS, TEXAS
Wholesale Electronics Supply Co.

DAYTON, OHIO
Srepco, Inc.

ELECTRONICS
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DENVER, COLO.
Denver Electronics Supply Co.

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Radio Parts Co.

SCRANTON, PA.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Burstein.Applebee Co.

MELBOURNE, FLORIDA
Electronic Supply

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Electronic Supply

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harvey Radio Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Almo Radio Co.

.

standard value or tolerance from the 28 distributors listed below.

GLENDALE, CALIF.
R. V. Weatherford Company
Rodio Distg. Co.

..

You can get Stackpole Coldite 70+ resistors in any

WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Goddard Distributors, Inc.

WICHITA, KANSAS

Fred P. Pursell

Interstate Electronic Sup. Corp.

C 8 G Radio Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Interstate Supply Co.

WILBRAHAM, MASS.
Industrial Components Corp.

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
Dalton-Hege Rodio Supply

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Morris Electronics of Syracuse

.. and GC/STACKPOLE, TO01

TACOMA, WASH.
C 8 G Radio Supply Co.

WASHINGTON, D.

C.

Electronic Wholesalers, Inc.

WATERBURY, CONN.
Bond Radio Supply Co. Inc.

Attractively
Electronics

packaged by G -C

for service replace-

ment uses, Coldite 70+ Resistors are also available through
over 800 G -C distributors.
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Where only the best
is good enough .. .

nates filament breakage of fine wire

due to misalignment. Through the
application of suitable rollers, the
instruments can be used to monitor
tensions of most engineering materials in various shapes and forms
including copper and steel wire,
filaments, bands and tapes of plastic, textiles and insulation sleevings.
Tensions from 0.3 gram to 100 kilo-

grams can be measured to an accuracy of 1 percent.
CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MODEL 440-A

Krohn -Hite oscillators are used
In basic electronic instruments for lab or test work, less than
the best may be a dangerously bad bargain. Unexpected limitations - of reliability, range, precision - can throw out weeks
of work on today's jobs, and can make tomorrow's tougher jobs
untouchable.
The best instrument of its type is probably a bit more expensive,
but it's worth buying ... because you can believe in it today,

and will rely on it tomorrow. An example is the Krohn -Hite
Model 440-A wide range push-button oscillator. Here are some
facts about it.

0.001 cps to 100 kc, continuous coverage.
from 1 cps to 10 kc, ± 3% from
0.01 to 1 cps and from 10 kc to 100 kc.
RESETABILITY: exact for push-button resetting, subject only to
drift of less than 0.05% per hour.
SINE WAVE OUTPUT: 10 volts rms open circuit, 100 milliwatts
into 1000 ohms; amplitude constant within ± 0.25 db from
0.1 cps to 10 kc.
FREQUENCY RANGE:

CALIBRATION ACCURACY: ± 1%

Polarized Relay
subminiature
SIGMA

INSTRUMENTS,

INC.,

170

Pearl St., So. Braintree 85, Mass.,
has available a subminiature polarized dpdt relay, only 0.800 in. by
0.400 in. by 0.900 in. high, with vibration immunity to 5,000 cycles
at 30 g. The hermetically sealed series 33 provides 2 -position, magnetically biased operation at a
standard sensitivity of 200 mw
within a temperature range of - 65
C to + 125 C. Shock and constant
acceleration up to 100 g will not
cause damage or open the contacts.
CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

less than 0.1% from 1 cps to 10 kc, less
than 1% from 0.01 to 1 cps and from 10 kc to 100 kc.
SINE WAVE DISTORTION:

SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT:

10 volts peak to peak open circuit, 5

volts peak to peak across 1500 ohms; amplitude constant within

± 1% at any frequency; rise time less than 0.5 microsecond.
There's a lot more you should know about the 440-A ... and
about the other Krohn -Hite oscillators, tunable electronic
filters, power supplies and amplifiers. In all of them, you'll
find the same far -ahead engineering, design and construction.
Because K -H instruments are good enough even for tomorrow's

most critical work, they are increasingly chosen today where
reliability and precision are needed.
Write for your free copy of the new Krohn -Hite Catalog.

Krohn -Hite CORPORATION
580 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Mast.
106
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Hermetic Magnet Wire
high stability
PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS
CORP., Inca Mfg. Division, Ft.
Wayne, Ind. Hermeteze, a new her-

metic magnet wire, is actually a
Formvar material reacted for insolubility in Freon -22. Thus, it has
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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WITH ONLY MINUTES TO ACT
from
bases around the world Strategic Air Com-

combat control system, an integrated complex of electronic subsystems. The system,

mand bombers, tankers and surface-to-

employing digital techniques and equipment, will transmit, process and display
information on a global basis . with

If America should be attacked

.

.

.

surface missiles will rise to action. Minutes

only will be available.

.

.

To integrate and control this assault requires accessibility and handling of a
staggering volume of data. In the missile
era, present methods of gathering and

only seconds involved.

processing data will be inadequate. SAC is
automating the system.

exceptional opportunity to exercise creative competence and individual initiative.
For details of engineering assignments
write B. J. Crawford, Director of Technical Staffing.

As systems manager, International Electric Corporation is developing and will
turn over to SAC a world-wide electronic

Engineers whose interests lie in systems
engineering, data processing and communications will find in this long-term project

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
An Associate of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

Route 17 & Garden State Parkway, Paramus, New Jersey
ELECTRONICS
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low extractions, excellent blister re-

to*

sistance, and does not soften in

ETTcotwi

MINIATURIZED CttjfaeS
J

in all frequencies above 1 Mc.

Freon -22. The high stability of the
film eliminates the hydrolysis problem; it also gives Hermeteze more

resistance to heat and pressure at
crossovers as the illustration on p
106 indicates.
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Capacitors

high reliability
Possessing all of the fine characteristics of the regular size crystals
that for years, have made the McCoy name a synonym for quality
- these small counterparts can be relied upon to deliver the utmost
in frequency control despite wide temperature variations and extreme conditions of shock and vibrations.

VITRAMON

INC.,

P. O. Box 544,

Bridgeport 1, Conn. Type VK microminiature ceramic capacitors are
available in ratings from 47 to 10,000 µµf, 200 v d -c without derating,

-55 C to 150 C operation. They
feature excellent environmental
characteristics, conform to requirements of MIL -C -11015B.

FREQUENCY RANGE:

CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1.0 Mc. to 200 Mc.
The latest addition to the
McCoy line. It fills the growing need for miniature crystals, particularly in the 1.0 to
7.0 Mc. range, that have the
same frequency stability, per-

formance, and shock resistance previously onlyavailable
in larger sizes.

FREQUENCY RANGE:

3 Mc. to 200 Mc.
Adaptable to multi -channel
design for communications
and frequency control equipment. Can be plugged into
sub -miniature tube sockets,
wired into miniature selector
switch assemblies or can be

soldered to printed circuit
terminal boards.

D -C Power Supply
sequence controlled
NOTHELFER WINDING LABORATORIES,

MEETS SPECS.: MIL -C-30988; CAA -R-916 and ARINC No. 401

Write today for our free illustrated catalog. For your specific needs,
write, wire or phone us.Our research section will be glad to assist you.

doy
108
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ELECTRONICS CO.
MT. HOLLY SPRINGS, PA.
Phone: HUnter 6-3411
DEPT. E-12

455, Trenton, N. J.
This unit is especially designed to

INC., P.O. Box

produce a high magnetic field inside
a high compression molding dye for
the manufacture of magnetic

ceramics. Output is 60 v, 1,000
amperes and ripple is less than 5
percent. Sequence timers and reversing switches, located internally,

make the output positive or negative to produce magnetizing and
demagnetizing fields as required.
Output is varied over a wide range
DECEMBER 18, 1959
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II BM 1620 data processing system
...the most powerful engineering computer in its low price class

The new IBM 1620 is a desk -size engineering computer that offers you more
computing ability per dollar than any system in its price class.

Transistorized throughout, the IBM 1620 has a 20,000 -digit magnetic core
memory with variable field length and immediate accessibility. Its input-

output notation, on paper tape and console typewriter, is in convenient
decimal arithmetic. It can perform more than 100,000 calculations a minute
and is easily adapted to your engineering problems.
Easy to learn, easy to operate, easy to communicate with, the low-cost 1620
helps free your engineering talent for more creative work. And in keeping
with our concept of Balanced Data Processing, the IBM 1620 is supported
by extensive services. This includes a comprehensive library of mathematical
routines and specific industry programs to permit you to put the 1620 to
work without unnecessary delay.
Ask your IBM representative about the unique advantages of the IBM 1620.
Like all IBM equipment, it may be purchased or leased.

balanced data processing
ELECTRONICS
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by a saturable core reactor. Detailed information may be obtained
by writing the company.

advancement
in instrument
design
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Flaw Detector
MM -1 MEDALIST* `meter
Today's most readable, modern minia-

ture meter. Shieldétt- no error from
magnetic panels. Rugged Marion Coax

ial mechanism. Max. weight 1.6 oz. In
all

standard

ranges,

various colors.

Single hole mounting. Data on request.
Marion Instrument Division, Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co., Manchester, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. U.S. A: Foreign
Patents
Copy right © 145,1 Marion

marion

"WHERE EICCTROMCS MEETS THE EYE"

meters
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ultrasonic
Danbury,
Conn. Type UI Reflectoscope is suitable for both contact and immersed
SPERRY PRODUCTS, INC.,

inspection. Use of printed circuits
and transistors results in a versatile
instrument with many capabilities
that is yet small in size and easy to
handle. It can be directly mounted
on scanning bridges now in use in
various plants. Designed for application in the lab or on the production line it features a large 12 in.
dual trace display tube that, is

ripple at full load is only

0.005%
with new

LSI2112,

`J

SIhk1J

IDIUHN
IDO QOQpOG3pú0VI!
60000(jo PoB©4, ILL, GM.
3aa,.10 D933
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bright enough to be seen from a
considerable distance, and a twocolor display that enables flaw indications to be easily distinguished
from range marks. Frequency
ranges run from 1.0 to 25.0 mc.

`7E/COQ,®
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POWER & BIAS

No quicker, more accurate
way to get information on
PRODUCTS and SERVICES

than

SUPPLY FOR TRANSISTORIZED

....

EQUIPMENT #1020
includes power transformer, full -wave silicon

diode rectifier circuit, electrolytic capacitor

electronics

input filter followed by a two -power transistor
(2-2N256) cascaded filter circuit providing extraordinary ripple rejection output voltage: 0-30
VDC continuously variable, monitored by dual range voltmeter (0-6. 0-30 VDC)
continuous
output current capacity: 150 ma @ 0-12V; 200
ma @ 12-24 V; 300 ma @ 24-30V 0.5A fuse
protects against short circuit comparable in
purity of output and in voltage and current
capacity to transistorized supplies selling for
several hundred dollars ideal for laboratory,

BUYERS'

GUIDE

development and service work on transistors and
transistorized equioment

keep it

rugged grey wrinkle

steel case (5" h,

4"W,5th"el)

KIT $19.95
WIRED $27.95
Add 5% in West.

at your
fingertips!

Static Inverter
high temperature
ABC

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS, INC.,

632

Compare this
versatile, dependable Model 1020 at
your neighborhood

Tinton Ave., New York 55, N. Y.
Model SIS -40613-S static inverter

EICO
For

supply is a precision d -c/a -c power
converter designed to operate from

distributor.

free catalog on 65
models of EICO test

instruments, hi.fi and amateur gear, write to Dept. E-12

110

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC.

a nominal 28 v d -c source and to

33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

provide 26 v 400 cps 3 -phase power
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electronics
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.

A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION

330 WEST 42nd ST. NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
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LAPP
at 20 va per phase for a total of
60 va. Solid state components are
used throughout. Unit is highly
stable in frequency, phase and

voltage, and will operate at base
plate temperatures to + 100 C. It
features automatic voltage regula-

tion ± 5 percent no load to full

GAS -FILLED CONDENSERS

for duty at

load, short circuit protection with
automatic recovery, and reverse
voltage protection.
CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Rotator
medium duty

High Voltage
High Current

LABORATORIES,
Asbury
Park, N. J. Model 175-RIS rotator/
indicator system provides over

TELREX

1650 in./lb of rotating torque at
1.5 rpm, enough muscle- to rotate

High Frequency

and hold very large single boom
Tri-Band arrays without damage
or drifting in hurricane winds.
Price is $198.50.
CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Lapp's experience of 18 years of design and manu-

facture of gas -filled condensers is back of this
precision -made unit and its promise of years of
trouble -free duty. It is small in size and low in loss,

offers high voltage and current ratings, high frequency limits, safety, puncture -proof operation and constant capacitance under temperature variation.
The entire electrical and mechanical assembly of the Lapp gas -filled condenser is supported by a top aluminum ring, the steel tank serving only as a
support for this ring and as a leak -proof gas container. High -potential plates
are carried on a rigid center stud which is supported by a top ceramic bowl.
Grounded rotor plates are carried on ball bearings nearly the full tank diameter.

This construction provides a grounded tuning shaft on variable models and
makes possible efficient and complete water cooling for high current operation.
Models in four tank diameters, 7" to 18", are available, in variable or fixed
capacitances, for duty up to 30,000mmf; in current ratings to 400 amps at lmc;

Receiver

and transmitter
REGENT

ELECTRONICS

MFG.

Co.,

15321 Rayen St., Sepulveda, Calif.
Model RR -1 receiver and RT-1
transmitter provide pushbutton
radio control of remote functions.
Forty different frequency codes are
provided to assure minimum inter-

ference and to provide maximum
security. Transmitted signals con ELECTRONICS
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operating voltages to 80Kv peak. Write for Bulletin 302, with complete description and characteristics data. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., Radio Specialties
Division, 161 Sumner Street, Le Roy, N. Y.

Lapp
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sist of a radio frequency carrier

Semiconductor Research & Development

modulated with an audio frequency.
Carrier frequency range is 250-290
mc; modulation frequency, 15 to 22
kc; carrier bandwidth, 6 mc.
CIRCLE 316 ON READER SERVICE CARD

department head
Heavy experience in circuit theory and analysis required.

Background in microwave techniques desirable, partic-

ularly in parametric amplifier and tunnel diode circuit

Pressure Switch
light -weight

work. Interest in high -frequency transistor measurements.

WIANCKO ENGINEERING

Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering required. Salary

Co., 255 N.
Halstead, Pasadena, Calif. The
P36-1001 pressure switch combines

commensurate with the high level of responsibility.

a transducer, a solid-state carrier
oscillator, ring demodulator, and

Hughes, a firm where professional activities are encouraged, offers you an ideal environment. Recently

switching transistor.

completed ultra -modern laboratories of the Semiconduc-

tor Division are located in Newport Beach, Californiajust south of Los Angeles. Here you will find beach resort

living in the heart of the western electronics industry.

D -C input
voltage is converted to a -c for excitation of a variable reluctance
magnetic circuit. Absence of mechanical contacts permits no chatter, or shift in the electrical output

due to vibration. Range is 10 to
3,000 psig; maximum working pressure, 200 percent of nominal switch

pressure; accuracy, ± 1.5 percent
of setting; switch pressure adjustment,

±16 percent

of

nominal

switch pressure (adjustable).
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If you meet the requirements outlined above, or if you are a senior engineer or
physicist with experience in the field of semiconductors, please write or phone:

Mr. C. L. M. Blocher,
Scientific Staff Representative
HUGHES SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

500 Superior Avenue, Newport Beach 2,
California. Phone: Liberty 8-0671

HUGHES PRODUCTS
Semiconductor Division, Hughes Aircraft Company

H -V Filter
anti -vibration
FILTRON

Co., INC., 10023 W. Jeffer-

son Blvd., Culver City, Calif. A
high -voltage

filter

with

a

new

method of keeping caps from shaking loose due to vibration plus special anti -corrosion treatment has

been developed for use in military

type systems. The filters are designed for 4,000 v; have special
silver plating for anti -corrosion and
conductivity with self-locking anti -

112
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ARE YOU PROPERLY GEARED FOR

MINIATURIZATION?
JE'VIN INSTRUMENT LATHES
PRODUCE SMALL INSTRUMENT PARTS BETTER
Twenty-seven models of

instrument lathes for all types

of small work. Collet capacity,!
5/16" or 3/16". Levin Instrument
Lathes are used wherever fine work is being
done. Over 11,000 lathes in use.

For complete details of Levin Instrument Lathes and
accessories send for catalog T.

Louis Levin & Son, Inc., 3610 So. Broadway, Los Angeles 7, Calif.
CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

specify...

VIEEKESSEE

G -E 125C

BLACK NYLON

SCREWS
d
NUTS

TA N TA LYT I C*

CAPACITORS
for high -temperature miniaturized electronic equipment in high-speed aircraft.

Designed for operation in ambient tem-

peratures from -55C to +125C at full
rated voltage.

Acid resistant ...
Need no insulation
Can't rust ...

..

Can't corrode...
CUT ASSEMBLY TIME
2-56, 4-40, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32 and -20

in stock. Actual production samples
will give you the whole story. Write
on your letterhead.

WECKESSER COMPANY

Rated for full 2000-hcur life at 125C
with not more than 25% loss of initial
capacitance.

Available in plain or etched foil, with
both polar and non -polar construction.
SPECIFYING INFORMATION on G -E's
complete Tantalytic line is available from

your nearest Apparatus Sales Office, or
write for GEA-6258B, to General Electric, Section 449-14, Schenectady 5, N.Y.
*Registered trademark of General Electric Co.

GENERAL

rá--/

ELECTRIC

5701 Northwest Highway Chicago 46, III.

ELECTRONICS
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corona caps. All parts are formed
or machined at a tolerance of 0.001.
with screw -on connectors.

ON BENDIX COMPONENTS
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Spectrum Analyzer
stable, versatile
PANORAMIC RADIO PRODUCTS, INC.,

TEMPERATU RE -COMPENSATED
TACHOMETER GENERATORS
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR RIGID AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE
PACKAGING AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

ACCURACIES WITHIN 1/10 OF 1%
TEMPERATURE RANGE FROM -55°C. TO +125°C.
LIGHT WEIGHT-AS LOW AS 7 OZ.

Designed for use in computer circuits and velocity regulation systems, these integrating Bendix
Tachometer Generators offer true
laboratory quality at mass production prices. Generators are checked
and calibrated by special Bendixdeveloped test equipment that
measures speeds to an accuracy of
0.001% and voltage readings with-

in an 0.005% accuracy.
Supplied in frame sizes 11, 15,

20, and 23-with size 10 now in

a usable sensitivity exceeding 100

It features
mc independent frequency dispersion ranges, with negligible internal frequency modulation; a variable 1-80 kc i -f bandwidth; precisely calibrated log,

linear and

power amplitude scales; a single
tuning lead with a 10 mc to 44 kmc

frequency range; and a self-contained marker oscillator for accurately measuring small frequency
differences.
CIRCLE 319 ON READER SERVICE CARD

development. Tailoring to cus-

tomers' needs also available-for
example, with unitized construction requiring no external compen-

sation and with pulse generators
direct indication of speed
measurement.
for

TYPICAL UNIT CHARACTERISTICS:
Excitation
Sensitivity
Phase shift

115 volts

1.5 volts per 1000 RPM

t 6 minutes

-55°C. to +125°C.

Temperature range
In -phase position error
Linearity

5 min.

0 t .1%

For full details as related to specific applications, write-

Eclipse -Pioneer Division
Teterboro, N. J.
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Digital Voltmeter
high-speed
INc., 275 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, Mass. The DVM
digital voltmeter is an all solidEPSCO,

state instrument for use in instruAVIATION CORPORATION

District Offices: Burbank and San Francisco, Calif.; Seattle, Wash.; Dayton, Ohio; and Washington, D. C.
Export Sales & Service: Bendix International, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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514 South Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. SPA -4 spectrum analyzer has

mentation.

It is a multi -output

data converter consisting of a voltage -to -digital converter and a digiDECEMBER 18, 1959
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tal display. Unit measures bipolar
d -c voltages ranging from 1 my to
1,000 v. Accuracy is ±0.1 percent
and speed is 100 conversions per
sec. Output is automatically dis-

ENGINEERING

structed using the type 32D. Expanded ratings and complete performance characteristics are given
in engineering bulletin 3441A.
CIRCLE 322 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ON OTHER BENDIX`
COMPONENT PACKAGES

played as a 3 -decimal digit readout

plus an overflow digit, sign and
decimal point. Electrical outputs
include parallel BCD coded volt-

ages and a serial pulse train for
single wire telemetry use.
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CONTROL AMPLIFIER
Electronic unit, size of cigarette pack-

Radar Tubes
ultra -fast sweep

age, amplifies small error signals.

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES,

INC., 750 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton,

N. J. A line of radar tubes in 10,
12, and 16 in. sizes offer jump sweep capabilities to meet modern
radar read-out requirements including high resolution, deflection uniformity, and reduced deflection de-

t.el1
103152551

focusing.

:,

The 16 -in.

tube has a

minimum useful screen diameter

Autopilot Analyzer

of 141 in. Typical operating conditions are accelerator voltage of 10,000 v, focusing electrode 3,000 to

fast and accurate

modulation 40 and line width 0.015

*ow.

3,500 v, grid No. 1,150 to 260 v,

SERVO CORP. OF AMERICA, 111 New

South Road, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
New Servoflight autopilot analyzer,
model 5800, provides a fast, accu-

in.
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rate check of frequency response
for advanced automatic pilot systems in commercial and military
jets. It rapidly measures phase,

This is a compact, modular electronic

control amplifier that boosts small

error signals to power electro -mechanical

components, providing a gain

factor of 500. Hermetically sealed in
nitrogen and hydrogen. Latest design
techniques result in direct 115 -volt,
400 -cps excitation with lower power

consumption than on conventional

bridge -type amplifiers. Meets a wide
range of applications due to low power
consumption, high gain, load capacity,
and compactness. Ask for full details.
LOW-PASS FILTER -AMPLIFIER
Advanced circuitry provides extended
range.

gain, and transient response of both
a -c and d -c automatic control sys-

tems. Direct setting for both amplitude and frequency assures more
exact repeatability by eliminating
any possibility of indicator reading
error.
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Microwave Tubes
67,000-73,000 mc
RAYTHEON Co., Waltham 54, Mass.

Types QKK837 and QKK838 are
mechanically tuned velocity variation oscillators designed for operation in the 67,000 to 73,000 mc
range with minimum output of 10

mw. The r -f output

is through

waveguide sealed by a mica window.

The output flange mates with a
standard UG385/U cover -flange.

Aluminum Electrolytics
for power supplies

CIRCLE 324 ON READER SERVICE CARD

aluminum electrolytic capacitors
are designed to meet 85C operating

conditions as standard. In the largest standard case size, 3 in. diameter by 4g in. long, it is possible to
obtain them with a rating of 130,-

000 µf at 21 v or 630 µf at 450 v.
Capacitor banks as large as 1 farad
of capacitance
ELECTRONICS

have

been
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con-

latest in transistor and silicon diode
circuitry. It amplifies low-level 400 cps modulated signals and produces a
400 -cps modulated output signal hav-

ing a time lag of approximately 0.1,
3.5, 10, or 15 seconds, depending on
external connections. Where memory
functions are not required, eliminates
need for electro -mechanical assemblies

by providing either synchronization
or data smoothing in the amplifier computer. Compact design and extended operating characteristics make
for flexibility of application. Write
for details.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North Ad-

ams, Mass. Type 32D Compulytic

The amplifier is a keyed, plug-in,
modular card assembly incorporating

Magnetic Tape Eraser
weighs 26 lb
SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELEC-

TRONICS Co., 2831 Post Oak Road,
Houston 19, Texas. The MTE-2

magnetic tape eraser is designed to
provide clean demagnetization of
either direct or f -m recorded tapes.
The simple, lightweight unit allows

Manufacturers of
GYROS

ROTATING COMPONENTS

RADAR DEVICES INSTRUMENTATION
PACKAGED COMPONENTS

Eclipse -Pioneer Division

mlítindl,
AVIATION CORPORATION

Teterboro, N. J.
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tomorrow

patterns for

for holders of advanced degrees now exist in Boeing Wichita's tremendously expanded long-range research and development program for

tapes to be erased without removing them from their containers. It

can be used to demagnetize any
magnetic tape that can be rolled to
a diameter of 11 in. Price is $195.
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PHYSICISTS or ELECTRICAL RESEARCH ENGINEERS to conduct acoustics

and noise control research supporting advanced designs; to analyze
survival properties of advanced vehicles in present and future environments; and evaluate the potential of vehicle defense proposals ...
ANTENNA DESIGN ENGINEERS to conduct research and development

leading to miniaturization of antennas by use of loading dielectrics

and/or ferrites

...

CONFIGURATION DESIGNERS to create military

and civilian vehicle designs based on general missions parameters
in

...

DYNAMIC LOADS ENGINEERS to conduct research

existing and future air/space

loads

...

OPERATIONS

AND WEAPONS SYSTEM ANALYSTS to estimate operational

utilities of various devices under study by Advanced
Design and recommended optimum design parameters, using advanced (IBM -709) computer
aids.

Qualified

communicate their

engineers

should

interest in

Reset Control System
for steel mills
DATEX CORP., 1307 So. Myrtle Ave.,

Monrovia, Calif. Automatic digital
control system will position the rolls

of a hot strip mill and assure the

any of these top positions

desired thickness of sheet steel. The

to Employment Manager,

system resets the position of the

Mr. Melvin Vobach,

screwdown rolls in accordance with

directions obtained from an automatic gage controller. It includes
five control channels to simultaneously reset the rolls of five stands,
but can be designed to control any
number of stands. The resetting Is

Boeing Airplane Co.,
Department ELL,

Wichita 1, Kans.

done to an accuracy of 0.001 in.
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Analog Computer
compact unit
BOONSHAFT AND FUCHS, INC., Hat-

boro Industrial Park, Hatboro, Pa.
The AR -2 analog computer meas-

BOE/NG' wiclíliTAI

ures 35,1 by 21 by 23 in. It is furnished complete with 12 amplifiers,

16 potentiometers, a pulse generator, and a stepping function generator. Six of the amplifiers can
be used as integrators (with 3 dif116
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ferent ratios of integration). Ease
and speed of operation are achieved

by an impedance matching design

that eliminates the need to compensate for loading effects between
amplifiers. The solution to physical
and mathematical problems appears
as a time -variable voltage curve

that can be viewed on any d -c oscil-

loscope or a direct writing oscilloscope.
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Switching Transistor
high -power
BENDIX SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS,

201 Westwood Ave., Long Branch,
N. J. The 2N1120 has been designed
to meet MIL -T-19500/68 (Sig C)
Its maximum collector current rating of 10 amperes d -c makes it par.

ticularly appropriate for high current switching applications, while a
collector -emitter voltage rating of
70 v d -c suits it equally well to high
voltage applications. The transistor

will readily dissipate 45 w at a 25
C mounting base temperature.
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you'll need help!
If you earnestly feel the only way to get the kind of pots you need
is to build 'em yourself - a word of caution. Don't start off alone --gather a few choice friends around to assist with the problems you
might run into. There's the little matter of metals engineering,
plastics, contact engineering, chemical, metallurgy and other assorted
engineering areas. Otherwise, you might never get through all these
little details!

But don't waste time putting your friends through engineering
school ,- Ace has a staff of specialists and consultants all recruited for just such design problems!

They save us - and in turn - our customers,
needless concern over the stumbling blocks which
may arise. So if a unique design solution to your
pot requirements is what you're after, don't hesitate! See your ACErep!

Ultrasonic Gage

Here's a typical

compact, portable

size ACEPOTO, servo -mount.

bit

of ACE collaboration: Our A.1.A. 1-1/16"

SPERRY PRODUCTS, INC., Danbury,

ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES, INC.

Conn. An ultrasonic gage weighing
only 10 lb will be used for measuring thickness and inspecting corro-

sion in pipe, storage vessels, hull
ELECTRONICS
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99 Dover Street, Somerville 44, Mass.
SOmerset 6.5130 TMX SMVL 181 West. Union WUX
Acepot®

Acetrim'

Aceset®

Aceohm®

'Reg. Appl. for
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plates and other applications. Since
it uses transistors and 1-v batteries,
it is explosion proof. Measurements
may be read on a directly calibrated
meter which eliminates the neces-

sity of interpreting them through
an oscilloscope and charts. Once the

operator has adjusted the material
dial for the metal being inspected,

the instrument reads directly in
inches. Accuracy in reading is 1
percent of full scale. Maximum
thickness that can be gaged is in
excess of 3 ft in aluminum and

electronics
READER

SERVICE

CARDS

steel; minimum, 0.060 in aluminum
and 0.070 in steel.
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COMPLETE LINE
+ FAST SERVICE

...have increased the flow
of product and service

literature to readers.

= HIPERSIL CORES
Westinghouse stocks all types
and sizes of Hipersil cores in three
locations to serve you better

...have helped increase
manufacturers' sales.

COMPLETE LINE includes the

new E1A, RS -217 standard sizes.

Type C: 12,4,2 and 1 mil sizes,
in single- and 3 -phase, from

Reader

a fraction of an ounce to
300 pounds.

Ring Cores: with new
polyclad treatment-assure
best magnetic performance of
any Epoxy resin -coated core
ready to receive windings.

Special Cores: to any
specification and shape

requirement-rectangular,
triangular and others.
FAST SERVICE is assured by
complete stocks at Greenville,
Pa.; Boston, Mass.; and
Los Angeles, Calif.

Performance of Hipersil® cores
in "iron -core" components is
guaranteed to meet or exceed
specifications.
For more facts, write for Price
List 44-520 and Descriptive
Bulletin 44-550 to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P.O. Box
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-70920
YOU CAN HE SURE... IF ITS

Westinghouse
WATCH WESTINGHOUSE LUC,LLE DALL.DESI ARNAZ SNOWS'
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Service

Cards

have

been provided to get quick and

Checkout System
for discriminators

easy information on products.

DYNATRONICS, INC., Box 2566, Or-

lando, Fla. Automatic discriminator
checkout system reduces calibration
costs and eliminates human error.
It operates in automatic, semiautomatic and manual modes and gener-

Avail yourself of this Service
to get all the information you
need.

ates 18 RDB standard f -m/f -m sub carrier channels. In automatic

mode, up to 18 discriminators can
simultaneously be given an 11 point

checkout in 11 sec, to an accuracy
of better than 0.1 linearity.
CIRCLE
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Manufacturers are cooperating

wholeheartedly with the Service

to

supply

information

promptly.

High -Meg Paints
for lab, production
MICRO -CIRCUITS CO., New Buffalo,

Mich. New ultra high resistance
paints are for use in making individual, special resistors or larger
quantities of low-cost, noncritical
high meg resistors. The series of
seven paints covers the resistance
range from 10 megohms per square

CIRCLE 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD

*electronics

q8p

A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
330 WEST 42nd ST.
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through

10,000

megohms

per

square for which, the company
says, no stock paints were previ-

FIRST Airborne Doppler Radar Navigation System

with Simplified Transistor Circuitry

ously available.
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Uses HERMES CRYSTAL FILTER
Collins Doppler Radar Navigation System DN-101 measures the Doppler Frequency Shift in each of three beams to
determine velocity components of the

.11
.\..
1ri11N
aircraft.

LINE
OF
FLIGHT

GROUND
PATH

60
50

Test Chamber
temperature -altitude

..-..-....,......

// `.._.
/ ._

z40
O
130

w

120

Jefferson St.,
Holland, Mich. Model FH-63-705CONRAD, INC.,

141

705 temperature -altitude chamber
has a 7 ft high by 3 ft wide by 3 ft
deep interior. Temperature range
is -100 F to +300 F; altitude, to
200,000 ft. It features an electronic
temperature recording controller
with programming and automatic
proportioning of heating and cooling, and recording and controlling
of altitude conditions.
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Typical Doppler Signal Spectrum superimposed on attenuation characteristic
curve of Hermes Crystal Filter, Model

Hermes Crystal Filter, Model 669 U,
used in Collins Doppler Radar Navigation System DN-101 measures
31/2" L. x 3%6" W. x 1 t/s " H.

669U. Peak of curve shifts as velocity
changes.

Collins DN-101 Doppler Radar Navigation System is an airborne
radar transmitting and receiving system which directs three beams
of X -band energy towards the earth and then accurately measures the

amount of frequency change between the transmitted and reflected
signals to determine the lateral, vertical, and horizontal velocities of
the aircraft.
In order to eliminate an undesired leakage sideband in the Radar
Sensor, a system selectivity with a very sharp cut-off on the lower
frequency end of the passband had to be provided. Hermes Crystal
Filter, Model 669 U, not only met this requirement by establishing
the desired selectivity in the second IF amplifier but also made it possible to reduce the number of transistors in the accompanying circuit.
Close cooperation between the engineering departments of the two
companies contributed to the rapid solution of this critical selectivity
problem. Hermes Crystal Filter characteristics, Model 669U .. .

Phase Shifter
360 deg
THETA INSTRUMENT CORP.,

I1111111i1111111/l

Center Frequency is 159.0 Kc. Bandwidth at 2 db is 6 Kc min.
520 Vic-

tor St., Saddle Brook, N. J. Employing a synchro resolver, resistors and capacitors, this phase
generator provides continuous

phase shift of a carrier without

Attenuation increases from 2 db to 53 db in 8.1% of the passband.
Insertion Loss is 10 db max. Temperature Range is -40°C to
+550C.
Whether your selectivity problems are in transmission or reception,
AM or FM, mobile or fixed equipment, you can call on Hermes
engineering specialists to assist you in the design of your circuitry and
in the selection of filter characteristics best suited to your needs. Write
for Crystal Filter Bulletin.

amplitude change. It is intended to
be used as a single -frequency phase

A limited number of opportunities is available to experienced circuii

meter, reference for demodulator

designers. Send Résumé to Dr. D.1. Kosowsky.

circuits, and a position -phase transducer. It conforms to MIL -D-8512
and MIL -T -945A. Phase accuracy

IHe runt e

Electroriics Co.

is 30 min.; range, 360 deg; input

75 CAMBRIDGE PARKWAY DEPT A

CAMBRIDGE 42. MASSACHUSETTS

voltage, 115 v; output voltage, 32 v.
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Why it pays to use
JATIONAL Molded Activated
'

TRADE MARK

Carbon Getters electronic relays
i

Instrument Life
is extended

Literature of
ENCASED TUBULAR CAPACITORS. The Potter Co., 1950 Sheri-

dan Road, North Chicago, Ill. A
4 -page folder describes a line of
non-metallic encased tubular capacitors (200 v to 600 v).
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SILICON POWER DEVICES. ITT
Components Division, Interna-

by adsorbing vapors gener-

ated during normal instrument operation from wire
insulation, organic plasti-

tional Telephone and Telegraph
Corp., P. 0. Box 412, Clifton, N. J.,
has available a silicon buyer's

cizers and residual solvents which might carbonize on the contact points.

guide covering a broad line of
diffused junction power rectifiers
and Zener diodes.

x

Manufacturing
Costs are lowered
by eliminating the need
for special insulations and
also by reducing the need

for "baking -out."
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PULSE TRANSFORMER. ESC
Corp., 534 Bergen Blvd., Palisades
Park, N. J., has published a bulletin on a new microminiature pulsa

transformer with fractional µsec
pulse width.
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FOR
DETAILS WRITE

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Division of Union Carbide Corporation
1300 Lakeside Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio

UNION
CARBIDE

"National" and "Union Carbide" are registered trade -marks of Union Carbide Corporation.
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NEW "STANDARD" with
SPECIAL CAPABILITIES

jr

Rugged Anodized
Aluminum Housing

Operation Up to 150'C
5.5 watts @ 85°C (derated
to 0 r, 150°C)

Resistance Range from
250 ohms to 300K ohms
Ye" diam.

Those are just a few of the important performance features you
get with the new Gamewell RVG-

and Gamewell potentiometers. Special pots supplied whenever necessary. Bring all your pot problems to

14-MT10 multi -turn potentiometer.
It fully meets applicable sections of
MIL -E -5272A and NAS-710 - and
much more. It gives you extras that
often save you the cost of a"special."
Available in 10, 5, or 3 turns, with
tap locations limited only by physical spacing. Write for detailed specifications and catalog of other stand -

THE GAMEWELL Co., 1382 Chestnut

122

St., Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass.
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AUDIO SIGNAL TRANSISTOR.
Bendix Aviation Corp., Red Bank
Division, 201 Westwood Ave., Long

Branch, N. J., has available a data
sheet on the 2N1176, A,B "Yeoman"- a versatile, low-priced
driver transistor.
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PULSE WIDTH DISCRIMINATOR

FILTER. Mini-Rad, Inc., 7416-E
Varna
Calif.

Ave.,

North Hollywood,

A 6 -page technical brochure covers the pulse width discriminator filter which is applicable to a wide variety of pulse
and video type electronic systems.
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COIL WINDING EQUIPMENT.
Geo. Stevens Mfg. Co., Inc., Pu-

laski Road at Peterson, Chicago
46, Ill. An 8 -page catalog illustrates and gives technical data on
5 coil winding machines for heavy
duty transformers and field coils,

3 heavy duty tensions, and also
has a page illustrating plant facilities.
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ANALOG - TO - DIGITAL PROC-

amewell
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
"Integrals of High Performance"

ESSOR.

Consolidated Electrody-

namics Corp., 360 Sierra Madre
Villa, Pasadena, Calif. Details of
Micro-SADzc, a high-speed analog DECEMBER 18, 1959
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the Week
to -digital processor are presented

in an illustrated, four -page bulletin.
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MULTIPLIER.
Computer Systems, Inc., 611 Broad-

way, New York 12, N. Y. A 16 page brochure describes the MC 701 a -m/f -m electronic multiplier
which provides dynamic accuracy
of ±--0.05 percent of full scale at
500 cps.
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DIGITAL TAPE HANDLER. Am-

pex Corp., Instrumentation Division, 934 Charter St., Redwood
City, Calif., is offered a 3 -color,
8 -page brochure on the FR -400
digital magnetic tape handler.
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MAGNETIC THYRATRON CONFairfield Engineering
Corp., 934 Hope St., Springdale,
Conn. Bulletin MTC558 gives opTROLS.

erational data on a line of magnetic

thyratron controls which

give very fast response, precise
power control and high efficiency.
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SWEPT AUDIO MEASUREMENTS. Panoramic Radio Products, Inc., 514 S. Fulton Ave., Mt.

N

Iw I°1

0

Vernon, N. Y. Frequency response

An extremely versatile high precision DC measuring instrument, the

and distortion measurements of

new Hallamore Potentiometric Voltmeter, Model 0181, offers important
advantages for application both in the laboratory and in systems calibration. It may be used as a null detector, quasi -deflection potentiometer, or

amplifiers,

speakers

and

other

high-fidelity equipment are dis-

cussed in issue No. 5 of The Panoramic Analyzer.
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PRIMARY BATTERIES.

Cook

Batteries, 3850 Olive St., Denver 7,
Colo. A 6 -page illustrated brochure

provides design details for over
20 new manual and automatically
activated silver -zinc primary batteries.
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ELECTRONIC GENERATORS. In-

dustrial Test Equipment Co., 55
E. 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.,
has available literature describing
models 150 and 250 Powertron elec-

tronic generators, which provide
output powers of 160 va and 250 va
respectively.
CIRCLE 392 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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galvanometer. Instrument may be removed from portable case for
standard rack mounting. Unit may be used separately as a galvanometer.
Direct readout is provided on 6 decade switch dials, as well as on the
galvanometer. Operating range ... 0-10 VDC, Accuracy ... ± (0.025%
+ 3 microvolts) . This exclusive Hallamore development affords high

stability and resolution ... operates from conventional power sources
... will stabilize within 15 minutes. For detailed information concerning

specifications, applications, and early delivery, write Hallamore
Electronics Company, 714 North Brookhurst St., Anaheim, California.
Phone PR 4-1010: a division of The Siegler Corporation.

ALLAMORE

Engineers with an interest in the design of high precision electronic
equipment, send resume c/o D. M. Snow, Engineering Recruitment.
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE

AETRON will maintain its office

in its own plant in Covina, Calif.
This plant contains 3.5 acres and at
present houses 500 employees.

GI Dedicates Space -Age Lab
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP. recently opened a new Advanced Development Laboratory (sixth unit in the company's Defense and Engineering
Products Group) in Westbury Industrial Park, L. I., N. Y. The new
facility is operated by Radio Receptor Co., wholly -owned GI subsidiary.
Housed in a modern, single -level building, the lab has an initial scientific and technical staff of 60, which is expected to be doubled within a
year. The interior has been designed to provide spacious, air-conditioned
offices for professional and technical personnel, complete design and
drafting facilities, an extensive technical library, and large development
and test laboratory areas. Also included are a fully equipped machine
shop, an environmental test laboratory, model assembly shop, instrument
room, and components test laboratories. ADL has been cleared by the
Dept. of Defense for the handling of classified government contracts.

The organizational structure of General Instrument's Defense and
Engineering Products Group enables the Advanced Development Laboratory to draw on technical facilities far greater than those actually installed
at the Westbury lab. These include equipment, personnel and facilities
available at the Newark, N. J.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Chicopee, Mass. ; and
Woodbury, Conn., plants. Also available are the highly specialized func-

tions of the Laboratory Groups of the General Instrument family, specializing in new products, ferrites, thermoelectric devices, capacitors,
selenium, delay lines, semiconductors, and acoustic devices.

The new lab's management, scientific and engineering personnel are
specialists in military electronics. The lab is under the direction of Ralph
Mendel, vice president of Radio Receptor Co., Inc. Technical director is
Arthur L. Rossoff, formerly chief engineer of Radio Receptor's Engineering Products division. Other key personnel include Harold Cohen, radar
section head ; Nathaniel L. Cohen, communication section head ; and staff
engineers Solomon A. Zadoff and Howard E. Lustig.

Aero!et Sets Up
AETRON Division
AEROJET-GENERAL

CORP.,

Azusa,

Calif., developer and producer of
rocket propulsion systems for the
Space Age, has formed a new division which will integrate the company's skills in architectural engineering and electronics to develop
facilities for the manufacturing,
testing and development of weapons
systems and space vehicles.
124

New division will be known as
AETRON, and will combine Aerojet's Architect -Engineer unit with
Electronic Design groups for more

effective participation in the na-

Warsher Enters
Consulting Field
ADOLPH WARSHER announces that

he is now engaged in a consulting
practice specializing in reliability
control engineering, with offices in
Ridgewood, N. J.

Formerly manager of reliability
control engineering at Bendix Aviation Corp.'s Eclipse -Pioneer Divi-

sion, and chairman of the Bendix
Corporate Interdivisional Reliability Technical Committee, Warsher
was associated with Bendix since
1943. Previously he had been chief
engineer of the New Republic Radio

Corp., a subsidiary of Duro Test
Corp., North Bergen, N. J.

IRE Announces
Fellow Awards
SEVENTY-SIX

leading radio engi-

neers and scientists from the U. S.
and other countries were recently
named Fellows of the IRE by the
board of directors, effective Jan. 1,

tional effort to provide missile and
space vehicle facilities.
Benjamin F. Rose, Jr., will manage AETRON. He has previously
been associated with Douglas Air-

1960.

craft Co. and Lockheed Aircraft
Co. prior to joining Aerojet-Gen-

will be made by the president of the
IRE at the annual banquet on
March 23, 1960 at the Waldorf -

eral in

1947.

Presentation of the awards will
be made by IRE Sections all over
the world wherever the recipients
reside. Recognition of the awards
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New size 08 Ketay Resolver is stable
over entire temperature range
This new Ketay Resolver provides stability over the
entire temperature range of -55°C to +125°C. This is
accomplished without the size and weight of compensating circuitry.
The Resolver has superior electrical characteristics:
High Input Impedance-almost twice that of any
existing unit.
Lower Phase Shift-half that of existing units.

These features permit cascading twice as many re-

solvers with less degradation.

Resolver accuracy is now available in this small 08
size because of superior Ketay design. This Resolver
meets or surpasses applicable military specifications for
shock, vibration and humidity.

These typical specifications tell the story

At Room Temperature
25°C

Input Impedance (ohms)
Transformation Ratio
Phase Shift (lead)
Null Voltage (total max.)
Rotor Interaxis Error (max.)
Stator Interaxis Error (max.)
Functional Accuracy (max.)
Frequency 400 cps
Input
Stator
Number of Phases
Rotor 2
Stator 2
Voltage Rating 26V AC

1010±10%/79'-+-1°
1.059±1%
6.0 ± 1°
50.0 MV

± 7'

±7

±7'

MAXIMUM VARIATIONS
Over Entire
Temperature Range
(Open Circuit)

-55 C to +125°C
±10%
± 1.0%

+2°

±15.0 MV
2'
2'

±3'

Please write for detailed specifications and outline drawings.
w

* NDRD$N *
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KETAY DEPARTMENT
Norden Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Commack, Long Island, New York
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The Augat Crystal Holder

Socket Assembly is especially
designed for military -type HC 6/U and HC -13/U standard size

vention.

crystal cans. Its unique, compact
unit construction reduces over-

all package size and weight by

H.

eliminating use of separate
socket and holder.
Clip is fabricated of beryllium

Technology, Stockholm, Sweden ;
Bailey, Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.,

New Bedford, Mass.; Rudolf Bechmann,
Army Signal R & D Lab, Ft. Monmouth,
N. J.; J. I. Bohnert, USNRL, Washington,
D. C.; J. F. Calvert, U. of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; D. K. Cheng, Syracuse U.,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Trevor Clark, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.; P.
W. Crapuchettes, Litton Industries, Inc.,
San Carlos, Calif.; A. N. Curtiss, RCA,
Los Angeles, Calif.: C. E. Dean, Hazeltine
Research Corp., Little Neck, L. I., N. Y.;
G. A. Deschamps, U. of Illinois, Urbana,
Ill.; A. C. Dickieson, Bell Telephone Labs,
Murray Hill, N. J.; Stephen Doba, Jr.,
Bell Telephone Labs, Murray Hill, N. J.;
I. G. Easton, General Radio Co., West
Concord, Mass.; P. G. Edwards, Bell Telephone Labs, North Andover, Mass.; J. H.
Felker, AT&T, New York, N. Y. ; G. J.
Fiedler, Sverdrup & Parcel, Inc., St. Louis,
Mo.; G. A. Fowler, Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N. M.; D. W. Fry, United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Winfrith,
Dorset, England ; R. W. Gilbert, Daystrom-Weston Divs., Newark, N. J. G. S.
Glinski, U. of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada ; M. J. E. Golay, The PerkinElmer Corp. and the Philco Corp., Rum son, N. J.: Georges Goudet, Laboratory
Centre des Telecommunications, Paris,
France; W. J. Hamm, St. Mary's U., San
Antonio, Texas; H. C. Hardy, Howard C.
Hardy & Associates, Chicago, Ill.; R. A.
Helliwell, Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.;
R. K. Hellmann, Hazeltine Electronics
Div., Little Neck, N. Y.: S. W. Herwald,
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,
Telephone
Pa.: W. H. C. Higgins, Bell
Labs, Murray Hill, N. J.; C. L. Hogan,
Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. ; J. M. Hollywood, CBS Labs, Stamford, Conn.; F. L.
Hopper, Bell Telephone Labs, WinstonSalem, N. C.; P. W. Howells, GE Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y.: H. R. Huntley, AT&T

copper alloy, cadmium plated

per military specs. Teflon jacks
are press fitted into the assembly

to receive crystal pins. Socket

assembly designed for horizontal

or vertical mounting. Available

with extra long contact tails

...simplified AUGAT

formed at right angles for use on

3/32" max. printed circuit

SOCKET ASSEMBLY

boards. Also obtainable with
anti -rotate tab.

eliminates use of
separate crystal
holder and socket

Astoria Hotel in New York City
during the IRE International Con-

Recipients of the award are as

follows:
R. B. Adler, MIT, Cambridge, Mass.;
H. Aiken, Harvard U.,. Cambridge,
of
Mass.; H. O. G. Alfven, Royal Inst.
W. M.

;

UGAT
BROS. INC.

Write today for
additional information
and samples.

31 PERRY AVENUE ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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need

Co., New York, N. Y. ; E. O. Johnson, RCA
Semiconductor Div., Somerville, N. J.;
Harwick Johnson, RCA Labs, Princeton,
N. J.: E. A. Keller, Motorola Military
Electronic Center, Chicago, Ill. C. L.
Kober, AVCO Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio:
Harry Krutter, Naval Air Development
Center, Johnsville, Pa.; T. G. Linvill, Stan-

reference
data?

;

ford U., Stanford, Calif. ; W. A. Lynch,
Polytechnic Inst. of Bklyn, Bklyn, N. Y.:
J. M. Manley, Bell Telephone Labs, Murray Hill, N. J.; M. A. McLennan, Wright

ADC, Wright -Patterson AFB, Ohio : Doren
Mitchell, Bell Telephone Labs, New York,
N. Y. ; J. P. Molnar, Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N. M. : L. H. Montgomery, Jr.,
Vanderbilt I'., Nashville, Tenn. ; J. B.

/
Look in the new

electronics

BUYERS' GUIDE
Complete list of government buying agencies,

specs and applications in 64 page refer.
ence section of the '59-'60 issue.

J

A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
330 W. 42nd Street

qBp New York 36, N. Y.
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ABC

Moore, RCA Communications, Inc., New
York, N. Y. : Theodore Moreno, Varian
Associates, Palo Alto, Calif. ; T. H. Morrin,
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park,
Calif.; Shogo Samba, Kokusai Denshin
Denwa Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan ; F. R.
Norton, Denver Labs of Ramo -Wooldridge,
Denver, Col.; Franz 011endorff, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel ; R. L.
Pritchard, Texas Instruments, Inc.. Dallas,
Texas ; D. S. Rau, RCA Communications,
Inc., New York, N. Y.; L. L. Rauch, U.
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. ; H. R.
Reed, IT. of Maryland, College Park, Md.;
V. C. Rideout, U. of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisc.; A. W. Rogers. U. S. Signal Corps
Engineering Labs, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.;
V. H. Rumsey, Ti. of California, Berkeley,
Calif.; W. T. Selsted, Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif. ; Samuel Sensiper,
Hughes Aircraft Co.. Culver City, Calif.;
William Sichak, ITT Labs. Nutley, N. J.;
R. L. Sink, Consolidated Electrodynamics
Corp., Pasadena, Calif.: P. T. Smith, RCA
Labs, Princeton, N. J.: A. H. Sommer,
RCA, Princeton, N. J.; R. C. Spencer, The
Martin Co., Baltimore, Md.: W. E. Tolles,
Airborne Instruments & Laboratory, Inc.,
Melville, L. I., N. Y. ; L. G. Trolese, Smyth
Research Associates, San Diego. Calif.;
D. F. Tuttle, Jr., Stanford U.. Stanford,
Calif. ; G. E. Valley, Jr., MTT. Cambridge,
Mass. ; J. A. Van Allen, State Ti. of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa : E. A. Walker, Penn
State U., University Park, Pa.; W. M.
Webster, Jr., RCA Labs, Princeton, N. J.;
and Louis Weinberg, Hughes Aircraft Co.,
Culver City, Calif.
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RECONNAISSANCE
SYSTEMS

Name Halligan
Exec V -P and G -M
ROBERT

F.

HALLIGAN

has been

named executive vice president and
general manager of The Hallicrafters Co., Chicago electronics development and manufacturing firm.

He joined Hallicrafters in 1950
and has served as an executive in
purchasing, manufacturing, finance
and engineering operations. In 1955

he was named vice president

in

charge of operations. Subsequently,

he became a director of the company.

RECONNAISSANCE system developments at
Melpar provide unusual opportunities for the technical advancement of participating professional personnel. Technological challenge in an area vital to our national defense assures our engineers
and scientists that their contributions will have lasting significance.

ADVANCED

Melpar's reconnaissance systems engineering department has
achieved national recognition for its outstanding accomplishments
in the fields of acquisition, processing, and interpretation of intelligence. Techniques resulting from our deep probes into advanced

aspects of electronics, optics, and physics are being quickly

News of Reps
Chicago Dynamic Industries, Inc.,
Precision Products Division, Chi-

cago, Ill., has appointed Long &
Associates of Redwood City, Calif.,
to handle its line of removable

wafer rotary selector switches and
precision counters in northern
California, and Weightman & As-

sociates of Burbank for southern
California sales.
Sierra Electronic Corp., Menlo
Park, Calif., has appointed Lee
Mark Associates, Inc., as sales
reps in Kansas, Missouri and

translated into operational equipment for the armed forces.
Positions in the following areas offer particular challenge at this time:
Reconnaissance Systems

Detection & Identification Systems

Airborne Equipment
Ground Data Handling Equipment
Simulation & Training Systems
Communication & Navigation

Antenna & Radiation Systems

Systems

Ground Support Equipment

offices in

St. Louis and Kansas

City, Mo.

The Munhall Co. of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has been appointed by Bishop Mfg.

Corp., Cedar Grove, N. J., as its
sales rep in the western portion of

Field Service Engineering
Production Engineering

Quality Control

Melpar's remarkable growth continues to create attractive
opportunities for the exceptional engineer and scientist.

Your own intellectual dimensions govern remuneration and
assignments.

southern Illinois. The Sierra account will be serviced at Lee Mark

Physical Sciences Laboratory

INTERVIEWS ARRANGED IN YOUR LOCALE

For Details
Wire Collect or Write to:
Professional
Employment Supervisor

:AnA:

MELPAR =" iNc
A SUBSIDIARY OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY

3306 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia
In Historic Fairfax County
10 miles from Washington, D. C.

New York State.
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more
scope

COMMENT
Reactor Control
Ref. ELECTRONICS May 22, the

for

article "Transistor Amplifiers for
Reactor Control," (pp 52-53) by

your

Messrs. E. J. Wade and D. S. David-.
son:
I found the article of considerable
interest because of the combination

of electrometer tubes with transistors which has several possible ap-

r.

Lepel induction

heating equipment represents.
the most advanced thought in
the field of electronics ... the most
practical and efficient source of heat developed
for numerous industrial applications.
You are invited to send samples of work with
specifications. Our engineers will process and return
the completed job with full data and recommendations
without cost or obligations

plications in the field of medical

FLOATING ZONE UNIT FOR METAL
REFINING AND CRYSTAL GROWING

electronics. However, I would like
to know if there is not an error in
the circuit drawing, Fig. 1, where

A new floating zone fixture for the
production of ultra -high purity metals
and semi -conductor materials. Purifica-

the collector of Q, is tied to the

tion or crystal growing is achieved by
traversing a narrow molten zone along
the length of the process bar while it is

base of Q, through a 100 -ohm resistor and a ground is also placed

being supported vertically in vacumm or

inert gas. Designed primarily for pro-

on the QL collector.

duction purposes, Model HCP also provides great flexibility for laboratory

Any comments on this circuit
would be appreciated.

studies.

C. C. BATTERSON
DALLAS

The base of Q, is connected to a
tap between a 22K resistor to 20 y
and a 100 -ohm resistor to ground.
The Q, collector is also grounded.
Author Wade comments:
with these new

E.M.I. 'scopes
WM16 DC -40 M/Cs
A highly sensitive instrument which
meets general laboratory needs and is
suitable for television, computer and

With regard

to the questions

raised by Mr. Batterson, the circuit
is correct as published. The collec-

tor of Q, should be grounded and
the output is taken from the collector of Q2 as shown.
However, in going over the cir-

features include:-

cuit, I noticed some other errors
which crept in when the circuit was
redrawn for publication.

* Calibrated X & Y shifts-accuracy 3%
* Plug-in units for greater versatility

between -20 v and the common

millimicrosecond oscillography. Main

CIE Signal delay 0.2 microseconds

* Sensitivity 50 mV/Cm
* 5" PDA CRT with 10 -KV E.H.T.
* No selected components

There should be a 680K resistor
cathodes of V, and V2. The 10K resistor shown between -20 v and the

facilities including:

* unique direct time and voltage measurement system
* balanced wide -band direct -coupled
amplification with signal delay
* plug-in preamplifier available for
greater sensitivity at same bandwidth

Full details of these and other instruments from:

a straight walled quartz tube

N.Y.
EE69

supported

is operated in series with heaters
of V, and V2. The diode in series
between the emitters of Q, and Q,

cess bars.

Continuous water cooling for
the outside of the quartz tube
during operation.
Assembly and dis-assembly of
this system including removal
of the completed process bar
is simple and rapid.

two other capacitors marked "1"
in a forthcoming issue..

.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD

gas -tight,

ment of the quartz tube is rather simple and adapters can
be used to accomodate larger
diameter tubes for larger pro-

The unmarked resistor from the
slider of the 10K potentiometer to
switch lA is 10" ohms. The integrating capacitor between switch lA
and the output is 1 microfarad. The
are also 1 microfarad.
Perhaps you could publish a note

between

water-cooled end plates. Place-

should be 1N450.

E. J. WADE

128

An

The heater of V, is not shown but

A new instrument with many varied

WESTBURY
TEL: EDGE WOOD 4-5600

reatkres
A smooth, positive mechanical
drive system with continuously
variable up, down and rotational speeds, all independently controlled.
arrangement to rapidly
center the process bar within

collectors of Qa and Q, should be 1K.

WM8 DC -15 M/Cs

35 OLD COUNTRY ROAD

Model HCP

s from 1 kw to 100 kw.
Spark Gap Converters from 2 kw to 30 kw.
Electronic Tube G

Fl
IEE.

-

.

WRITE FOR THE HEW LEPEL CATALOG

993
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LEPEL HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES, INC.
55th STREET and 37th AVENUE, WOODSIDE 77,

N. Y.
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POWER RELAY
CONSERVATIVELY RATED
Rating: 50 A max. -440 V max.
2 500 VA -1500 W (non inductive)

Self cleaning double brake contacts
Silver cadmium 1/3
inch.
(Auxiliary contacts if required.)

Need product
info?

Coil Data: Up to 230 V, 60 Cycles,
AC Up to 115 V, DC
Contact Data: Combinations:
x - SPSTNODB
or: y = SPSTNCDB

Size: L. 2 1/4; W 2 1/16"; H. 2 7/32"

Mounting: 2 holes for No. 8
Weight: approx. 7.4 oz.

H. KUHNKE

Elektrotechnische Fabrik Gmbh
Malente/Holstein-Germany
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PLATING of electronic components

Look in the

lerin

Tight Conformity to Specifications

new

electronics
BUYERS' GUIDE
and Reference Issue
Over 699 regular advertisers, have

catalog information in the '59-'60
issue, 42% more than in any other

electronic directory.
A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
330 W. 42nd Street
qBp New York 36, N. Y.
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Diodes... Transistors... Rectifiers... Capacitors
Our Electronic Plating Thickness Tester measures plating within most rigid
specifications. This includes precious metal plating for bomb heads, printed
circuits, precision instrument parts, hermetic seals, fuses, relays, rotor arms,
slip rings, locking clips, contact points, terminals, transistors, diodes, rectifiers and capacitors.

In addition to a constant thickness check of all specification plating, the
technicians of our Research and Development Unit maintain a continuous
check on the purity of solutions.
30,000 Sq. Ft. devoted to Electronic Plating and Research. Send for our electronic plating brochure...or have our representative call.

GOLD SILVER RHODIUM PLATINUM PALLADIUM NICKEL
Specialists in Metal Plating since 1936.

SPECTRONIC
PLATING CO., INC.
A Division of Spectranome Plating Co., Inc.

330 W. 13th STREET NEW YORK 14, N.Y. AL 5-8677
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MORE!

MODULAR, EASILY MOUNTED
CABINET/CONSOLE

Small Problem

Recently you have been placing
Financial Roundup back to back

ACCESSORIES

with Market Research.
Since we file each one, after clipping, in separate files, the back-toback printing requires us to make

Designed to fit standard rack cabinets
Mount at any desired height on front and
rear mounting rails-standard EIA slots

'DRAWERS for RACK MOUNTING

copies to keep our files complete.

Convenient storage for items related to electronic
instrumentation operation and maintenance. Glide
on Nylon rollers. A touch of the finger releases for

This is only a recent problem, so
perhaps it can be rearranged to the
former system...

removal. Storage space 16%" wide by 10"-24"
front -to -back in 2" increments. Installs as standard
19" panel. Height in multiples of 1%" (514" minimum).

DAVID L. KEITH
H. M. BYLLESBY & CO.

Above, right-DAL-12V4-18 drawer
(with recessed stainless steel spring loaded double latch handle) installed in
Western Devices ventilated relay rack cabinet

CHICAGO

We try to avoid "backing them
up" and there will be few instance's

where this happens. However, we
Requires only 1344" of valuable panel space

-install one or more in a single cabinet!
Glides on low friction surfaces. Width 17'; 22"
or 28" for mounting in 19'; 24" or 30" racks.
Length 16"-36" in 2" increments. Writing/work
surface in choice of steel, Formica or aluminum.
Model WS (with standard
handle) mounted in Western
Devices ventilated cabinet

Spot-welded cold rolled steel Standard finish is gray
hammertone baked enamel-MIL available
Standard

do sometimes get into a purely
mechanical bind that requires it.
Anyway, it's good to know that
reader Keith's company, like many
others, reads and files these business columns.

handle is satin chrome finish die-cast aluminum alloy
Write for complete data

ONE SO
for VENTILATED RELAY RACK CABINETS,
CONTROLNTROL CONSOLES, BLOWERS, CHASSIS,

CHASSIS-TRAK W, RELATED COMPONENTS

ORegon 8-7827

WESTERN DEVICES INC.
600 W. FLORENCE AVE., INGLEWOOD, CALIF.
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Germ Warfare
Your recent article on CBR
warfare ("Germ -Gas Detectors
Needed," p 34, Dec. 4) requires amplification.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

DISTRIBUTORS
We are the Distributors' Supplier... Selling

DISTRIBUTORS ONLY
Transitube has become widely known as the
supplier for all major brand

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRON
TUBES and
SEMI -CONDUCTORS
to meet rigid government and commercial
specifications. Whether your requirements are
1 or 1000... our three modern warehouses, stocked
with a current and comprehensive inventory,
insure you off -the -shelf delivery at great savings.

Ttanifube

nC.
114 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

Our sales department invites Distributors'
inquiries on: POWER ROCKET BROADCAST
KLYSTRONS IGNITRONS MAGNETRONS
THYRATRONS RECTIFIERS RUGGEDIZED
TRANSMITTING SUBMINIATURES
PHOTOMULTIPLIERS SPECIAL PURPOSE
CATHODE RAY TUBES TRANSISTORS

You talk about influencing the
reproductive rates of microorganisms with radio -frequency energy.
Are you seriously suggesting that
our Army Chemical Corps has devised a weapon that will selectively
seed a pandemic under the influence
of radio energy?
Seems pretty farfetched to me.
ROBERT HUTCHINSON
SALT LAKE CITY

It may seem farfetched, but our
understanding is that both r -f and
ultrasonic energy are being investigated, firstly as a countermeasure against bacteria seeded by an
enemy and secondly as constituents of a retaliatory bacterial
weapons system.

In the same issue, as reader

Hutchinson may have noticed, we
carried an article on new discoveries in this field ("New BioEffects of R -F Energy," p 38), in
which we reported on research by
other life scientists on the various
ways in which microorganisms are

affected by r -f energy. Control

over rates of reproduction was
one; artificial creation of mutations was another.

130
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Wf = Wv - I_'fF

-WITH A MODERN TURN OF MIND
Archimedes went underwater to find an answer.
The resultant .shout of "Eareka!" signaled standout scientific progYess.

At Goodyear Aircraft we have SUBROC, the underwater

antisubmarine missile program,* for modern-day
application of such talents.

If you're of the turn of mind to launch a future
of real substanceWe invite you to join us. The water's fine!
Write: Mr: Charles Jones, Director of Technical & Scientific
Personnel, Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron 15, Ohio_

*Also programs in rocket propulsion, interplanetary
guidance, ground support systems for missiles, nose
cones, radar structures, advanced black boxes and
structures engineering, outer space escape capsules
ELECTRONICS
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

RCA CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION

COMPUTER SERVICE

Field Sales Engineers

ENGINEERS and TECHNICIANS
If you're an electronic engineer or tech-

Rapidly increasing expansion of RCA Closed Circuit Television has
created several excellent openings for qualified field sales engineers.
Your primary responsibility will be the sale of RCA Television Equipment to business, industry, military agencies, educational institutions,
and film and tape producers.
As an RCA Sales Engineer you will have the advantage of selling a
complete line of broadcast and industrial TV equipment consisting of
ten television cameras together with supporting switching, film, audio,
and television tape equipment. You will have the assistance of the
largest systems and service groups in the industry, allowing you to
concentrate your efforts on contacting customers.
Qualifications include a scientific or engineering degree or its equivalent, 2 to 3 years' experience in TV equipment and a record of successful accomplishment in Sales.
Top salaries plus liberal sales incentive compensation.
Please send inquires to:

nician with service
perience

on

or maintenance exelectronic digital computer

systems, here's an opportunity for a stable,
well paying position with one of the
nation's leading companies in digital
computer system development.
You'll hold a responsible position in
the maintenance of a large-scale business
data processing system. Excellent opportunity for advancement at all levels. Exceptional company stability, broad benefits.
Please submit resume immediately to:
ELECTRONIC SERVICE SECTION

Sales Service Department
THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER
COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO

ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTION
ENGINEERS

Mr. J. R. Milligan, Dept. HO -10M

Professional Employment
RCA, Bldg. 10-1
Camden 2, N. J.

RAIO CORPORATION Of AMERICA

Experienced in production

Industrial Electronic Products

trouble -shooting and design of test equipment.

Emphasis in audio field

ENGINEERS

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES

LENKURT

IN RESEARCH

has opportunities FOR YOU
in the following fields:

COMMUNICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT

AND DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

ASST. ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Analytical and experi-

We are expanding our Sales Department
and require Engineers, with two or three
years' industrial experience after finish-

WRITERS

ing college, for Chicago, St. Louis, Houston,

Live and work on the Beautiful
San Francisco Peninsula.

Please call-collect-LYtel 1-8461

information theory and
noise

SALES ENGINEERS

SALES

Design
of electronic
instrumentation
for
underwater ordnance.

mental treatment of
scientific research problems in the fields of
hydrodynamics, acoustics, electronics, network theory, servomechanisms, mechanics,

BELL & HOWELL

7100 McCormick
Chicago 45

or send resume to:
E. lack Shannahan, Employment Manager

analysis includ-

ing analogue and digital computations.

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
1105 County Road

San Carlos. California

and Baltimore. Trainees will receive three
months' classroom instruction at factory
before

they are

assigned to

a

District

O`fice as a Sales Engineer.
Excellent opportunity with fast-growing
Address reply to Mr. H. E.
company.
Beane, Vice President,

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury 20, Connecticut

THE

PROJECT ENGINEERS

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY

$9,000-Si 2,000

A

progressive

company

wants

experience

R&D

University Park, Pennsylvania

engineers who know microphone, phonograph pickup or other listening type electronic devices. A real
growth position. Company assumes all expenses.
MONARCH PERSONNEL
Chicago 4, III.
28 East Jackson Blvd.

Opportunities for Graduate Study
Faculty Appointments for Qualified Applicants
Excellent Working and Living Conditions

ELECTRONICS-FRANCE

P. O. Box 30

Send Resume To:
ARNOLD ADDISON
Personnel Director

132

1932-salesAggressive well established-since
Best connections to
engineering organization.
gouts. & industry. well liked French -American
management, will cooperate with U. S. mfrs. wi kto enter EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET.

ing

Write

EMPLOYMENT
PROBLEM?
When you are in need of specialized men for specialized jobs, contact them through an employment
ad in this publication.

RA -3092 Freer ,nirs

Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Brix 12, N.Y. 36, N.Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION

ELECTRONIC

(Classified Advertising)
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WAR

TERMINATION INVENTORIES

C&H
SALES CO.

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

DISPLAYED RATE
The adt'rti,iug talc i. $21.7 per inch for all
advertising appearing on other than a contract
basis. Contract rates tainted on request. An ADVERTISTN(: INt'll is measured 'íi inch vertically

on one column, 3 columns -30 inches -to a page.
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR SALE ADVERTISEMENTS acceptable only in Displayed Style.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR INFORMATION ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF SURPLUS ELECTRONIC

2176-E East Colorado Si.
Pasadena 8, California
RYan 1-7393

COMPONENTS. ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

UNDISPLAYED RATE
$2.40 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance

payment count 5 average muds as a line.
BOX NJ'SlltEItS count as one line additional In

SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL
WITH BALL -BEARING
SUN GEARS

nndisplayrd ads.

The Battery That's Used in Guided Missiles
Now Released as Government Surplus
For Photography, Aircraft, Models, Searchlights,
Radios, etc.

1:1
reverse ratio
spur gears are 48 -tooth,
pitch brass with
32
3/16" available face.
On one side, the shaft
for
23.64"
dia.
is
The

$1.95 ea. Postpaid

Sinn red -plate Nickel -Cadmium alkali',' storage batteries designed fur

'NIKE:"

and now surplus
due to design change. A lifetime
batter: oith no known limit of
serllee lover 5111111 recharges Ott test
aitholit loss of capacity). lather
features: Virtually indestructible,
etnal,aet & lightweight, withstands
heavy shot.]: and vibration. Flat
voltage Cttroe during discharge re310.41,'

11/16" and has a pin hole, then increases in
dia. to .377" for the remaining 3/16" of length.
On the other side, the shaft is .377 dia. 1/4" lg.
2-13/16" dia. is required to clear the body.

each $15.00

Stock no. A6-115

tain, charge year or more, high discharge rate up to SI) amps. for this

SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL
WITH SPACED OUT SUN GEARS

cell, no corrosive fumes to harm
clothing or egtupnnent. spill -proof

construction, discharge in any position. indefinite .storage without deterioration, operates in temperatures
-60° E to +200° F. Each cell is
approx. it ampere hoar t'aDac:ty.
Not Iitotl voltage per cell is 1.2 volt.. (.A fi V. battery

1:1

3/32"

Wt.

1:01:

I

ice.

G

Add only distilled water one. a

Brand

2.95 ea.

Cells

New

year.

$1.95 ea. Post^aid

Used Test Cells

24 V Battery (20 cells) in metal case -used $40.00
new $60.00

Plastic battery caves may have slight cracks -repairer)
easily or fold 250 to prier to insure nnrracked ease.
tb rd la money refund,rit (less postage).
III rri/A
ESSE RADIO CO., Dept N2, 42 W. South St.,
Indianapolis 25, Ind.

CIRCLE 461 ON READER SERVICE CARD

lab grade TEST EQUIPMENT for sale
standard brands -military surplus
(new or professionally reconditioned)
experienced problem solvers and budget cutters
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

Dayton 19, Ohio
CIRCLE 462 ON READER SERVICE CARD

434 Patterson Road

are aluminum,

face,

32

pitch, 32 tooth on
one side, 48 tooth
on the other. The

evils.I Cell size II" IL o 2" 5V. x
az. ,ea. Uses Potassium -hydroxide
,órtrulyte. Negligible loss during lifetime

tegalre.s
T.

-et

reverse raci
."" do spur gears

body is 3/4" thick, but the sun gears are spaced
out so that they are 11/2" apart. 1/4" dia. shaft
on each side is 23/32" long. OA length 31/2".
Requires 1-23/32" dia. to clear the body.
Stock no. A6-124

each $4.50

VARIABLE SPEED BALL DISC
INTEGRATORS

(All Shafts
Bearing Supported)

Ball

Input

145 Forward & Reverse 21/4-0-21/4.

No.

shaft spline gear 12 teeth 9/32" dia. 3/e" long.
Output shaft 15/64" dia. x 15/32" long. Control

shaft 11/32" x

3/a" long. Cast aluminum construction. Approx. size 3" x
$17.50
3" x 23/4"
No. 146 Forward & Reverse 4-0-4.
Input shaft 5/16" dia. x 3/4"

long: Output shaft 15/64" dia.
9/16" long. Control shaft
11/64" dia. x 11/16" long. Cast
aluminum construction. Approx.$18.50 ea.
size 41/2" x 41/2" x 4".
x

SMALL DC
MOTORS
(approx. size
overall 33/4"

x 11/4" dia.:)

5067043 Delco 12 VDC PM 1" x 1"

12.50

5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm

#5069625 120 rpm, mfr. Delco, 27 VDC gov-

SIMPLE
DIFFERENTIAL

$15.00
ernor controlled
15.00
5069230 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 145 rpm
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w. brake 6.50
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm

1:1 reverse ratio, 60 teeth
on large gear;
t/4" shaft.

5.00

5069790 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 100 RPM,

3" long
1-15/16" dia.

15.00 ea.

Governor Controlled

#5069800 575 rpm, mfr. Delco, 27 VDC, PM

with

Size:

Stock no. A6-104

each $3.95

DUAL SIMPLE

reversible governor controlled, equipped with 27
$17.50
VDC clutch

5072735 Delco 27 VDC 200 rpm governor con15.00
trolled.

10.00
5BA10A118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm
5BA10A137 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00

DIFFERENTIAL

5BAIOAJ52 27 VD: 145 rpm reversible

12.50
15.00

G.E. 28 VDC, 215 rpm,
10 oz. in., .7 amp. contains brake

15.00

5BA10AJ50, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 rpm
5BAIOF1401 B,

CONTACTS
"HOW TO MAKE MONEY
AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE/300K
PATES PAD

D

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.

reverse ra-

tio

on

31/4"

both.
long

x

1-7/16" dia. Shaft size: 1/8" and 5/32".
Stock no. A6-107
each $7.50

SILICON RECTIFIERS
1N1454 25 amp. 100 volts $3.00
1N1455 25 amp. 200 volts $3.50
1N1456 25 amp. 300 volts $4.00

VERTICAL

w ,

ABOUT

WRITE TODAY!

58,5.10E1421, G.E. 26 VDC, 4 rpm, reversible,
15.00
6 oz. in., .65 amp

SPERRY

IN

Mobile Radio Maintenance"
PACTS 1 r

1:1

Size:

GYRO

400 CYCLE 1/3 PHASE GENERATOR
VAC. 3 KVA. Mfg.
2800S. External excitation

FREE

Instruments Div. BRADENTON, FLA.

CIRCLE 463 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROFESSIONAL

115

#673073, Motor
115 volts, 3 phase, 400
Part

watts, 20,000
RPM. 3 -minute runup, synchro pickoffs, roll
360°, pitch 85°. Synchro excitation 26 volts,
400 cycle, 150 m.a. Vertical accuracy +1/2°
Weight 31/2 lbs. Approx. dim. 53/4" L., 41/2"
Price $35.00
W., 41/2" H.
cycle,

8

MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL RATE GYRO

SERVICES
"Pi gnu us in e0111 part Pmrer"®

Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy
"from millucatts to enpawatte"
10-50 Leonard Street
WOrth 0-3100
IT, N. Y.

Elect.

107 VDC.

1.1

Mod.
amp.

$200.00

HONEYWELL VERTICAL GYRO
MODEL JG7003A-1
115 volts, 400
cycles, single

(Control Flight)

phase, 35 watts.
Pitch and roll

Part no. JG7005A, 115
volts A.C., 400 cycle,

pickoff5 890

potentiometer

ohms, 40 volts
max. AC or DC.

eter take off resistance

YARDNEY ELECTRIC CORP.

Bogue

3450 rpm. 1" shaft.

single phase potentiom-

Nett' Yi.tk

2",

x

$7.50
10,000 rpm.
5067126 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 125 RPM,
15.00 ea.
Governor Control ed

Speed 20,000

530 ohms. Speed 21,000
r.p.m. Angular momentum 21/2 million, CM"/

Weight 2 lbs.
mensions 4-7/32
3-29/32 x 3-31/64.
sec.

rpm, ang. momentum 12,500,000
gm -cm 2/sec. Erec-

Dix

Price $22.50

400 cycles,

tion system 27 VAC,
to 1/2°.

lbs. Price $35.00 each

T.M.
CIRCLE 460 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AA., PRECISION
` FREQUENCY

STAT/C
INVERTER
SUPPLY
INPUT 28V D.C. ± 10%

115V ± 2%
0.01%

OUTPUT Nom.

400 CPS
1 0 (2- or 3 -phase output available)
RATINGS: 30VA SOVA 100VA

Higher ratings available.

APPLICATION:
For gyro wheel supplies and

where precise 400 cycle

voltages are required in air-

craft, radar and missile

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A C Electronics Division
AMP Incorporated
Ace Electronics Associates, Inc
Aeronautical Communications Equipment Co.
Aerovox Corporation

Airpax Electronics Inc

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp
Allen-Bradley Co.

Allied Control Co., Inc

American Electronics, Inc
American Radio Co., Inc
American. Time Products, Inc
Ampex Data Products Co

Arnoux Corp.
Atlas E -E Corp
Augat Bros. Inc

Avco Corporation
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90, 91
43
30
17, 18
87
34
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64
48
37
104
126
40
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Bendix Aviat'

Corp.

Eclipse -Pioneer Division.

19

114, 115

Red Bank I)iv.
Boeing Airplane Co
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Co.

computers.

51
10
119

CBS Electronics
Carr Fastener Co
Ceramic -Metals Assemblies Corp

54
116

60
67
39
2(i
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McCoy Electronics Co
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Electronics

Spectronic Plating ('o., Inc
Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Semiconductor Div.
Sprague Electric Co.
Stackpole Carbon Co.

EDO Corporation
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (EICO)
Electronics Buyers Guide Addendum

FEATURES:
PRECISION OUTPUT FREQUENCY
RUGGED

EXCELLENT WAVEFORM
SIMPLICITY OF CIRCUITRY
FAST STARTING TIME

GOOD VOLTAGE REGULATION

throughout an adjustable range
ISOLATED CASE DESIGN

Corp

Gamewell Co., The
General Electric Company
Apparatus Dept.
Semiconductor Dept.

Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co., Inc
Stromberg-Carlson a Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc
Tromp Aircraft Co.
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Tung -Sol Electric Inc.

1311
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113

55

89
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Western Devices, Inc.
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Westinghouse Electric Corp

63, 113
24, 25

130
101, 120
Corp... 50
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s Co
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Hermes Electronics ('o
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123
49
121
45

128

1(19

107
65
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'

632 TINTON AVENUE

NEW YORK 55, N.Y.

CYPRESS 26610

West Coast Division
136 WASHINGTON ST.

134

EL SEGUNDO, CAL.

OREGON 8-2665

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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106
129
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Lambda Electronics Corp
133
Lampkia Laboratories
111
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Lepel High Frequency Laboratories,
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For Sale
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Kay Electric Co

MAGNETIC
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7
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General Transistor Corp
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International Resistance Co

38

13

International Business Machines
International Electric Corp

(Send for Bulletin S-864)

47

95
110
110
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Hughes Aircraft Company
27, 28, 29, 112
6
Indiana Steel Products Co., Inc

HIGH RELIABILITY
VIBRATION ISOLATED
COMPACT
LIGHTWEIGHT
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

59
129

,5

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Fairchild Semiconductor

9
93
57

1113

Weston Electrical Instrument

'Eastern Industries. Inc

125
35

66

Dale Products Co

122
58
99
31
42

132
132
132
132
132

See advertisement in the June, 1959 Mid -Month
ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE for complete line

of products or services.

This Index and our Reader Service Numbers are published as a service. Every precaution is taken to make
them

accurate.

but

ELECTRONICS

assumes

no

responsibilities for errors or omissions.
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ARE YOU MAKING
THE SAME MISTAKE
IN DEPOSITED
CARBON RESISTORS?
Switch to IRC Molded Deposited Carbon
Resistors-"PRE-SHRUNK" for miniaturization.
If you have anything to do with miniaturizing components, be prepared for a
pleasant surprise.
IRC has reduced the size of Molded Deposited Carbon Resistors in the 3 most
popular wattage ratings at the same ambient, an improvement made possible
through the use of a unique IRC alloy film and a new high -temperature coating.

DERATING CURVE
FOR IRC MOLDED RESISTORS

mu( 1%

This means that you can now choose a smaller unit with wattage
equivalent to the one you formerly specified. Weight and space
savings, as it happens, are especially significant in the most -

200
-0

COMPARElii

used sizes.

g 150

ex

OLD SIZE=S

NEW IRC SIZE

Molded Deposited Carbon Resistor

Molded Deposited Carbon Resistor

.130"

.1875"

\

loo

---t---- ------

50

4,74..

0

40

20
11- .406"

625

I
125`C

70'C

11/4

WATY

I
I

60

80

100

120

140

165°C
160

180

200

Ambient Temperature °C

.375"

7r)
e[

.261"

IRC HAS GREATER LOAD LIFE RESERVE

l

WATT
1

IRC Molded Deposited Carbon Resistors exhibit excellent heat
dissipating characteristics. Size for size, IRC Resistors will run

.71 9

.062"

cooler under any load condition and take sudden overloads

*MIL NOMINALS

These SIZE REDUCTIONS also result in nearly corresponding
weight reductions.
WATTAGE

Max.
MIL

IRC

Length

Type

Type

Nominal

Diam.
Nominal

Min.
Ohms

Max.
Ohms

Volts
Continuous

MIL

70°C

IRC

with very low permanent change. Load life is superior to that of
hermetically sealed resistors which cost three times as much!

IRC HAS DOUBLE -BARRIER INSULATION
Resistance element is coated with a moisture -resisting material,

IRC

then encased in a molded, break -resistant dielectric case

70°C 125°C

which, though heavy-duty, is well within MIL size.
RN60

MDA

.406

.130

10

5M

300

/e

t/a

/e

RN65

MDB

.594

.203

10

5M

350

/a

t/º

IA

RN70

MDC

.719

.261

5

25M

500

1/2

1

Write
for
Bulletin B -9C

t/º

IRC EXCEEDS MIL SPECIFICATIONS
IRC Resistors are designed for MIL -R -10509C Characteristic
requirements.

B

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO., Dept. 379, 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.

In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee

Performance proved in street -light control
a

Day after day RCA -7163 meets the environmental challenge of street -light control with steady, dependable
service. Unprotected exposure to weather conditions, winter and summer, make this a tough proving ground.
Yet almost a quarter -million of these sturdy cells are now operating in this application.
Here is the secret of this remarkable performance record: RCA -7163 is hermetically sealed. Moisture-the
worst enemy of a photosensitive material-cannot get into the cell to affect its operation. This means longer life
and more reliable performance.
RCA -7163 is ideal for a wide variety of industrial light -operated relay applications. Its high illumination sensitivity permits direct relay operation on as little as one footcandle of light-making possible inexpensive, "minimum -circuit" designs. And the hermetic seal gives your equipment built-in reliability.
Investigate the advantages of RCA's line of high -quality hermetically sealed photoconductive cells. Get full
details today from the RCA Field Office nearest you, or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section L -19-Q3,
Harrison, New Jersey.

OMRADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES INDUSTRY THROUGH ELECTRONICS
Government Sales: Harrison, N. J., 415 S. Fifth St., HUmboldt 5-3900; Dayton 2, Ohio, 224 N. Wilkinson St., BAldwin 6-2366; Washington 6, D.C., 1625 "K" St., N.W., District 7-1260
Industrial Tube Products Sates: Newark 2, N. J.. 744 Broad Street, Humboldt 5-3900; Detroit 2, Mich., 714 New Center Building, TRinity 5-5600; Chicago 54, III., Suite 1154,
Merchandise Mart Plaza, WH tehall 4-2900; Los Angeles 22, Calif., 6355 E. Washington Blvd., RAymond 3-8361

